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Town of Canton
Board of Selectmen
Administrative Code
Introduction:
The Board of Selectmen of the Town of Canton recognizes: the need to codify the
traditional and accepted working relationships among the members of the Board, between
the Board and their administrative personnel, the Board and other elected and appointed
Town boards, committees, officials and citizens; the need to systemize and reduce to
writing the Town’s public policies and procedures; and the need for the Board to operate
effectively as a unit. Toward these ends, the Board recognizes that it will be well served
by a system of policies, collectively, the Administrative Code, to communicate its
decisions and actions, and thus hereby undertakes to create operating procedures for the
Board of Selectmen that must evolve and be created over time to best serve the
community.
The policies and procedures set forth in this Administrative Code are intended to provide
guidance and helpful assistance for the administration of Town affairs and are not
intended to be all-inclusive. The Administrative Code is also not intended to be binding
in the same manner as rules and regulations, although certain references within arise from
requirements of applicable statutes, laws, rules or regulations. In the event of any
conflict between the policies set forth in this Administrative Code, and any State or
federal statute or law, or any local by-law, rule or regulation, such State or federal statute
or law, or local by-law, rule or regulation shall govern. The Administrative Code does,
however, have behind it the support and endorsement of the Board of Selectmen as the
chief policymaking Board of the Town, and as such carries with it such authority as they
may legally exercise.
The Executive Office, headed by a Town Administrator, is responsible for the
maintenance and implementation of all policies and procedures, for updating the
Administrative Code with new and amended policies, and for ensuring that copies of the
Board’s policies and procedures are distributed and communicated to the newly elected
Board members. Copies of the Administrative Code shall be timely and conveniently
made available to the public at the Executive Office, Office of the Town Clerk and the
Town’s web site, subject to local by-laws governing their reproduction.
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Policy on Establishment of Policies and Procedures
Policy Number I
Issue date: January 13, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: January 13, 2004
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
This statement sets forth the guidelines by which a policy or procedure established by the
Board of Selectmen for the Town of Canton, or “the Board,” may be created, revised,
amended and/or abolished. It also sets forth the responsibility for the maintenance and
oversight of said policies and procedures and establishes the public notice and input
solicitation requirements relating to policies.

Special Terms
None.

Policy Description
I.

General

The Board of Selectmen of the Town of Canton, acting as the Chief Elected Officials of
the Town, recognizes: the need to codify and communicate the traditional and
established, accepted working relationships among the members of the Board, between
the Board and municipal administrative staff, and the between the Board and other Town
boards, committees, officials and citizens; the need to systemize and reduce to writing the
Boards public policies and procedures; and the need for the Board to operate effectively
as a unit. Toward these ends, the Board recognizes that it will be well served by a
system of policies to guide its decisions and actions, and thus hereby undertakes to create
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operating procedures for the Board of Selectmen from which to ensure accountability and
implementation of Board policy.
II.

Definitions

For the purposes of these Policies and Procedures, collectively, the Administrative Code,
all references to officers, employees or other persons shall be read as applying equally to
males and females, regardless of gender or pronoun used.
The Administrative Code is specifically a document codifying the policies and
procedures (defined as a course of action approved by the Board to guide current and
future municipal decisions) of the Board of Selectmen, and is not intended to supplant or
function as a by-law or a set of regulations having the force of law. Rather, it is intended
to be an evolving document adapted over time in order to best serve the community.
Toward this end, the Board may create, revise, amend and/or abolish any or all of the
policies in the Administrative Code according to the procedures listed below. It should
be noted that any and all provisions in the Administrative Code are subject to all
applicable federal, State and local laws, by-laws, rules and regulations.

III.

Policy Introduction, Approval, Amendment/Revision, and Deletion Process

Any new draft policy, or a proposal to amend or delete an existing policy may be initiated
by a member of the Board, designated administrative staff or by a citizen of the Town by
requesting that the Chairman provide for discussion of the major and essential
components and rationale for any such proposal at a regularly scheduled, open, public
Board meeting. All such requests to the Chairman must follow the provisions of the
Administrative Code governing the procedures relevant to the placement of items on the
agenda for regularly scheduled meetings of the Board. The Board may schedule any
future hearing or meetings it deems necessary for discussion if, in their opinion, the
policy suggestion, amendment or deletion has merit and would further serve to
implement operational efficiencies and accountability within or among municipal
departments and services areas under the Board’s control and jurisdiction. The Board
shall distribute any such draft proposal for comment to appropriate officials, as it deems
necessary. It shall notify any multiple member bodies including boards, committees
and/or commissions, or employees who may be affected by any final adoption of a
policy. The Board shall also advertise through local media including the Town website
any meeting introducing the possible addition of a new policy, and/or the amendment or
deletion of an existing policy.
The Board shall not vote on a policy at the same meeting at which it is first introduced.
A vote by two (2) members of a three-member Board, or three (3) members of a fivemember Board shall be required for the deletion or amendment of any existing policy or
for the adoption of any new Board policy. A new or revised policy adopted by the Board
shall take effect fourteen (14) calendar days after adoption, and shall be carried out until
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it is rescinded or amended. Any deleted Board policy shall remain in effect for fourteen
(14) calendar days after the vote to delete it.
The Executive Office shall be responsible for the maintenance of all policies and
procedures, for updating the Administrative Code with new and amended policies, and
for ensuring that copies of the Administrative Code are distributed to the newly elected
Board members and the public when requested. The Executive Office shall also inform
affected Departments and Boards and Committees of any changes to the Administrative
Code. Copies of the Administrative Code shall be made available to the public at the
Executive Office and the Office of the Town Clerk.
Emergency Clause
Should the Chairperson, acting on behalf of the Board, declare a state of emergency or
the existence of a hazardous situation, any relevant provision within the Administrative
Code may be waived if necessary to react appropriately to the specific situation.
Waiver Clause
While the Board shall strive to follow the process delineated within this policy for the
amendment or deletion of an existing policy and the adoption of a new policy, the Board
recognizes that there might potentially be unforeseen circumstances in the future. As
such, the Board reserves its right to waive any provision or policy within the
Administrative Code should the need arise. This may be accomplished in a legally
convened Board meeting with a two-thirds (2/3) vote of a three-member Board or a socalled “supermajority” or four-fifths (4/5) vote of a five-member Board.
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Policy on Powers, Duties, and Obligations of the Select Board
Policy Number II
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New ( )
Amendment ( x )
Effective date: February 23, 2021
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
The members of the Select Board are the Chief Elected/Executive Officials of the Town
of Canton. As such they play an intricate role in the affairs of the community. This
policy outlines the responsibilities of the Board as policy-makers and the responsibilities
of its key administrative personnel, rights of the Board members in their roles as Select
Board, specifically the Chairman, and how appointments are made to various Town
“positions.” It also addresses the structure and agenda for regular meetings of the Board,
and how the Board strives to maintain good communication with other municipal
departments and the community at large.

References
Article XIV, § 39 of the General By-Laws

Special Terms
None.
I.

Authority

The Select Board is an elected Board and derives its authority and responsibilities from
the statutes of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the by-laws of the Town of
Canton, and the voters of Canton. Board members are regular Municipal Employees for
the purpose of MGL c.268A.
II.

Election and Qualification
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In accordance with a special act of the legislature, the Board consists of five (5) duly
elected members effective April 2004 (in accordance with the vote of the general
electorate on April 8, 2003). Until that date the Board shall act as a three-member Board.
Before assuming official duties, each newly elected member shall be duly sworn in by the
Town Clerk as early as practicable after the close of any election and the winner is
certified by the Town Clerk as having received the most votes, or otherwise as stated
under appropriate statutory authority.
III.

Vacancies on the Board

When a vacancy occurs in the membership of the Select Board, the Board’s remaining
members shall either call a special Town election to fill the unexpired term or leave the
position vacant until the next regular election in accordance with MGL Ch. 41 §10.
IV.

Role of the Select Board

The Board is responsible for general oversight, policy development and implementation
and municipal service delivery of those personnel, departments and operating agencies
under their control and jurisdiction. Such authority is normally granted as a result of
general statutory authority or local by-law. Therefore, the Board is responsible for
oversight of “departments” of the non-school general government that are not otherwise
supervised by the other elected officials. By adoption of this Administrative Code, the
authority to provide direct oversight and regular supervision of these municipal
departments is delegated to a Town Administrator. For the purposes of collective
bargaining the Board is recognized as the employer. The Board shall strive to refrain
from involvement in day-to-day operations of Town government. Concerns and
questions about the operation of a department and/or its employees, and suggestions for
improvements should be addressed to the Board via the Town Administrator.
Intermittently the Board may be called upon to resolve disputes and/or become involved
in community issues that are unable to be resolved at the staff or administrative level.
V.

Role of a “Town Administrator” to the Board

The Board may appoint a Town Administrator, whose authority and supervisory/position
responsibilities shall be determined via this policy as well as an employment agreement
as approved by a Select Board. The Town Administrator shall assist and work under the
direct supervision and guidance of the Board in the formulation of policy and oversight of
department personnel, service delivery, municipal operations and adherence to Board
policy generally. The Town Administrator shall supervise and oversee the day-to-day
service areas of the Select Board.
The Town Administrator must maintain a close working relationship with all members of
the Board and all municipal department heads. He/she shall brief the Board on all
important issues either verbally and/or in writing on a regular basis. As is permitted
under law, the Board may designate for purposes of position title the interchangeability of
the Town Administrator and Town Administrator (MGL Ch. 41 §23A).
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In order to provide the Town with continuity of management the Select Board is
committed to maintaining an employment agreement with the Town Administrator, as
permitted by statute. It shall be the policy of the Board to require a “super-majority,” or a
four-fifths vote of a five (5) member Board, to not renew or terminate any Town
Administrator or individual Department Head engaged via an individual employment
agreement. This policy is designed to ensure leadership continuity and reduce to the
greatest degree possible politically motivated human resource decision-making.
Board Standards, Policies and Ethics – (This list is intended to be illustrative of the duties
or expectations of any member of the Select Board, and is not necessarily exhaustive):
1. A member of the Select Board, in relation to his or her community should:
a. Uphold the Constitution of the United States of America and the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, federal and State laws, and Town bylaws.
b. Realize that his or her basic function is to carry out its mandated
responsibilities and develop Town policy related thereto, with general
administration delegated to a Town Administrator and Department Heads
Team.
c. Realize that he or she is one of a team, and should abide by Board
decisions once they are made. Each Board member reserves his/her right
to speak from a minority position on any issue, but agrees and understands
that he/she cannot act alone inconsistent with a Board policy nor in the
absence of one.
d. Be well-informed concerning the duties of a Board member on both the
local, State, and federal levels.
e. Remember that he or she represents the entire community at all times
when establishing policies.
f. Accept the office of Select Board as a means of unselfish service, and to
not benefit personally or politically from his or her Board activities.
g. Act as employer and make appointments to volunteer boards, committees,
commissions and Town employees.
h. In all appointments, avoid political patronage by judging all candidates on
merit, experience, and qualifications only.
i. Abide by the ethics established by the State and not use the position to
obtain inside information on matters that may benefit anyone personally.
j. Appoint a Town Administrator and Department Heads, set performance
goals, objectives, and measure performance for said officials.
k. Act as the Licensing Authority for the Town.
l. Set dates for Town meetings as required, and prepare the warrant and
Town report for annual and special Town Meetings.
2. A member of the Select Board, in his or her relations with administrative officers
of the Town, should:
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a. Endeavor to establish sound, clearly defined policies that will direct and
support the administration for the benefit of residents, businesses, and
organizations of the community.
b. Recognize and support the administrative chain of command and refuse to
act on complaints or special requests of any type as an individual outside
of the administration or Board.
c. Give the Town Administrator appropriate responsibility for discharging
his or her responsibilities and duties as assigned by the Board and as
required by the position.
d. Provide department heads appropriate responsibility and authority for
discharging their duties.
3. A member of the Select Board, in his or her relations with fellow Board members,
should:
a. Recognize that only action at official legal Board meetings is binding and
that he or she alone cannot bind the Board outside of such meetings and
have no local or statutory power or authority to do so, nor shall any Board
member direct the services or activities of any department as an individual
member of the Board in the absence of official action.
b. Not make statements or promises of how he or she will vote on matters
that will come before the Board until he or she has had an opportunity to
hear the pros and cons of the issue during a Board meeting.
c. Uphold the intent of Executive Session, and respect the privileged
communication that exists in Executive Session and in all legal matters
facing the Town.
d. Be obligated to ensure confidentiality in all legal matters facing the Town
once the Board decision or any such legal matter is made.
e. Make decisions only after all facts on a question have been presented and
discussed.
f. Treat with respect the rights of all members of the Board despite
differences of opinion.
VI.
Compensation
Each member of the Board shall be compensated annually as determined by the vote of
Town Meeting. Members of the Board are entitled to reimbursement of expenses that are
incurred while attending meetings and conferences in carrying out their duties related to
their function as Board members as provided in the Massachusetts General Laws.
VII. Organization of the Board
The Chairman shall be elected annually at the first regular meeting following the close of
Annual Town Meeting, but no later than 30 days after the opening of Annual Town
Meeting. If for any reason whatsoever the Annual Town Meeting is not held beginning
on the last Monday of April, the Board shall reorganize at the first regularly scheduled
public meeting following the last Monday of April. The Chairman’s term shall be for one
(1) year, although the Board may remove the Chairman with just cause at any time by a
two-thirds (2/3) vote (or a “super-majority” vote of a five-member Board). The
Chairman shall not serve two consecutive years. A majority vote shall constitute an
election for chairman. Nominations require no second. The immediate past Chairman
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shall preside as Chairman pro tem until the new Chairman is elected. If there is no
immediate past Chairman, the senior member in terms of current service shall serve as
Chairman pro tem. In the case of members with the same amount of seniority, any
member receiving more votes in the most recent election shall serve as Chairman pro
tem. If a vacancy occurs in the office of Chairman, the Board shall elect a successor
within a reasonable period of time following the vacancy. The Board shall further
appoint a Vice-Chairman and Clerk under the same provisions stated for the Chairman.
VIII. Responsibilities of the Chairman
The Chairman of the Board shall:
1) Preside at all meetings of the Board. In doing so, he/she shall maintain order in
the meeting room, recognize speakers, call for votes and preside over the
discussion of agenda items and generally being guided by Robert’s Rules of
Order, except as modified herein.
2) Sign official documents that require the signature of the Chairman, following a
vote of the Board if required.
3) Call special meetings in accordance with the Open Meeting Law.
4) Prepare agendas with the Town Administrator.
5) Arrange orientation for new Board members.
6) Represent the Board at meetings, conferences and other gatherings unless
otherwise determined by the Board or delegated by the Chairman.
7) Serve as spokesman of the Board at Town Meetings and present the Board’s
position unless otherwise determined by the Board or delegated by the Chairman.
8) Be empowered to declare a state of emergency or the existence of a hazardous
situation on behalf of the Board. All Board members shall, however, be informed
of all details relating to a state of emergency or any hazardous situation.
The Chairman shall have the same rights and privileges as other Board members
including: offering motions and resolutions, discussing questions and voting thereon.
IX.

Responsibilities of the Vice-Chairman
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The Vice-Chairman of the Board shall act in the place of the Chairman during his/her
absence at meetings. Should the Chairman leave office, the Vice-Chairman shall assume
the duties of Chairman until the Board elects a new Chairman.
X.
Responsibilities of the Clerk
The primary function of the Clerk is to sign appointment cards and other official
documents including meeting minutes and ensure that all are appropriately dated and
signed by all Board members at the time of their signature.
XI.
Regular Board Meetings
Regular Board Meetings shall generally be held three (3) times monthly, usually the first,
second and fourth Tuesday of each month, except for June, July and August where the
summer schedule shall prevail, or two meetings shall be held each month. All meetings
shall be held in the Salah Meeting Room located at 801 Washington Street, Second Floor,
Memorial Hall unless otherwise specified by the Board. Meetings shall be televised on
the local cable access channel when possible. The Board shall not meet on those days
designated by legal holidays or when elections are held. The Board does also meet
frequently in special meetings throughout the year for a variety of municipal and
community purposes.
XII. Special Meetings
A meeting called for any time other than the regular meetings shall be known as a
“Special Meeting.” The same rules as those established for regular meetings shall apply.
Special Meetings may be called provided that a majority of the members agree to meet,
and all members of the Board are notified.
XIII. Working Meetings
The Board may conduct informal “working sessions” from time to time as the situation
warrants. Such meetings shall be posted in accordance with the Open Meeting Law, and
no official action/votes shall be taken. A synopsis of transactions of informal meetings
shall be made a part of the minutes of the following regular meeting.
XIV. General Meeting Procedures
The Select Board may function only when acting as a Board in a legally constituted
session. The Board functions as a body in all policy decisions and all other matters as
required by law or determined by a vote of the Board in formal session. Select Board are
elected officials with responsibility to represent all segments of the community and there
should be no restraint in the proper and reasonable exercise of this responsibility. The
individual members of the Board shall respect their responsibility to other members of
the Board so that the discharge of these duties may be accomplished in an expeditious
and productive manner.
Meetings are to be conducted in accordance with generally accepted rules of
parliamentary procedure and the Open Meeting Law. The application of these
procedures shall be on a relatively informal basis due to the size of the group and the
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desirability of flexibility in the expression of opinion. Robert’s Rule of Order is used as a
guide in matters requiring clarification of definition or procedure.
A quorum shall consist of two (2) members of a three-member Board, and three (3)
members of a five-member Board. As a practical courtesy, action on critical or
controversial matters and the adoption of policy or appointments shall be taken whenever
practicable, with the full Board in attendance. Actions and decisions shall be by motion,
second and vote. Split votes shall be recorded by Board member name. Any member of
the Board reserves its right to speak from the minority position on any issue.
Immediately following an official vote of the Board, any member of the minority position
may present a dissenting opinion for the record. However, all members of the Board are
bound by the official vote of the Board on all issues until such time as the Board
subsequently votes to alter its previous decision.
The Town Administrator is expected to be in attendance at all meetings of the Board
unless written notice is provided to the Board. The Town Administrator shall attend in
order to keep the Board informed and advised and recommend in all matters that fall
within the jurisdiction of his/her position or when otherwise directed or requested by the
Board. He/she shall carry out the directives of the Board as they relate to the conduct and
administration of Town affairs under the Board’s jurisdiction.
XV. Executive Session
If practicable, Executive Sessions shall be scheduled only at the end of any open meeting,
or on a night other than that of a regular meeting, as permitted under MGL Ch. 39, § 23.
Only items allowed under the Open Meeting Law shall be included in Executive Session.
The Board must specify in any motion to enter Executive Session the reason the session
is called. A majority of the members present must vote to enter Executive Session by
roll-call vote. The Chairman must state whether or not the Board will reconvene into
open session.
XVI. Agenda Procedures
The responsibility for coordinating, planning, scheduling and approving agenda items for
any Board meeting shall rest with the Town Administrator subject to Board approval.
Each member of the Board may place items on the agenda. The Town Administrator, in
consultation with the Chairman, shall schedule a realistic time period for each
presentation, appointment, interview, conference, or other scheduled item of business.
All items for the agenda must be submitted to the Executive Office by 12:00 p.m. on the
Thursday preceding any regularly scheduled meeting including any written material or
references to be presented. Items of emergency or strictly routine nature that develop
after closing of the agenda may be considered under “other business.”
“Public Comment/Correspondence” period will be allowed during any meeting and shall
be limited to fifteen (15) minutes with no more than five (5) minutes allowed per speaker
except by a four-fifths majority vote of the Board.
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Agenda order of business shall normally include:
1. Call Meeting to Order
2. Public Hearing/Special Topic Presentations
3. Action Items - New Business (i.e. appointments)
4. Action Items - Old Business
5. Other Business (i.e. Water/Sewer Commitments or “emergency items”)
6. Accept Minutes
7. Information/Public Announcements
8. Public Comment/Correspondence
9. Adjournment
10. Executive Sessions – As needed.
Members of the Board, administrative staff, the Town Administrator or others who
prepare background material for the meeting should have such material available by
12:00 noon on the Thursday preceding the meeting date. If background information is
insufficient or complicated, or if complex memos or motions are presented at the meeting
that were not in the Board’s meeting packet, any member of the Board should feel free to
request the tabling of the item to allow for the careful study of the material presented or
the motion proposed. Any request for additional time before “Board action” shall be
granted, unless a unanimous vote of a three-member Board or a four-fifths majority vote
of any five-member Board decides otherwise.
An agenda shall be posted for public view at the office of the Town Clerk and on the
Town website, 48 hours (not including weekends and holidays) in advance of the Select
Board’s Meeting. Every effort will be made to have copies of the minutes of the previous
meeting and all important correspondences, reports and other pertinent background
materials shall be forwarded with the agenda to the Board members.
In the interest of public participation, the Board shall not begin discussion of or act on an
agenda item after 10:00 p.m. of a regularly scheduled meeting. This rule may be waived
by a unanimous vote of a three-member Board, or a supermajority vote of a five-member
Board.
XVII. Minutes
The Town Administrator shall ensure that there is a tape recording of all open meetings
of the Board until transcription is completed. The Board shall record minutes of all
meetings as required by MGL Ch. 39.
When practicable, minutes should be circulated to members of the Board on or before
any Thursday in order for approval at the next regular meeting of the Board. By
unanimous consent, minor corrections may be made to the minutes without advance
circulation of such corrections.
Minutes shall contain a full statement of all actions/votes taken by the Board and of the
disposition of all proposals for action. Approved minutes shall be recorded in a Minutes
Book and stored as permanent records. Minutes of Executive Sessions shall be separately
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kept and recorded in accordance with the above procedures. Minutes (other than those of
Executive Sessions) are open for public inspection. Executive Session minutes shall be
made available to the public as required by the Open Meeting Law and Public Records
Law or when the purpose of the Executive Session is no longer valid.
XVIII. Appointments (non-Employee)
A. Appointed Individuals (see Appendix A)
The Board makes numerous appointments each year. Appointments are generally made
for one (1) or three (3) years in length. In no case, may appointments be made for more
than three (3) years unless specifically allowed by State law. Each appointee shall serve
the full length of their appointed term, subject to applicable local and State rules,
regulations, laws, and by-laws and performance standards established by the Board. Any
reappointment is at the Board’s discretion. RE-Appointments generally are made on or
about May 1 of each year. In the case of reappointments the Board shall read from the
prepared appointment renewal listing. Any member of the Board reserves the right to
“place a hold” on any candidate’s nomination read from the proposed appointment
listing. Such “holds” are then to be discussed after the uncontested reappointments are
made.
Whenever possible the Board shall seek diversity, including, for example, in
backgrounds, interests, ages, gender and geographic areas of residents, so that a true
cross-section of the community will be reflected. Appointments should be based on merit
and qualifications rather than political considerations.
Initial Appointments and Filling Vacancies
When an at large /citizen seat becomes available, the Board will seek to fill the
position at a meeting roughly 45 days from the vacancy occurring.
In order to attract qualified and interested persons, advertisements for the vacancy
should be made at the Select Board meetings, the local newspaper, Cable TV, the Town
website, Social Media and any other method relevant at that time.
The Select Board office should collect information from the Chair of each
Committee necessary to make an informative advertisement. Such information may
include a description of the committee’s mission, goals and activities, preferred
qualifications, approximate time commitment, current committee members and contact
information for the chair for applicants to ask additional questions.
Applicants should be available at Town Hall as well as in a digital format deemed
accessible and appropriate by the Town Administrator and IT Departments.
The deadline for applications should be set two (2) weeks before the target
meeting for the appointment.
The Chair and Vice Chair should interview all candidates who have submitted an
application and make a recommendation to the Board. Other Board members may also
interview candidates at their discretion.
Re-appointments
The Executive Office shall:
a. Provide by February 1 or sooner a list of the proposed re-appointments
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b. Notify the chairman of the appropriate board or committee in order to request that
board’s/committee’s recommendations regarding reappointments to its
board/committee
c. Contact incumbents in writing and ascertain their willingness to accept a
reappointment. The failure of any appointee to notify the Executive Office in
writing of their willingness to be re-appointed shall be treated by the Board as a
request to not be re-appointed.
The Board may consider re-appointments to positions at their pleasure. A letter of
interest and/or a resume may be requested from a candidate seeking re-appointment at the
specific request of a member of the Board.
The Board reserves its right to interview candidates seeking a re-appointment.
Appointments shall normally be made only when all members of the Board are present.
Appointments shall be made by a majority vote of the Select Board.
XIX. Advisory Committees of the Select Board
The Board may appoint standing or ad hoc advisory committees to aid on matters under
the Board’s jurisdiction. The use of such advisory committees is designed to provide
greater expertise and more widespread citizen participation in the operation of
government and solve community issues. All committees appointed by the Board are
advisory.
The charge or mission of advisory committees shall be in writing and shall include the
work and focus to be undertaken, the time in which it is to be accomplished and the
procedures for reporting to the Board. The Executive Office shall be sent copies of all
committee agendas and minutes. The Board shall discharge committees upon the
completion of their work.
The mission and membership of standing advisory committees shall be reviewed
periodically (at least annually) to assess the necessity and desirability of continuing the
committee. Re-appointment of members to an advisory committee shall be based on an
evaluation of the member’s contribution, and the changing needs of the committee and
the Town.
It is the policy of the Board to appoint qualified citizens representing all sections of the
Town to all advisory committees. The Board shall normally appoint individuals to only
one standing advisory committee at any given time.
Vacancies & Initial Appointments shall be filled in the manner described in Section
XVIII.
XX.

Dual Municipal Employees
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The Board, in accordance with MGL Ch.268A § 20B, may designate “dual municipal
employee” or special employee status for Town employees who seek to hold a second
Town position. The designation applies to paid Town employees, both full-time and
part-time. The Board and those holding positions seeking dual municipal employee
status must be familiar with the State statutes regulating conflicts of interest. The Board
shall grant dual municipal employee status only if there is a substantial benefit, financial
or otherwise, to the Town. Said status would allow the applicant to provide any product
or service to the department, commission, committee, or board to which he or she is
regularly associated.
When granting dual/special municipal employee status, the Board shall establish the
effective time period, normally not to exceed one (1) year from the date of approval. Any
employee having been granted said status is required to request, in writing, new approval
on or before the expiration of the existing approval. As authorized in State statutes, the
Board reserves the right to terminate its approval for any and all employees granted such
status. A list of such employees shall be maintained on a current basis by the Executive
Office and provided to each Board member. The Board shall review all approvals
annually at the Board’s first regular meeting in July.
XXI. Annual Report of Town
The Board shall annually cause to be produced an “Annual Report for the Town of
Canton,” as is required by State statute. Said document shall report to the citizens of
Canton on the activities undertaken by the various Board agencies, committees,
commissions, and officials, including a complete financial accounting. This report shall
be made available to the public in the Executive Office. This annual report shall also be
distributed to every household in Canton as is required by local by-law.
XXII. Conflict of Interest and Code of Conduct
Board members shall avoid conflicts of interest or even the appearance of conflicts of
interest in strict compliance with all applicable by-laws and State statutes, including
MGL Ch. 268A.
XXIII. Relations with Other Town Boards, Committees and Commissions
The Select Board is aware that communication, coordination and cooperation is needed
among the Town’s major boards, committees and commissions not only in the day-to-day
operations of government but also to: 1) set Town-wide goals and priorities, 2) identify
and anticipate major problems and working together towards their resolution, and 3)
develop a process for dealing with and reporting to federal, State and County
government.
Therefore, as the Select Board is historically responsible for and statutorily empowered to
oversee overall Town affairs, including oversight, communication, leadership,
coordination, service delivery, and policy development the Board shall:
1. Quarterly schedule meetings with the chairmen and representatives of major
boards and committees to communicate and coordinate Town activities and
statutes (Canton Communications Forum).
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2. One meeting, shall, if possible, be held prior to the start of Town meeting for the
purpose of reviewing the warrant and expediting the meeting.
3. Regularly schedule meetings between the Board and Canton’s State Legislators to
discuss financial and legislative issues that affect Canton.
4. On behalf of the Board, the Town Administrator is responsible for inter-board
communication in the day-to-day operations of government. The Town
Administrator shall develop a process for the boards, committees, and
commissions with common interest, which will include but not be limited to the
exchange of minutes, the establishment of a central repository for data, the
creation and maintenance of a calendar of events, the conduct studies and reports
and the appointment of members or staff of boards, committees or commissions
as liaison with one another around common projects.
5. Delegate certain members of the Select Board to actively participate in a liaison
role to other Town boards, committees and commissions.
XXIV. Relations with Citizens
The Board recognizes that it both represents and is accountable to all citizens of the
Town. It is the Board’s policy to make every effort to strengthen communications with
citizens. Measures shall be instituted to increase citizen participation, encourage citizen
input into governmental decisions making and to keep citizens informed of all actions
contemplated or taken by the Board and the Town Meeting that will affect them. To this
end the following steps shall be taken:
1. An individual citizen or group of citizens may request an appointment before the
Board by contacting the Executive Office, stating the reason for the appearance
and the action desired and naming a spokesperson for the group. Participants
shall be given the opportunity to make a reasonable presentation of information
not yet available to the Board through a spokesperson and to express opinions and
ask for pertinent information. Background data shall be prepared by the boards,
committees and departments “concerned” prior to the scheduled appointment with
the Board insofar as possible. This is designed to ensure that all parties involved
will have a reasonable understanding of the subject matter. Citizens are required
to have written materials submitted for the Board’s meeting packet in accordance
with established procedures.
2. To the degree possible, persons who will be directly affected by proposed Board
discussion and/or action shall be notified by the Executive Office of the date and
time of meeting at which the matter will be discussed or acted upon by the Board.
3. If the Board is considering matters of citizen concern at a regular meeting, the
public shall be allowed to ask questions or make statements relative to the matter
under consideration at the discretion of the Chairman or upon request of any
member of the Board.
4. All other citizen questions and complaints are to be referred initially to the
Executive Office, or the appropriate Town department otherwise responsible for
action or recommendations.
5. Use every means possible to keep the public informed via print media, Cable 8
and the Town website (http://town.canton.ma.us).
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XXV. Hearings Before the Board
Hearings before the Select Board shall be conducted in accordance with the following
procedures. Variations may be necessary to comply with statutory requirements
applicable to the given subject matter. The procedure for conducting certain licensing,
dog, and utility hearings are hereinafter outlined:
1. Notice- The Executive Office shall advertise the hearing when determined in the
public interest or otherwise by law or regulation.
2. The entity or person, who bears responsibility for abutter notification, when
necessary, shall be determined on a case-by-case basis.
3. Hearings shall be held in open session unless otherwise voted by the Board or
requested by participating individuals in compliance with the Open Meeting Law.
4. The Chairman shall announce the nature and purpose of the hearing, and identify
the particular matter(s) to be discussed. The Clerk shall then recite the notice
given. Where appropriate, the Chairman will outline the procedure to be
followed. All questions shall be addressed to the Chair.
5. The order of presentation will be:
a. Presentation by Proposer
b. Receipt of recommendations from any Town agency or officer
c. Statements by proponents
d. Statements of opponents
e. Rebuttal statements by proponents and opponents
f. Where appropriate, questions may be asked of any person making a
statement after the statement is finished. Questions will be accepted first
from members of the Board.
6. The Board may permit persons not desiring to speak or unable to attend the
hearing to record themselves as in favor or against the proposal by submitting
written testimony.
7. At the conclusion of the hearing the Board may render its decision or take the
matter under advisement, announcing the intended schedule of decision.
XXIII. Procedure for Conducting Dog Hearings (please see also Article XIV, § 39 of the
General By-Laws)
A written complaint must be filed with the Select Board or the Animal Control
Department. The complaint should describe and name the animal and identify the owner.
The complaint should further specify why and how the animal is considered to be vicious
or otherwise in violation of Town by-laws. Specify all times, dates and fully describe
incident.
Upon receipt of a request for a hearing, the hearing will be included in the agenda for a
regular meeting. The Executive Office will notify the animal control officer and request
a full investigation concluding with a written report and official recommendation.
Executive Office will also notify all involved persons. Hearings shall be held in open
session. The procedure for conducting a hearing is as follows:
1. Read complaint – fully identify and describe animal. Present picture of animal
when available. Note that the hearing is being conducted in accordance with
MGL Ch. 140.
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2. Swear in all parties providing testimony (all information and statements are the
whole truth and nothing but the truth).
3. Hear report(s) from the animal control officer and/or health officer or any other
department involved. Ensure that the animal is completely identified here.
4. Take testimony from complainants – directly question as to why animal is
considered vicious or dangerous or otherwise in violation of applicable laws. Are
they fearful of animal? Is there excessive barking, etc.?
5. Take testimony from owner and/or others speaking on his/her behalf.
6. At the conclusion of the hearing the Board may render its decision or take the
matter under advisement, announcing the intended date of decision.
7. Unless requested by the Board, the dog shall not attend the hearing.
XXVI. Town Meetings
Conduct of any Town Meeting including requirements of article submission shall be done
in accordance with Article 32 of the Annual Town Meeting of 2003 (see Appendix B).
1) Annual Town Meetings
The Town Meeting warrant is to be developed, finalized, published, and distributed
by the Select Board as determined by State and local by-laws. The Select Board may
insert articles in the warrant on their own initiative or by written petition signed by
ten (10) registered voters for any Annual Town Meeting. Local by-law requires that
the Town of Canton hold its Annual Town Meeting on the second Monday of May
annually.
2) Special Town Meetings
The Select Board may call a Special Town Meeting if they receive a written request,
signed by one hundred (100) registered voters. It is the practice of the Board to
address and encourage major issues at the Annual versus a Special Town Meeting,
and discourage Special Town Meetings unless an emergency or other significant
community issue needs to be addressed.
Notwithstanding the above, in the interest of economy of operations and imposition on
the voters the Board shall strive to limit the calling of Special Town Meetings to the
minimum necessary as is otherwise in the Town’s best interest. In determining whether
to call a Special Town Meeting, the Board may consult with other Town committees,
officials, and staff as appropriate. It is strongly recommended that the Moderator and
Town Clerk be consulted prior to each Town Meeting.
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Policy on Convening and Conducting Executive Session

Policy Number III
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: January 28, 2004
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
This policy statement sets forth the procedure for the procedure of the Board, as guided
by Massachusetts General Laws for convening and conducting Executive Session.

References
MGL Ch. 39 § 23B

Special Terms
None.

Policy Description
I.

Procedures for Convening Executive Session
1. The session must be convened in open meeting and public notice given in
accordance with the Open Meeting Law.
2. Chairperson announces the purpose of the Executive Session.
3. Majority must vote in recorded roll call for Executive Session.
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4. Chairperson announces whether the meeting will reconvene in open session.
5. Votes taken in Executive Session must be recorded roll call votes.
II.

Reasons for Convening Executive Session
1. To discuss the reputation, character, physical condition or mental health – rather
than the professional competence – of an individual. (See Rights of Individuals
below)
2. To consider the discipline or dismissal of or to hear complaints or charges brought
against a public officer, employee, staff member or individual. (See Rights of
Individuals below.)
3. To discuss strategy with respect to collective bargaining or litigation if an open
meeting may have a detrimental effect on the government’s bargaining or
litigating position. Also, to conduct strategy sessions in preparation for
negotiations with non-union personnel; to actually conduct collective bargaining
and contract negotiations, with non-union personnel.
4. To discuss the deployment of security personnel or devices, e.g., a sting
operation.
5. To investigate charges of criminal misconduct or to discuss the filing of criminal
complaints.
6. To consider the purchase, exchange, taking, lease, or value of real property if such
discussion may have a detrimental effect on the negotiating position of the
governmental body.
7. To comply with the provisions of any general or special law or federal grant-inaid requirements (generally privacy).
8. To hold an initial screening, (including interviews if they are part of the initial
screening process) of candidates for employment if an open meeting would have a
detrimental effect in obtaining qualified candidates.
9. To meet or confer with a mediator, as defined in section twenty-three C of chapter
two hundred and thirty-three, with respect to any litigation or decision on any
public business within its jurisdiction involving another party, group, or body.

III.

Rights of Individuals
1. When a governmental body wishes to discuss the reputation, discipline or
dismissal of an individual, it must notify that person in writing at least 48 hours in
advance of the meeting.
2. The individual may request that the meeting be held in the open.
3. If an Executive Session is held, the individual has the right to be present during
discussion that pertains to him or her, to have counsel or a representative of
choice present, and to speak on his or her own behalf.
4. Any individual may tape-record, or videotape from one or more designated
locations determined by the governmental body, as long as there is no active
interference with the meeting. This right does not apply to Executive Sessions.
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Policy on Communication

Policy Number IV
Issue date: January 2, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: January 27, 2004
Amendment date: March 24, 2011*
Level: Department ( )
Division ( )
Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
Seeking to maintain clear lines of communication with residents, Town personnel,
boards, and committees, and other multiple-member bodies, the Board sets forth in this
policy the protocol with regards to all communication, both incoming and outgoing.

References
None.

Special Terms
Incoming Communication – All requests, comments, complaints or other information
external to the Town Government, whether delivered verbally over the telephone or in
person, or in writing either electronically or manually.
Outgoing Communication – All information distributed by the Board of Selectmen
through the Executive Office to the general public, whether delivered verbally over the
telephone or in person, or in writing either electronically or manually. This includes all
information distributed or presented in the local media, including Cable 8 and the Town
website.
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Internal Communication – All communication between the Board and the Executive
Office’s administrative personnel and any municipal department (or its personnel).
Manual Correspondence – All correspondence written manually, whether handwritten,
typewritten, or word-processed.
Electronic Correspondence – All correspondence written electronically, via e-mail, or
other method of electronic posting or submission.
Verbal Communication – All communication directed to the Board verbally, either in
person or over the telephone (either via the Executive Office or directly to a Board
member).

Policy Description
Confidentiality and Public Record

I.

It should be noted that all written correspondence, manual or electronic is subject to the
Public Records Law (MGL Ch. 66 and Ch. 66A) with the exceptions noted in MGL Ch. 4
§ 7 clause 26.
II.

Incoming Communication

Seeking to provide the most efficient and responsive service(s) to individual and
collective community concerns, all incoming communication, verbal or written, should
first be directed to the appropriate department, committee, board, agency or other Town
entity, hereafter “entity.” Should incoming communication be received by an entity not
primarily and directly related to the specific issue(s) at hand, all Town employees shall
first refer such incoming communication to such appropriate entity. If and when all
appropriate entities have been contacted (and the issue remains unresolved or continues
to be disputed), then such communication should be directed to the Executive Office,
who will then respond appropriately.
III.

Written Correspondence to the Board
•
•
•

All manual correspondence should be addressed to all members of the Board of
Selectmen. All correspondence should be sent to the Executive Office at 801
Washington Street, Canton, MA 02021.
All electronic correspondence should be addressed to all members of the Board
and should be sent to bos@town.canton.ma.us
First following the procedures outlined herein by referring the written
correspondence to the appropriate entity or entities, the Executive Office, per the
Board’s directive, shall respond appropriately to all written correspondence on the
Board’s behalf.
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•
•
•

•

IV.

Upon receipt, the Executive Office/designee shall ensure that all Board members
receive a dated copy of any and all written correspondence.
The Executive Office/designee shall ensure that all electronic correspondence sent
to the Board is promptly forwarded to all Board members.
Upon receipt of any written correspondence, the Executive Office shall issue a
written response to the sender that sent the correspondence to the Board. This
response will serve to notify the sender that the Board and all appropriate entities
are in receipt of their correspondence, and to inform them, when practicable, of
the next steps to be taken in evaluating and responding to the specific issue(s)
involved.
All manually written “mail” addressed to the Board shall be sent to each Board
member weekly. Such regular delivery shall be accomplished by the Canton
Police Department, or other designated Town employee.
Verbal Communication to the Board

•
•
•
•
•

V.

In keeping with the requirements of this policy, all verbal communication
intended for the Board shall first be directed to the appropriate Town entity.
Should the issue remain unresolved or disputed at that initial level, then the
Executive Office shall attempt to follow the Board’s directives, as denoted in their
written policies in resolving the dispute.
If an issue remains disputed, the matter shall be referred directly to the Board at
their next regularly scheduled public meeting for action.
For documentation purposes, and to ensure the accurate transmittal of
information, all callers (in person or over the telephone) will be asked to submit a
written description of the unresolved issue.
The Board/designee reserves its right to postpone discussion of and/or to not
address any unresolved issue not submitted in writing, or submitted with
insufficient information. When practicable, the Executive Office shall inform the
“petitioner” of any such decision by the Board. The Executive Office shall
indicate what further steps must be completed before the Board will discuss/take
action on any specific issue.
Internal Communication

The Board understands the importance of maintaining constant and effective
communication between the Board and Town administrative personnel; moreover, that
there are several methods of communication that will be utilized. To this effect, the
Board seeks to outline and standardize the methods by which such communication may
best be undertaken.
A. Department Heads:
•

If necessary, each Department Head shall, on a quarterly basis, give to the Board
a written report with an update on any ongoing projects and important issues.
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•
•

•
•

•

For documentation purposes, and to ensure the accurate transmittal of
information, this written report shall be the primary method of communication
between Department Heads and the Board.
To ensure regular contact with the various Department Heads, the Board hereby
invites and encourages all Department Heads to attend regularly scheduled
meetings of the Board of Selectmen to provide information and update the Board
on Departmental activities.
All Department Heads shall be responsible for reporting to the Board, via the
Executive Office or directly, any important and/or emergency issues or situations
that arise within the span of their control.
In keeping with the provisions of the Board’s policy 1, requests made to any
Department Head or staff by individual members of the Board shall first be
communicated to the Executive Office who shall take appropriate action
consistent with both the Board’s policies and with applicable local, state and
federal laws, by-laws, and rules and regulations.
Department Heads shall communicate any requests made by any individual Board
member to the Executive Office prior to action to ensure both effective interdepartmental communication and consistency with Board policy and with
applicable local, state and federal laws, by-laws, and rules and regulations.

B. Executive Office:
•
•
•

VI.
•
•

For documentation purposes, and to ensure the accurate transmittal of
information, written correspondence, either manual or electronic, shall be the
primary method of communication between the Executive Office and the Board.
The Executive Office shall also utilize the Board’s regularly scheduled meetings,
and preparation for said meetings as an additional point of contact and
collaboration.
In cases of emergency or other significant events affecting the Town, County,
State or Nation the Executive Office shall attempt to contact all members of the
Board via telephone to notify them immediately of any such situation.
Outgoing Communication
The Executive Office shall be responsible for all official outgoing communication
from the Board of Selectmen, whether in response to incoming communication or
originating from the Board’s directive.
All important announcements shall be posted at the Board’s directive through the
local media including Canton Cable 8, and the Town web site.

A. *Department Heads – shall (or their designee) submit for review to the Executive
Office prior to responding to any requests for services, pledge of support and/or
1

Specifically, that “[t]he Board shall strive to refrain from involvement in day-to-day operations of Town
government,” that individual Board members have “no local or statutory power or authority” to act outside
of a legally convened Board meeting, and that “[a Board member shall] not direct the services or activities
of any department as an individual member of the Board,” (Policy II, pg. 5 & 7).
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allocation of other departmental resources for any project or event, including those
projects or community events which have taken place prior to the issuance of this
policy and shall include those presented to the Town in the future.
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Policy on Hiring and Intents to Appoint
Policy Number V
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: January 28, 2004
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
It should be noted that recruitment, hiring, and job posting for all positions should be
governed first and foremost by the Personnel Policies (see Personnel Policies II-5 and II10). This policy shall function, rather as a supplement to the existing policies in an
attempt to standardize the hiring process and establish the correct usage and significance
of the Intent to Appoint Form.

References
Personnel Policies II-5 and II-10

Special Terms
Employer – Board of Selectmen.

Policy Description
I.

Hiring Process

It shall be the Board’s policy to include both the Department Head/designee and the
Human Resources Administrator (HRA) shall be included throughout the recruitment and
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hiring process. The Town Administrator shall be actively involved in the interview and
recommendation process of Department Heads and other senior management staff.
Once a candidate has been selected, the HRA shall, prior to the next regularly scheduled
Board meeting, submit to the Board of Selectmen through the Executive Office a packet
of information relating to the decision. This packet shall include: the written
recommendation of the HRA, explaining his/her decision; the application, resume and
background information on each candidate; and the Intent to Appoint Form for the
proposed candidate (see Appendix C).
The Board reserves the right to postpone any decision to fill a position should more
background information be required.
It is the practice of the Board to endeavor to incorporate into any appointment the input
of both the Department Head and the HRA. However, it is understood that the sole and
final decision shall rest with the Board.
All offers of employment shall be contingent upon proof of authorization to work in the
United States and upon the successful completion of the Town’s post-offer physical
examination (see Personnel Policy II-5.10).
II.

Intent to Appoint Form

The Intent to Appoint Form shall be the official original payroll document that triggers
the action of any Board decision. Prior to any position being filled, the Board of
Selectmen must sign the Intent to Appoint Form. Moreover, no changes to payroll or
modification to employee status, new or existing, shall be valid until the Intent to Appoint
Form has been signed, unless the State of Massachusetts, Human Resources Division or
any successor agency to Civil Service, processing and approval requirements, prevents
compliance with above. (See Personnel Policy II-5.12).
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Policy on Access to Town Counsel

Policy Number VI
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: January 28, 2004
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
This policy statement sets forth the procedure for Town employees, boards, committees,
and commissions to access Town Counsel for legal services. The policy is intended to
more fully define the right of access to and role of Town Counsel.
This policy is not intended to relieve Town employees, boards, committees and
commissions from the responsibility to seek advice of Town Counsel, either directly,
when allowed under this policy or through the Executive Office when required, prior to
entering into any contract or agreement that creates rights or obligations to which the
Town is a party. This also applies to any decision, service or action taken by any
operating department under the Board of Selectmen, which could create rights,
obligations and/or liabilities to which the Town would become responsible and
coordinate the legal strategy of the Town.

References
None.
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Special Terms
None.

Policy Description
I.

General

Legal services play a role, often times a significant one, in the efficient and effective
operations of the Town. However, the cost of these services continues to have an impact
on the price of doing business as a municipality. With that understanding, it is the intent
of this policy to place certain controls on the accessibility of Town Counsel by Town
employees, boards, commissions and committees, consistent with the Town of Canton
general by-laws and State law. It is not the intent of this policy to explicitly or implicitly
deny anyone access to Town Counsel, but rather to control and monitor accessibility to
Town Counsel, thereby controlling the costs of legal services.
II.

Protocol

Accessibility to Town Counsel will be governed by the following parameters:
•
•
•

III.

The Board of Selectmen and designee shall have direct access to Town Counsel
in relation to their duties as Town officials.
Those employees of the Town requesting Ethics Opinions (Conflict of Interest
Law) shall have direct access to Town Counsel.
Sponsors of warrant article(s) for Special Town Meetings or the Annual Town
Meeting may submit motions proposed to be offered under said warrant articles in
writing to Town Counsel for review through the Executive Office per below
procedures.
Access Procedure

•

•
•
•

All other requests for access to Town Counsel must be submitted to the
Executive Office for approval by the Board of Selectmen and/or designee.
Requests to the Board from employees of the Town should be generated through
the Department Head or Committee Chair. Requests from any multiple-member
body shall be done after a majority vote to do so is recorded.
Legal services request form (see Appendix D) shall be completely filled out and
submitted to the Executive Office for review and approval.
Any costs incurred for approved legal services obtained via the policy shall be
paid for by the Executive Office/Legal Services Budget.
All legal services requests submitted should be consistent with the Town’s overall
legal strategy (if known at the time of submission) and Board policy to ensure a
coordinated, and consistent public policy approach.
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•

IV.

The Board reserves its right to deny any requests for legal services, and shall
provide notification to all legal services requests not approved.
Standard Contract for General Use

•
•

•
•
•

The most current form of the Standard Contract for General Use (see Appendix E)
shall be used in any and all contracts for supplies or services rendered for the
Town.
If the certified Procurement Officer, after complying with any and all Local,
State, and Federal requirements, wishes to change and/or modify the terms of the
contract, such a request shall be sent to Town Counsel through the procedure
outlined above.
Statutory and other State regulations shall determine the signatory approval
process used on any contract.
In any case where the Board of Selectmen must sign a contract, the contract shall
be submitted to the Executive Office with any relevant information for inclusion
on the agenda for the next regularly scheduled Board meeting.
In any case where certified delegated Procurement Officers are permitted to sign
the contract, they shall be empowered to do so.
Town Counsel Office Hours

V.
•
•

Office hours shall be regularly made available to multiple-member bodies and
municipal and school staff on an as-needed basis.
Regular office hours generally shall be held on Mondays between 2:00 PM and
4:00 PM or otherwise as determined by the Board.
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Policy on Alcohol Licenses

Policy Number VII
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: January 28, 2004
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
In view of the current state of liquor licenses across Town and the dwindling supply of
new licenses available, the Board deems it in the public interest to encourage variety,
uniqueness, and greater choice for the public in liquor establishments and vendors.
This policy exists solely for the assistance of the Board of Selectmen, the public, and
prospective liquor license applicants, to enable them to work together to accomplish the
goal of greater choice and to satisfy the public’s need and convenience. It is understood
that many of these considerations are subjective and will be interpreted and given weight
according to public demand and the judgment of the Board of Selectmen. Prospective
applicants are advised that meeting any or all of the considerations will not guarantee
approval of a license. This policy is not intended to and does not create or supersede any
rights already controlled by any relevant laws or regulations including those of the
ABCC. It also provides the applicant with the penalty structure to be followed if liquor
violations occur. It should be emphasized that the purpose of this policy is primarily
preventative, not punitive. It is the Town’s position that license holders and their
employees are in the best position to prevent alcohol abuse originating on the licensed
premises.
The Board of Selectmen takes seriously the responsibility of granting liquor licenses and
expects all applicants to adhere to the policy requirements relative to security
precautions.
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References
MGL Ch. 138

Special Terms
None.

Policy Description
I.

General
1. The applicant must meet the requirement of MGL Ch. 138, and any other
applicable Town or State laws.
2. All employees serving the public may be required to have successfully
completed an alcoholic beverage training program such as the TIPS
program or its equivalent. Periodic retraining programs for employees
may also be required. At a minimum, in-house training similar to that
received at the formalized training classes will be required.
3. Special identification cards may be required for persons who are employed
in the direct sale and service of alcoholic beverages.
4. Wrist-bands are not allowed as a method to identify customers to be
served.
5. “Happy Hours” are prohibited as outlined in section E.
6. Cover charges are not allowed.
7. A sign-off from the Finance Department that "ALL TAXES, FEES,
FINES, ETC." have been paid to the Town is required
8. The licensing of liquor establishments and vendors, and what constitutes
the public convenience will be subject to the informed discretion of the
Board of Selectmen.
A. This Policy Applies To:
1. License transfers involving a change of location, ownership, or business
for example, (change of type of restaurant).
2. New Licenses.
3. One-day or Special Licenses.
B. Considerations for Approval of New License or Transfer:
The Board will consider any or all of the following that can be reasonably offered
in support of a particular license application:
1. The applicant is a qualified veteran’s organization and seeks a club
license.
2. The applicant proposes an establishment that offers a regular forum for
music and musicians to play and get exposure for their work.
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3. The applicant offers variety, or uniqueness, in its proposed establishment
or shop, in contrast to what exists in Canton at the time of the application.
For example the Board of Selectmen have a commitment to the
revitalization of downtown.
4. The applicant proposes an establishment that offers a substantial economic
benefit to the Town of Canton.
5. Proposals for establishments to be located in shopping malls or high
density retail areas, either as new licenses or transfers, may be
discouraged, if they duplicate what is already located there.
C. Change of Manager
An application for change of manager must be filed with the Board of
Selectmen via the Executive Office at least six (6) weeks before the proposed
effective date of the change, unless the approved manager has terminated his
or her employment without prior notice to the licensee. In that case, by the
close of the next business day following the termination of employment the
licensee must notify the Board of the name of the person who will discharge
the duties of manager pending selection and approval of a new manager.
If the employment of the approved manager is terminated by the licensee, or if
the approved manager is replaced, transferred, or for other reason due to
action by the licensee is no longer serving as manager, the licensee must file
an application for change of manager at least six (6) weeks before the action is
taken by the licensee and must obtain approval of the application before
changing the manager.
If circumstances other than those stated above require a licensee to make a
change in manager without timely filing the required application, the licensee
shall file the application at the earliest practicable time and must include a
detailed statement of the circumstances. If the Board finds that the
circumstances justify the non-compliance, no penalty will be imposed. If the
circumstances are not found to be sufficient, the Board may impose a penalty
of suspension that may be up to one day of suspension for each day of
unjustified non-compliance.
D. Responsibilities of Manager:
1. The Board of Selectmen regards the Manager of licensed premises as the
principal representative of the licensee and as having full authority and
control of the licensed premises and of the conduct of all business therein
relative to alcoholic beverages, all as provided in MGL Ch. 138, § 26. In
addition, an Assistant Manager or other suitable managerial employee
capable of fulfilling the duties of Manager must be listed on the license by
the Licensee. This will allow for continuity of the Manager position, should
either the Manager or Assistant Manager positions become vacant during
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the course of the year, while the Licensee files an application for Change of
Manager with the Board.
2. Without limiting the scope of the previous subsection, the Board will hold
the Manager responsible for the following:
a. Maintaining the premises and training new employees in accordance
with the Town of Canton Safety Check List (see Appendix F).
b. Careful selection of qualified employees of the licensed business,
including servers, clerks and persons who are engaged with the public in
any capacity.
c. Training of employees in all matters relating to the sale or service of
alcoholic beverages.
d. Assuring that employees serving the public have successfully completed
the alcoholic beverage training program or equivalent training, and
possess a valid special identification card if required.
e. Reporting to the Board or its designated representatives all instances of
attempted purchases or procurement of service of alcoholic beverages by
minors, including attempts to gain access to premises upon which
alcoholic beverages are served and from which minors are excluded, and
appropriate action taken by the licensee in response thereto. Such
appropriate action shall include (1) reporting to the Registry of Motor
Vehicles instances involving possession or use of a false, forged or
counterfeit license to operate motor vehicles or identification card issued
by the Registry of Motor Vehicles; (2) confiscation of liquor
identification cards or motor vehicle operator’s license presented by the
minor; and (3) if a purchase was made or service was procured, the
name of the licensee’s employee participating therein.
f. Enforcement of the liquor laws and the Alcohol Policy of the Town of
Canton with respect to the operation of the licensed business.
3. Except as provided herein, the Manager must be a full time employee or a
corporate officer of the licensee, must be engaged exclusively in the
management of the licensed business, and must be a qualified seller or
server of alcoholic beverages. The Manager must be on the licensed
premises regularly in the course of business, consistent with the permitted
hours of operation. When the Manager is not upon the premises, the person
actually in charge of the business must be a qualified seller or server of
alcoholic beverages designated by the approved Manager to have charge of
the business in the Manager’s absence. When the Manager is not upon the
premises a method of contacting the Manager promptly must be arranged so
that the Manager can be reached at all times by the Assistant Manager or the
person designated to be actually in charge of the premises.
The provisions of the first sentence of this sub-section 3 shall not apply to any
licensee holding a license issued under MGL Ch. 138 § 12 to a veterans organization
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or to a licensee holding a license issued to a club under Mass. Gen. Laws c.138,
Section 17.
4. Any person who is actually in charge of the business when the Manager is
not on the premises must be qualified as a seller or server of alcoholic
beverages in accordance with the policy of the Town. The Manager will
continue to be responsible for the operation of the business whether or not
on the premises.
5. Failure of the Manager to comply with this policy or to properly discharge
the duties of manager may result in removal as manager or suspension or
revocation of the license as may be appropriate to the circumstances.
E. One-Day or Special Licenses:
The following types of organizations and individuals are eligible for one-day
alcoholic beverage licenses under this policy. Other organizations or individuals
may submit applications for consideration (see Appendix G for an application for
one-day or special licenses).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Civic or municipal organizations
Commercial establishments
Fraternal organizations
Non-profit organizations
Non-profit unincorporated associations
Individuals holding social events
Unincorporated groups or organizations not engaged in the sale for profit
of alcoholic beverages.
Service clubs
Veteran’s organizations

CRITERIA FOR APPROVAL:
The following matters will be taken into account in approving one-day licenses:
1. ADMISSION AGE: The Board will not deny a one-day license for a
function at which individuals to whom alcoholic beverages may not be
supplied are present, but may require that sufficient trained servers are
present to assure compliance with the laws governing the sale or
furnishing of alcoholic beverages to such persons.
2. FREQUENCY: The Board considers that one-day licenses are to be
issued primarily to applicants sponsoring functions that are not held more
than once annually. Except for applicants that are in the business of
catering or accommodating individual functions, one-day licenses are not
intended as an alternative to an annual license.
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3. ACCEPTANCE OF CONDITIONS: Acceptance of a one-day license
under this policy will be deemed to be an acceptance of the conditions of
the license and an agreement with the Town of Canton to be bound
thereby.
CONDITIONS TO BE CONTAINED IN ONE-DAY LICENSES:
1. CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE PROVIDERS: All persons engaged
in furnishing alcoholic beverages at a licensed function, whether by sale or
without charge, including servers, must have completed an approved
alcoholic beverage training program or equivalent training. Commercial
caterers and accommodators must be registered with the Canton Police
Department.
2. NUMBER OF SERVICE PROVIDERS: The number of bartenders and
servers may be recommended to the Board of Selectmen by the
appropriate officer of the Canton Police Department designated to review
applications for one-day licenses and shall be determined by the Board of
Selectmen as appropriate for the number of persons estimated to be in
attendance and the nature of the event. For functions at which attendance
is by invitation only, the number of persons included in the invitations
shall be used.
3. HOURS OF SERVICE OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE: The hours of
sale and service shall not exceed those permitted for retail pouring
licenses. The “last call” must occur not later than 15 minutes before the
expiration of permitted service hours. The function need not end at the
expiration of service hours, but no alcoholic beverages may be sold,
served or consumed on the licensed premises or in adjacent premises such
as parking or recreational areas after that expiration time.
4. NUMBER OF PERSONS ON PREMISES: The number of persons may
not exceed the occupancy limits allowed by law for the premises on which
the license will be exercised.
5. POLICE DETAIL: The number of officers, if any, and the hours during
which a police detail will be required within the licensed premises and, if
required, for orderly parking and traffic control will be recommended by
the Police Chief or his designee. Generally those hours will include the
entire duration of the function, including after service hours. The factors to
be considered include the location of the premises, availability of on-site
parking, the number of persons estimated to be in attendance and the time
and duration of the function. It should be noted that the sponsor of the
event bears responsibility for securing the police detail when required.
ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS:
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Notification of issuance of one-day licenses – Copies of approved license shall be
provided to the Police Department and Fire Department.
Neighborhood Impact: The applicant or such other person designated by name,
address and local telephone number in the application will be responsible for the
orderly conduct of the function for which the license is issued. Consumption of
alcoholic beverages outside of the structure within which the licensed function is
to be held will not be permitted. Music, noise, or other function related activities
must not create an undue imposition upon any adjacent residences. Police officers
will be instructed to respond appropriately to complaints. Such response may
include an order to terminate the event or otherwise limit the offending activity.
Submission of Applications: Applications must be complete with all necessary
endorsements when submitted to the Executive Office and shall be submitted
sufficiently in advance of the day upon which the licensed function is to begin so
that it can be reviewed and approved. Applicants should note that if an application
is denied by the Board of Selectmen, the application must have been submitted
sufficiently in advance of the event to allow review of the denial at a regular
meeting of the Board as provided below.
License Application Fee:
A fee of fifty dollars ($50.00) will be charged for one-day licenses for single
occurrence events such as weddings, charitable fund raisers, etc whether or
not the application is submitted by the real party in interest or by a caterer or
accommodator or other commercial provider. Any such fee may be waived
by the Board of Selectmen.
F. Distribution of Policy:
This policy, in its most updated form, shall be mailed to all licensees with
their annual renewal application and with each application for a change of
the licensed manager.
II. Procedure
The applicant should submit a letter to the Board of Selectmen outlining the proposal and
including a request for a hearing with the Board. The applicant should request to be
placed on the agenda and publish a public notice of the date selected for the hearing in
accordance with the statute. At the public hearing the Board will consider the application
for a liquor license and the input of any interested members of the public. The Board will
then consider the application and respond in a timely manner to the applicant.
III. Penalty Structure:
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A.

Purpose
The purpose of this penalty procedure is to improve the ability of the Board of
Selectmen to prevent alcohol abuse and violation of the liquor laws of the
Commonwealth. This procedure will help to achieve reasonable uniformity in
the imposition of penalties and to avoid confusion in the minds of the public,
patrons and licensees due to a lack of understanding of the consequences of
violating the liquor laws and the terms of liquor licenses.

B. General Statement of Policy
1. No licensee shall permit any illegality to occur on the licensed premises.
The manager shall at all times maintain order and decorum on the
premises and in the immediately surrounding area of the premises and
shall co-operate with Town Officials in ensuring life safety and orderly
facilities in accordance with all required licenses and permits.
2. All violations of the liquor laws and the terms of liquor licenses are to be
reported to the Board by the Police Department or by any licensee or
manager that becomes aware of an offense involving the licensed premises
within two weeks of said violation.
3. Penalties for offenses will be imposed so as to promote compliance with
the Town's objective of preventing future offenses and imposing
appropriate penalties for offenses that have occurred.
4. The nature and severity of the penalties will be decided according to the
nature of the offense and the presence of mitigating or aggravating
circumstances that are described in this policy.
5. All offenses by licensees will result in the imposition of a penalty of some
degree. This will impress upon licensees, managers, and servers their
responsibility for ensuring compliance with this policy, for prevention of
offenses and for compliance with the terms of licenses and the liquor laws
of the Commonwealth.
6. Penalties may consist of any one or more of the following as appropriate:
revocation of license; suspension of license; criminal prosecution of
offenders, including customers and patrons as deemed appropriate by the
police chief; and mandatory participation in alcohol abuse and offense
prevention programs as more fully described in Section I of this policy.
7. The Police Department is authorized to negotiate with any person the
terms upon which the Police Department will recommend to the Board
that an offense be resolved. Any such negotiated recommended resolution
must be in writing, signed by the manager or license holder charged with
the offense and approved by the Police Chief. The recommendation must
include a statement detailing the facts determined in the Police
Department investigation. The recommended resolution is not binding
unless and until approved by the Board.
8. If the Police Department and the manager and/or license holder charged
can not agree on a recommended resolution, the Police Department will
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make any additional investigation it deems necessary for a complete
presentation of the facts and will file a written report with the Board.
9. The Police Department will give a copy of that report to the manager
and/or license holder charged if requested before the hearing on the
offense.
10. The penalty guidelines stated in this policy are intended to create a clear
and definite expectation as to the penalty the Board will impose if a
hearing is held on any offense. The Board will refer to these guidelines by
deciding whether to approve a negotiated recommended resolution.
11. If the Board does not approve a negotiated recommended resolution a new
hearing will be scheduled. The person charged may withdraw the consent
to the recommendation and contest all relevant matters at the hearing
including any matters which had been admitted in the statement of facts in
the proposed recommended resolution.
12. The Police Department and the Board will maintain a public record of
offenses and their disposition that will be indexed according to the
licensee/ manager, server and purchaser involved.
C. Determination of Penalties
Penalties will be determined according to the following procedure.
1. The base level offense(s) will be determined from those offenses described
in Section D.
2. Adjustments according to the presence of factors that warrant an increase
in the penalty ("aggravating factors") described in Section E or decrease
(“mitigating factors") described in Section F will be considered.
3. Adjustments according to the number of violations involved in the
particular offense will be considered.
4. Adjustments according to the offender's acceptance of responsibility
described in Section F.2 will be considered.
5. Increases according to the number and circumstances of prior violations
and penalties previously imposed upon the offender described in Section
H will be considered.
6. Adjustments according to the consequences of the base level violation
described in Section I will be considered.
D. Base level offenses
1. Sale outside of permitted hours (MGL Ch. 138 § I 2) All references are to
sections of MGL Ch. 138 unless otherwise noted
2. Purchase by person under age 21 (§ 34A)
3. Employment by licensee of person under age 18 for direct handling or
selling of alcohol.
4. Sale or delivery to a person under age 21 for his/her own use or for use of
another. (§ 34)
5. Sale to an intoxicated person. (§ 69)
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6. Hindering or delaying investigation. (§ 63A)
7. Failure to post notice of penalty for driving under the influence and
driving while drinking from open container of alcoholic beverage. (§ 34D)
8. Failure to comply with section 204 CMR 4.03 of the ABCC regulations as
follows:
(a) No licensee or employee shall offer or deliver any free drinks to any
person or group of persons:
(b) deliver more than two drinks to one person at one time;
(c) sell, offer to sell or deliver to any person or group of persons any
drinks at a price less than the price regularly charged for such drinks
during the same calendar week, except at private functions not open to
the public;
(d) sell, offer to sell, or deliver to any person an unlimited number of
drinks during any set period of time for a fixed price, except at private
functions not open to the public:
(e) sell, offer to sell or deliver drinks to any person or group of persons
on any one day at prices less than those charged the general public on
that day, except at private functions not open to the public;
(f) sell, offer to sell or deliver malt beverages or mixed drinks by the
pitcher except to two or more persons at any one time;
(g) increase the volume of alcoholic leverages contained in a drink
without increasing proportionately the price regularly charged for such
drink during the same calendar week; encourage or permit, on the
licensed premises, any game or contest which involves drinking or the
awarding of drinks as prizes.
(h) Failure to comply with the authorized certificate of occupancy
requirements.
E. Aggravating Factors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Failure to request identification card, operator's license or passport.
Juvenile appearance of purchaser.
Use of altered identification.
Refusal to cooperate in investigation.
Multiple sales on same occasion.
Quantity of beverage sold.
Staff not suitably trained.
Under age server.
Violations of other laws such as: prostitution, solicitation, drugs, gambling,
disorderly conduct, cigarette sales to minor, etc.
10. Concealing violation.
11. Furnishing false information to investigator.
12. Exceeding lawful capacity of premises.
13. Intimidating or coercing witnesses or attempting to do so.
14. Offense occurring while under suspension of penalty.
15. Sale occurring while license suspended.
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16. Non-participation in Board's Prevention of Alcohol Abuse Program.
F. Mitigating Factors
1. Reasonable reliance upon an identification card or operator's license for proof
of identity or age. (MGL Ch. 138 § 34B)
2. Acceptance of responsibility as shown by:
• Substantial and voluntary assistance offered in investigation.
• Public acknowledgment of responsibility
• Agreement to participate in training program by licensee, manager, and
servers.
• Prompt notice of decision not to contest charge and agreement to proposed
recommended resolution.
• Licensee agreement to participate in an effective program to detect and
prevent future offenses.
G. Previous Violations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Same offense.
Different offense.
Recent prior offense.
Same manager.
Same server.
Severity of prior penalty.
Offense while under suspension of prior penalty.

H. Consequential Misconduct Related to an Offense
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Operating under the influence.
Causing personal injury.
Causing property damage.
Disturbance of the peace.
Domestic violence.

I. Imposition of Penalties or Other Outcomes
The Board will impose penalties for offenses consistent with this policy.
Offenders may expect one or more of the following consequences as appropriate
in the judgment of the Board.
1. Suspension of license for a stated number of days and specified dates.
2. Suspension of license for a stated number of days and specified dates with a
portion of the suspension deferred upon condition that no further offenses
occur within a specified period of time and that licensee waives right to
hearing upon such further offense.
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3. Suspension of server for a specified period of time after a due process hearing
for cause, and thereby limiting or preventing the employment of a server by a
licensee within the Town.
4. Mandatory participation in prevention programs by licensee/manager and
server as appropriate.
5. Appropriate publicity of offense and disposition.
J. Reporting of Violations and Penalties Imposed
The Board shall receive bi-annual reports from the Police Department and/or
Licensing Administrator detailing violations of this policy from the date of the
previous reporting period, and the penalties imposed by the Board for said
violations. Reports shall be submitted to the Board no later than May 1 and
November 1. The Board will use these reports to analyze what factors are
commonly associated with violations, such as over-serving, underage serving,
failure of serving training or registration, etc. This process will allow the Board
to periodically review this policy and recommend any areas of the policy that
need to be amended.
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Policy for Common Victualler Licenses

Policy Number VIII
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amended ( )
Effective date: January 28, 2004
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
This policy statement sets forth the requirements and application process for a Common
Victualler license. A copy of the application can be found in the Appendix (Appendix
H), and has been made a part of this policy.

References
None.

Special Terms
None.

Policy Description
A.

REQUIREMENTS – New Applications (new locations)
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Fill out and sign application form.
Submit one-time seventy-five dollars ($75.00) processing fee.
Submit a set of floor plans, site plan and description.
Submit a copy of Bill of Sale or Lease Agreement. If a corporation,
submit a copy of Articles of Organization.
Check with Building Inspection Department to see if properly zoned (or if
a special permit is required from Zoning Board of Appeals or site plan
review from the Planning Board). Have Building Department confirm
building occupancy limits. Submit a set of floor plans and other required
applications and information. (Compliance with AAB/ADA guidelines)
Check with the Fire Department for required applications and permits, and
submit floor plans.
Check with Board of Health for required applications, permits, and submit
floor plans.
Check with Department of Public Works (if external grease trap is
required).

Prior to the issuing of a license, either new or a license being transferred to a new
owner, inspection reports (sign-offs) will be required from the Board of Health,
Fire Department, and Building Inspection Department; a sign-off from the Public
Works Department (if necessary); a sign-off from the Finance Department that
"ALL TAXES, FEES, FINES, ETC." have been paid to the Town is required; and
a Business Certificate, if required, from the Town Clerk's Office.
B.
RENEWALS – Prior to any renewal of a Common Victualler license, the
applicant must obtain confirmation from the Building Department, Board of Health, Fire
Department, and Department of Public Works that there are no current code violations.
These confirmations must be submitted in writing to the Executive Office as part of the
application for a renewal of license.
C.

FLOOR PLAN AND DESCRIPTION (SAMPLE)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Address
Type of Building
Entrance and Exits
Number of Rooms
Number of Tables and Chairs
Bar Area: Number of Seats
Storage Area (Square Feet)
Kitchen Area (Square Feet)
Dance Area / Band Area
Outside Serving Area
Fire Protection Equipment including:
a. Fire alarm system
b. Sprinkler system
c. Fire extinguishers
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EXAMPLE:
228 Main St., Canton, MA. Wood frame building with two entrances on Main St.
Two exits rear of building. Tables and chairs with seating for 96 people. One bar
with seating for 15 people. A basement storage area with 1000 square feet.
Kitchen area has 750 square feet. No dance floor. No outside serving area.
Floor plan will not be required for annual renewals as long as no changes have
been made or requested.

D.

COST AND PROPOSED DATE OF OPENING
The applicant shall submit an estimated cost of the project and projected date of
opening to the Board of Selectmen.

E.

PROCEDURE FOR REVIEW OF APPLICATIONS FOR COMMON
VICTUALLER'S LICENSE BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
1. If an applicant appears before the Board of Selectmen for a Common
Victualler License, on premises that require renovation with a Building Permit
but the applicant does not yet have approved plans or a Building Permit, the
Board may refuse to process the application or deny it until such time as the
applicant has the appropriate Building Permit and plans approved by the Fire
Department.
2. A Building Permit with approved plans for construction, reconstruction or
renovation of a facility for a restaurant or inn, does not guarantee that a
Common Victualler License will be approved.
If an applicant appears before the Board of Selectmen for a Common Victualler
License, the Board may grant the License subject to completing the construction
work in accordance with the approved plans. The License would not, however, be
issued to the applicant until the Board received verification that the construction
has been completed in accordance with the approved plans.

F.

PUBLIC HEARING WITH THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
The applicant will be scheduled to have a public hearing with the Board of
Selectmen when the Executive Office has received notification from the Building
Department, the Board of Health and the Fire Department that the application is in
compliance with their regulations. The Board of Selectmen shall determine if a
Common Victualler License is issued after conducting a public hearing.
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If the application is approved by the Board of Selectmen, a license will be issued
after payment of the seventy-five dollars ($75.00) license fee to the Town of
Canton, upon the completion of the premises according to the plans submitted, the
payment of all taxes, fees, fines, etc., to the Town, and the receipt of a Business
Certificate, if required, from the Town Clerk.
G.

IMPORTANT TELEPHONE NUMBERS FOR LICENSING /INSPECTIONS

TOWN OFFICE

ROOM

Executive Office
Board of Health
Board of Selectmen
Building Department
Fire Department
Fire Department/Fire Prevention
Planning Board
Police Department
Public Works Department
Finance Department - Collections
Zoning Board of Appeals

TELEPHONE #

Memorial Hall Floor 2
Pequitside Farm – 79 Pleasant St.
Memorial Hall Floor 2
Memorial Hall Basement
99 Revere St.
99 Revere St.
Memorial Hall Floor 2
1492 Washington St.
Memorial Hall Basement
Memorial Hall Floor 1
Memorial Hall Basement

781-821-5000
781-821-5021
781-821-5000
781-821-5003
781-828-1315
781-828-1315
781-821-5019
781-821-5090
781-821-5023
781-821-5006
781-575-6589

All Town offices relevant to licensing/inspection are located at 801 Washington Street
(Memorial Hall) with the exception of the Board of Health, Police and Fire departments,
which are found at the following locations:
Fire Department
Police Department
Board of Health

Administrative Offices
Administrative Offices
Pequitside Farm
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99 Revere St.
1492 Washington St.
79 Pleasant St.

Policy on Utility Company Petitions
Policy Number IX
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: January 28, 2004
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
This policy establishes and standardizes the guidelines for the procedure relating to
Utility Company petitions.

References
None.

Special Terms
None.

Policy Description
I.

Procedure

The Executive Office will first receive a petition or joint petition from a Utility Company
(UC) or Utility Companies. The petition should include: an overview of the proposal
including the notification and hearing requirements; a formal petition to be signed by the
Board upon a vote to grant the petition; a map of the area involved.
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Upon receipt of this petition, a designated employee of the Executive Office (designee)
shall send complete copies of the petition to the Engineering Division and the
Department of Public Works (DPW) to confirm that there will be no impact upon the
Town’s infrastructure, including Water/Sewer, drainage, et al. The designee shall also
send a complete copy to the Board of Assessors requesting a list of abutters, if required.
Once the approval of the Engineering Division, the DPW, and the Assessors has been
received in writing, the designee shall schedule a public hearing two (2) weeks from the
receipt of approval. If abutter notification is necessary, a letter informing all abutters of
the hearing, with a copy to the UC(s) shall be mailed out immediately.
Conduct of the public hearing shall follow the guidelines outlined in the Policy on
Powers, Duties, and Obligations of the Board of Selectmen.
Following a vote of the Board to grant the petition, the original signed copy of the
petition shall be given to the Town Clerk. The Executive Office shall retain a copy of the
signed petition and all written correspondence pertaining to the petition for filing
purposes.
II.

Cases of Emergency

In the event of an emergency or a case where an unsafe condition will result, when the
normal process for utility petitions will undermine the Town’s ability to consider and act
upon such petition, the Board reserves its right to expedite the decision-making process.
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Policy on Telephone Protocol
Policy Number X
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: January 28, 2004
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
This policy statement sets forth the procedures and protocol for Town employees relative
to telephone calls.

References
None.

Special Terms
None.

Policy Description
I.

General

The Board has prided itself on heretofore not utilizing an automated answering system,
but rather providing direct customer assistance to all callers. Moreover, the Board
recognizes that professional and efficient service begins with excellent telephone
etiquette at all levels, and thus commits to writing its goals and expectations for Town
employees when answering telephones.
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II.

Purposes and Goals

The purposes of telephone procedures include, but are not limited to:
•

•
•
•

III.

Maintaining a positive image of Town employees in the eyes of the public.
Showing pride in one’s work.
Allowing callers to hear a friendly, helpful voice when they have a problem.
Maintaining a consistent level of helpfulness and friendliness throughout the
entire workforce.
Expectations

Town employees are expected to always be courteous, friendly, and exude a positive
manner when answering telephone calls. Moreover, they are expected to stop all prior
conversations and tasks, and devote his/her complete attention to the call. Employees
should answer all ringing phones in four (4) rings or less, regardless of whose
responsibility it is to answer that particular phone line.
For specific suggestions and guidelines when answering a call, putting callers on hold,
transferring a call, and taking messages employees are asked to refer to the full list Town
of Canton Telephone Procedures (see Appendix I).
Employees are expected to keep the Town Directory readily available to transfer calls to
the correct department/individual. Employees are expected to communicate with coworkers when taking breaks to ensure phone coverage is not adversely impacted.
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Policy on Employee Use of E-mail, Internet, and Other
Electronic Systems
Policy Number XI
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: January 28, 2004
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
Among other things, this policy is intended to guide Town of Canton employees,
volunteers, and contractors in the performance of their duties.
This policy serves as notice to the employees, volunteers, and contractors of the
Town of Canton that all data, including any that is stored or printed as a document, is
subject to audit and review. There is no expectation of personal privacy in the use of the
Internet and e-mail systems when using computers or services provided by the Town of
Canton.
Finally, this policy serves to delineate acceptable uses of the Internet and e-mail systems
by Town of Canton employees, volunteers, and contractors [collectively also referred to
as “users” or “employees”] while using government-owned/leased equipment, facilities,
Internet addresses, domain names, and/or e-mail services registered to or provided by the
Town of Canton. It seeks to ensure that the use of the Internet and e-mail systems by
Town of Canton employees, volunteers, or contractors while conducting work for the
Town of Canton and/or while using Town of Canton provided systems is consistent with
the Town of Canton policies, all applicable laws, and the individual user's job
responsibilities.
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References
None.

Special Terms
None.

Policy Description
I.

Purposes

The purposes of the Town of Canton’s computer and other electronic systems,
including, but not limited to, electronic mail [“e-mail”] and the Internet, are to provide an
efficient and effective means of internal and external communications, and to improve
work productivity and work product. This policy addresses access to and the disclosure
of information from such electronic systems.

II.

General

The Town of Canton promotes Internet and e-mail use that enables employees,
volunteers and, contractors to perform Town of Canton missions and encourages its
employees, volunteers, and contractor personnel to develop Internet and e-mail skills and
knowledge. It is expected that employees will use the Internet and e-mail to improve their
job knowledge; to access scientific, technical, and other information on topics which have
relevance to the Town of Canton; and to communicate with their peers in other
government agencies, academia and industry on matters of relevance to their work for the
Town of Canton.
(a)
Responsible Use: Users are advised not to use the Internet or e-mail
systems for any purpose which would reflect negatively on the Town of Canton or its
employees.
(b)
Property of the Town of Canton: The Town of Canton’s electronic mail
and Internet systems are business tools. These systems shall be used in a professional
manner for legitimate business purposes only and, at all times, remain the property of the
Town of Canton.
(c)

Scope: This policy applies to:

(1)
All technical resources that are owned or leased by the Town of
Canton that are used on or accessed from Town of Canton premises, or that are used for
Town of Canton business. This policy also applies to all activities using any Town of
Canton-paid accounts, subscriptions, or other technical services, such as Internet access
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and e-mail, whether or not the activities are conducted from Town of Canton premises;
and
(2)
All full-time or part-time employees of the Town of Canton and
volunteers and contractors who are authorized by their supervisors to use Town of
Canton resources.
(d)
Information is Not Private: The Town of Canton computers and the data
stored on them are, and remain at all times, the property of the Town of Canton. As such,
all messages created, sent, or retrieved over the Internet or the Town’s electronic mail
systems are the property of the Town of Canton, and should not be considered private
information. Employees have no right to privacy as to any information or file transmitted
through or stored on the Town of Canton’s computer systems, electronic mail, or other
technical resources.
(e)
Use With Respect for Others: Access to the Internet via Town of Canton
resources and use of Town of Canton provided e-mail must only be for Town of Canton
purposes. To that end, the use shall not disrupt or interfere with the work of other
network users, adversely affect the operation of the Internet or the Town of Canton's own
internal network, or misrepresent the interests of the Town of Canton.
(f)
Monitoring and Disclosure: The Town of Canton reserves the right to
access, retrieve, read and disclose any data, messages or files stored on Town of
Canton-funded systems for any purpose. Employees should be aware that, even when a
message is erased or a visit to a web site is closed, it is still possible to recreate the
message or locate the web site. The Town of Canton reserves the right to monitor use of
these systems to prevent abuse, enforce other policies, and access information. Access
may occur in, but is not limited to, situations indicating: (1) impropriety, (2) violation of
Town of Canton policy, (3) legal requirements, (4) suspected criminal activities, (5)
breach of system security, or (6) to locate substantive information or monitor employee
performance and conduct. The contents of these systems may be disclosed by Town of
Canton Management within or outside of the Town of Canton without employee
permission. Furthermore all communications including text and images may be disclosed
to law enforcement or other third parties without prior consent of the sender or the
receiver. The Town of Canton has unlimited access to protect the security of these
systems or the Town of Canton’s property rights.
(g)
Consent: All Town of Canton employees, who are provided with access to
the Town of Canton’s e-mail system, Internet, or other electronic systems are required to
abide by the Town of Canton's policy contained here and in other relevant documents.

III.

Use of the Internet

The Town of Canton provides Internet access to employees for their use in
performing their duties for the Town of Canton. All employees of the Town of Canton
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are responsible for using Internet resources in an effective, ethical, and lawful manner. It
is the Town of Canton’s policy that the Internet resources, like other Town of Canton
assets, be used for the benefit of the Town of Canton. All Internet use should be
congruent with the Town of Canton’s overall government policies. The Town of Canton
reserves the right to monitor and/or log all network activity with or without notice,
including all web site communications, and therefore, users should have no expectations
of privacy in the use of these resources. Use of the system in violation of this or other
Town of Canton policies is prohibited and may lead to disciplinary action, up to and
including termination.
(a)

Uses that are acceptable and encouraged:

(1)
Communications and information exchanges directly relating to
the mission, charter and work tasks of the Town of Canton,
(2)
Announcements of Town of Canton procedures, meetings, policies,
services, or activities;
(3)
Use for advisory, standards, research, analysis, and professional
society or development activities related to the user's Town of Canton job-related
duties; and
(4)
Use in applying for or administering grants or contracts for Town
of Canton research programs.
(b) Uses that are unacceptable: It is unacceptable for a user to access, use,
submit, publish, display, download, save, or transmit on the network, or on any computer
system, any information which:
(1)
Violates or infringes on the rights of any other person, including
the right to privacy;
(2)
Contains defamatory, false, inaccurate, abusive, obscene,
pornographic, profane, sexually oriented, threatening, racially offensive, or
otherwise biased, discriminatory, or illegal material;
(3)
harassment;

Violates Town of Canton regulations prohibiting sexual

(4)
Restricts or inhibits other users from using the system, or the
efficiency of the computer systems,
(5)
Encourages the use of controlled substances or uses the system for
the purpose of criminal intent; or
(6)

Uses the system for any other illegal purpose.
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(c)
system to:

It is also unacceptable for a user to use the facilities and capabilities of the

(1)

Conduct any non-approved business;

(2)

Solicit the performance of any activity that is prohibited by law;

(3)
Transmit material, information or software in violation of any
local, State or federal law;
(4)

Conduct any political activity;

(5)
Conduct any non-Town of Canton-related fund raising or public
relations activities;
(6)
Engage in any activity for personal gain or personal business
transactions, or
(7)

Make any unauthorized purchases.

(d) Copyrighted Material: Users may download copyrighted material, but its use
must be strictly within the agreement as posted by the author or current copyright law.
The federal Copyright Act at 17 U. S. C. 10 1 et seq. (1988), protects and prohibits
misuse of all original works of authorship in any tangible medium of expression. This
includes a prohibition on plagiarism (using someone else’s ideas or writing and passing it
on as one’s own).
(e) E-Mail: Internet e-mail is considered network activity, thus, it is subject to all
policies regarding acceptable/unacceptable uses of the Internet as well as the Town of
Canton's e-mail policy. Users should not consider Internet e-mail to be either private or
secure.
(f) Passwords: Access to the Internet may require a password and authorized
employees are prohibited from giving their password to any other person, except as
provided in this policy. The password remains the property of the Town of Canton, and
all passwords must be disclosed to the Information Systems Manager.
IV.

Uses of E-mail System

The Town of Canton provides an e-mail system to employees for their use in
performing their duties for the Town of Canton. All employees of the Town of Canton
are responsible for using the e-mail system in an effective, ethical, and lawful manner. It
is the Town of Canton policy that the e-mail system, like other Town of Canton assets, be
used for the benefit of the Town of Canton. All e-mail use should be congruent with the
Town of Canton's overall government policies. The Town of Canton reserves the right to
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monitor and/or log all network activity with or without notice, including all web site
communications, and therefore, users should have no expectations of privacy in the use
of these resources. Use of the system in violation of this or other Town of Canton policies
is prohibited and may lead to disciplinary action, up to and including termination.
(a)
The Town of Canton's e-mail system is for official Town of Canton
business and it shall be unacceptable to use the system for unrelated purposes, including
but not limited to, the following:
(1)

To send or receive “chain” or similar type “letters.”

(2)

To send or receive documents in violation of copyright or other

laws.
(3)
To knowingly open mail not directed to you. Except to the extent
that Town of Canton reserves the right to access and review all electronic uses
and records, e-mail messages are confidential.
(4)
policies.

To send messages in violation of the Town of Canton’s security

(5)
To forward electronic messages without a legitimate business
purpose under circumstances likely to lead to embarrassment of the sender or to
violate the clearly expressed desire of the sender to restrict additional
dissemination.
(6)
To send messages that are false or misleading, inaccurate, abusive,
obscene, pornographic, profane, sexually oriented, threatening, offensive,
discriminatory, or illegal, including but not limited to sending messages under an
assumed name or with the intent to obscure the origin of the message.
(7)
To solicit or proselytize for commercial ventures, religious or
political causes, outside organizations or other non-job related solicitations.
(b)
Avoid “carbon copying” individuals who have no direct involvement or
“need-to-know.” Likewise, e-mail to all users should only be used on very rare occasions
when every person on the system has a direct need to know.
(c)
Avoid “forwarding” e-mail to a third party unless necessary (see “carbon
copying”). When forwarding, explain the reason for the forwarding action and edit out
any potentially inappropriate contents. If in doubt about the appropriateness of
forwarding a given piece of mail, check with the originator for guidance.
(d)
When sending an e-mail requiring “action,” be sure to indicate which
“TO” addressee(s) is/are to take the action.
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(e)
Do not “say” anything in an e-mail message that could prove embarrassing
or compromising to you or others. Each employee is responsible for the content of all
text, audio, or images they transmit.
(f)

Avoid potentially contentious exchanges through e-mail.

(g)
Confidential and sensitive information, such as performance reviews,
disciplinary and/or corrective actions, attorney-client privileged information, personnel
information, and health or medical information should not be communicated via e-mail.
(h)
Communications that would be inappropriate under other Town of Canton
policies are equally unacceptable if delivered via electronic communication. These
communications may include, but are not limited to, harassing or discriminatory
comments, breaches of confidentiality, and insubordinate statements.
(i)
Use your common sense in determining when to use e-mail, in what is
said, and to whom. Remember that no electronic communication is private and the Town
of Canton reserves the right to monitor and review all communications originating from
or entering its computer systems.
V.

Security and Virus Protection

(a)
E-mail and/or Internet access may utilize passwords for security; however
employees should be aware that the reliability of such tools for maintaining
confidentiality cannot be guaranteed. Additionally all passwords must be made known to
the Town of Canton, through the Information Systems Manager.
(b) To prevent computer viruses from being transmitted through the system,
employees are not permitted to download any software onto their computer or any drive
in that computer or on the network. When downloading a file or opening an e-mail
attachment, users must scan all materials with Town of Canton provided virus protection
software. Additional consideration of policies established by the Information Systems
Manager should be used in determining how to handle potentially damaging e-mails or
files.
VI.

Enforcement

This policy is intended to be illustrative of the range of acceptable and
unacceptable uses of the Internet and e-mail systems provided by the Town of Canton
and is not necessarily exhaustive. Questions about specific uses should be directed to the
user’s supervisor. The supervisor shall consult the Information Systems Manager to
determine of any policy violation has occurred.
Immediately upon implementation of this policy, supervisors will be responsible
to provide a copy of this policy to, and collect signed consent forms from, all employees
who currently have access to the Town of Canton's Internet or e-mail systems.
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Prior to authorizing new access, the supervisor is responsible to provide a copy of
this policy to, and collect signed consent forms from all employees who will have access
to the Town of Canton's Internet or e-mail systems.
The supervisor will review alleged or suspected violations of the policy and clear
violations may result in disciplinary actions. Any user violating these provisions or
applicable local, State or federal laws is subject to immediate loss or restrictions of
Internet/e-mail privileges, additional disciplinary actions, up to and including termination
of employment, and/or criminal prosecution.

VII.

Consent Agreement

As a condition of employment, all Town of Canton employees must acknowledge
that all computer and electronic systems, including but not limited to, electronic mail and
Internet network activity are the property of the Town of Canton, and therefore, they
should not consider any activity to be private. Current users of the Town of Canton's
Internet or e-mail systems must sign the consent form provided, within thirty (30) days of
receiving a copy of this policy. Prior to obtaining new access to Internet or e-mail
systems provided by the Town of Canton, employees must sign the consent form
provided (see Appendix J). By signing the consent form, users acknowledge that they
have received a copy of the policy, read it, and understand the Town of Canton's Policy
and the potential penalties for non-compliance.
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Policy on Mail Handling
Policy Number XII
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: January 28, 2004
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
This policy is written not only in response to recent national concerns of so-called “mail
tampering,” but also in an attempt to standardize the procedure for mail handling.

References
None.

Special Terms
None.

Policy Description
I.

General Information
•
•
•

The mailroom is located on the first floor of Memorial Hall, 801 Washington
Street.
Both the postage meter and the copier/printer require the use of the relevant
department’s authorization code.
The postage meter is not to be used for personal mailings.
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II.

Procedure
•
•
•
•
•

The United States Postal Service will daily deliver a container of mail to the mail
sorting room.
A designated Town employee will then sort and place the mail for each
department in the appropriate mail slots.
Each department will obtain its mail from the mail sorting room and transport it to
their offices.
Inter-office mail handling protocol does not require mail to be delivered to
individual departments/offices or to be opened by the employee(s) sorting the
mail.
It is advised that all Town employees read the FBI Advisory relative to evaluating
suspicious letters or packages (see Appendix K).
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Policy on Employee Release/Office Closing

Policy Number XIII
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: January 28, 2004
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
This policy establishes a consistent and fair employee release/office closing policy, which
is necessary to best serve the public’s interest and that of non-emergency personnel.
Therefore the following policy shall be followed when ordering the closing of any
municipal office or allowing the release of any union and/or non-union personnel
working in any municipal location. This policy shall apply also to any delayed opening
or closing. It will be considered a violation of Personnel Policies as well as applicable
collective bargaining agreements, to release personnel by methods inconsistent with this
policy. Violations of this policy may result in employee discipline and the deduction
from employee accruals, where necessary. All employees are advised that they have an
individual responsibility to become familiar with this policy and follow it. Only
Personnel Policies and Collective Bargaining Agreements establishes hours of work.

References
None.

Special Terms Defined
None.
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Policy Description
Decisions concerning any release of personnel and/or office closings shall be at the
discretion of the “employer” and the property management entity for the Town of
Canton, the Board of Selectmen or their designee.
Nothing in this policy shall inhibit any elected official(s) from determining their own,
individual assignment or attendance during any release/closure policy period.
General guidelines for release of employees/office closings shall include, but be not
limited to, internal building problems including heat, light, or other general conditions
such as fumes, dust, noise, or other documented inconvenience or exposure. The
Supervisor of Buildings shall be contacted during any such period to determine building
problem cause, advise as to the proper response and possible duration of the condition.
In addition, other external conditions including weather (current or forecasted) snow/ice,
other types of severe weather and/or road conditions or other natural or manmade
condition that could impact the health and safety of the public or any employee are also
authorized. In the event, that during any building/weather related event, the decision by
the employer is to not release employees or to close facilities, any employee, if they feel
unable to travel safely, may be excused but will be charged for any hours used. Such
charge will be made to any positive accrual balance amount available.
In the event of any weather emergency, the Police Chief and the Superintendent of Public
Works will make an evaluation of the roads during any inclement weather period. The
Police Chief and Superintendent of Public Works will communicate with the Town
Administrator, or his/her designee when they, after careful examination of the road
conditions, feel the release of personnel and/or office closings are necessary. The Town
Administrator, or his/her designee, will then consult with the Chairman of the Board of
Selectmen to obtain approval for any release or office closing.
Upon obtaining the approval of the Chairman, the Town Administrator or designee will
notify all affected employees. The Town Administrator or designee will update the
Memorial Hall “after hours” message machine and Town website
(http://town.canton.ma.us) whenever a release or closing occurs to keep the public and
staff informed and advise of further instructions.
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Policy on Amending the Traffic Rules and Regulations

Policy Number XIV
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New (x)
Amendment ( )
Effective date: August 13, 2010
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
This policy codifies as part of the Administrative Code the methods and procedures for
adding Traffic Rules and Regulations or amending those already adopted by the Town
(Board of Selectmen). For a comprehensive list of the Traffic Rules and Regulations,
please contact the Executive Office. A copy of this policy will be provided to all
inquiring traffic concern form applicants.

References
None.

Special Terms
None.

Policy Description
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I.

General

The Board shall endeavor to ensure that the Traffic Rules and Regulations are kept
updated and modernized on an as-needed basis to best serve an interest in public safety.
The Board shall endeavor to balance both public safety concerns and to allow for the
improvement of traffic efficiency, and the improvement of Town roads relating to it.
II.

Procedure

All requests or petitions to add or amend the existing Traffic Rules and Regulations
should be addressed to the Department of Public Works at 801 Washington Street,
Canton, MA, 02021. Upon the receipt of a written request or petition for an addition or
amendment to the existing Traffic Rules and Regulations, including, but not limited to
the placement of additional signage and traffic control devices, the Department of Public
Works will send a letter of acknowledgement to the applicant, copied to the Executive
Office within three (3) business days.
Traffic Concern Forms upon review of the Department of Public Works, will be placed
within one (1) of the two (2) procedural paths to be determined by estimated project cost.
Traffic Concern Forms with an estimated project cost of one thousand (1,000) dollars and
under, regarding signage, replacement, maintenance and other related materials, will be
placed within path one (1) to provide an expedited process and will be approved directly
by the Superintendent of Public Works. Traffic Concern Forms with an estimated project
cost of one thousand (1,000) dollars and one (1) cent and above, will be placed in path
two (2) and will require the Traffic Study Committee (recommendation) and the Board of
Selectmen review and approval.
Traffic Concern Form Path 1: The Department of Public Works, will make a full
investigation into the request, using information documented in Appendix A and review
all pertinent regulations as it pertains to MassHighway’s 2003 Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices and the Standard Municipal Traffic Code, October 2006, within
ten (10) business days. If the Department of Public Works, finds the request to be
practicable, the Department of Public Works will endeavor to schedule and complete
required work to fulfill the request within ten (10) business days.
Traffic Concern Form Path 2: The Department of Public Works, will make a full
investigation into the request, using information documented in Appendix A and review
all pertinent regulations as it pertains to MassHighway’s 2003 Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices and the Standard Municipal Traffic Code, October 2006, in
addition determine whether an engineering study and/or consultation services are needed.
The Department of Public Works, upon investigation will create a letter report and
determine whether or not to send it to the Traffic Study Committee, within ten (10)
business days. The Traffic Study Committee, who meets as needed, has up to ten (10)
business days to do a full review of all pertinent information and alternatives, given to
them by the Department of Public Works. Within such time, the Traffic Study
Committee will make a recommendation to the Board for decision-making.
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It shall be the policy of the Board to defer to the Traffic Study Committee for their
opinion and guidance concerning any matter relating to an addition, amendment or
change to the existing Traffic Rules and Regulations prior to making a final decision if
practicable. In all such policy matters, the Police Chief, the Fire Chief (if applicable), the
Superintendent of Public Works, and any other designated elected or appointed officials
that the Board feels should be consulted prior to any final decision shall submit their
advice and professional guidance concerning any request.
It shall be the policy of the Board to require an advertised public hearing when discussing
the adoption of the amendment of or addition to the Traffic Rules and Regulations. Upon
the receipt of the written opinion of the Traffic Study Committee, the Executive Office
shall schedule the requisite public hearing for the next scheduled Board meeting that
meets the advertisement requirements. The Executive Office may advertise the hearing
in a local newspaper prior to the public hearing. Public hearings shall be held in
conformance with the procedures for hearings before the Board outlined in Policy II,
Section XXV.
The Board will receive all pertinent information and reports from the Traffic Study
Committee and the Department of Public Works. Upon the decision of the Board, the
Department of Public Works, will endeavor to schedule and complete required work to
fulfill the request for non-engineering study inquiries no latter then two (2) month from
the decision date of the Board.
Department of Public Works, upon Board approval for engineering study required
projects will schedule all necessary engineering consultations, review and planning
assessments and complete such work no latter then two (2) month from the decision date
of the Board. Once completed Department of Public Works, will provide full report to
the Board for project final decision. Upon the decision of the Board, the Department of
Public Works, will endeavor to schedule and complete inquiries no latter then two (2)
month from the decision date of the Board.
At any time during this process, as define in Appendix B and C, the Department of Public
Works, the Traffic Study Committee and/or the Board may find the request is not
practicable and a letter of explanation from the Department of Public Works, as to why
the request could not be met will be mailed to the applicant, copied to the Executive
Office and the Board. The applicant can appeal the decision directly to the Executive
Office, with the Board reserving the authority of appellate review.
Upon a vote of the Board to amend or add to the Traffic Rules and Regulations, the
Executive Office shall publish their decision, if favorable, in one more local newspaper
and Town website for two consecutive weeks indicating the effective date of any
amendment or addition.
III.

The County of Norfolk
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The Town of Canton will seek approval from the County of Norfolk via The County
Commissioners as required by law, when necessary.
IV.

Projected Timetable

All listed timeframes found within are projected timeframes to establish an estimated
range of decision-making and approved project completion. Traffic Concern Form
projects that require an engineering study, consultation services and/or MassDOT
approval will take significant time to complete. Projects requiring MassDOT, after the
Town submits all required documentation, it is understood that the decision, is MassDOT
to make on the final determination of the requested approval, in accordance to MassDOT
internal scheduling.
V.

Emergency Clause

The Board has the sole discretion to waive the provisions of this policy should an
emergency or situation of urgency warrant immediate action.
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APPENDIX A
REGULATION AND BY-LAWS RELATIVE TO WAYS AND BRIDGES AND
MOTOR VECHICLES SPEED AND USE
ARTICLE I
AUTHORITY TO ACT
Section 1-1. In accordance to the laws and regulations of the M.G.L. c. 85, section 2, the
MassDOT will erect and maintain on state highways and ways leading thereto and
therefrom and on all main highways between cities and towns such direction signs,
warning signs or lights, curb, street or other traffic markings, mechanical traffic signal
systems, traffic devices, or parking meters as it may deem necessary for promoting the
public safety and convenience and to make rules and regulations relative thereto.
Section 1-2. Any rule, regulation, order, ordinance or by-law, by the Town of Canton,
hereafter made or promulgated relative to or in connection with the erection or
maintenance of signs, traffic control signals, traffic devices, school zones, parking meters
or markings on any way within its control shall take effect without MassDOT’s written
approval provided such signs, traffic control signals, traffic devices, parking meters,
school zones or markings in conformance with MassDOT’s current manual on uniform
traffic control devices and MassDOT's sample regulation for a standard municipal traffic
code.
Section 1-3. The Town of Canton must seek written approval from MassDOT for:
(1) any way at its intersection or junction with a state highway;
(2) any project which is or was federally aided, in whole or in part;
(3) any traffic signal or flasher in any city of town which does not employ a
registered professional engineer in the commonwealth to design, redesign or
change the timing and sequence of signal or flasher;
(4) any sign excluding heavy commercial vehicles;
(5) any school zone establishment or signing in relation to which the city or town
intends to seek reimbursement from the commonwealth;
(6) any one-way street sign which would prohibit the free flow of two-way traffic
between adjoining cities or towns on a through way or main way, as determined
by the department, or any one-way street signs which would not be placed at an
intersection of public ways.
(7) any rule, regulation, order, ordinance or by-law of a city or town which when
made or promulgated would exclude motor vehicle travel on any existing way
which connects one city or town with another.
(8) Notwithstanding the foregoing, speed control signs may be established only in
accordance with the provisions of section eighteen of chapter ninety.
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Section 1-4. The Town of Canton has the authority to act via the Board to investigate all
traffic concern requests, and act upon the recommendation of the Department of Public
Works and/or the Traffic Study Committee, as it is deemed, to best serve public safety.
ARTICLE II
SPEED CONTROL
Section 2-1. Of the special regulations adopted by municipalities under the provisions of
the M.G.L. c. 90, Section 18, the most commonly used is the special regulation of the
speed of motor vehicles. Municipal officials, usually the Police Department, must obtain
considerable data including speed observations and trial runs. The final determination is
based upon the 85- percentile method, which is that speed at or below which 85% of the
vehicles observed were actually traveling. MassDOT representatives are available to
demonstrate the proper method for conducting the necessary studies and drafting the
covering regulation, upon written request of local officials.
Section 2-2. Procedure for Establishment of Legal Speed Zones:
(1) Municipality to make proper studies and submit data to MassDOT.
(Municipalities usually accept the available services of MassDOT in conducting
studies and assembling the data).
(2) After MassDOT reviews the speed zones, proposed by the local authorities, they
are returned to the municipality for formal adoption by the rule-making body.
(3) Upon receipt of notice of formal adoption by municipality, MassDOT, acting
jointly with the Registry, will certify and approve.
(4) Certified regulation is returned to municipality.
(5) Official Speed Limit signs may then be installed in accordance with the specific
provisions of the approved speed regulation.
(6) The Speed Regulation is then enforceable against violators.
Section 2-3. In accordance with M.G.L. c. 90, Section 18, any changes to the Town of
Canton’s Speed Limit signs, will be published in one or more newspapers in the town or
county, in which the town is situated, before the change in the Speed Limit sign, can take
affect.
ARTICLE III
HEAVY COMMERCIAL VEHICLE EXCLUSION
Section 3-1. In accordance with M.G.L. c. 85, Section 30, a commercial vehicle
exclusion, (for commercial vehicles or objects weighing more then ten (10) thousand
pounds) from a municipal way may be authorized provided a suitable alternate route is
available. The alternate route shall have an effective width and pavement structure, which
can safely accommodate the additional truck traffic. In addition, the alternate route must
meet one of the following conditions:
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(1) Lie wholly within the community making application,
(2) Lie partially in an adjacent community but only on State Highway, or
(3) Lie partially in an adjacent community but have the adjacent community’s written
approval.
Section 3-2. An engineering study, as outlined in the Data requested below, must be
made. In addition, one or more of the following may be sufficient justification for truck
exclusion:
1. Warrants
A. A volume of heavy commercial vehicles, which usually is in the range of five (5)
to eight (8) percent, reduces the utilization of the facility and is cause for a
substantial reduction in capacity or safety.
B. The condition of the pavement structure of the route to be excluded indicates that
further repeated heavy wheel loads will result in severe deterioration of the
roadway. (Subject to MassDOT review)
C. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in certain instances where land use is primarily
residential in nature and a municipality has requested exclusion only during hours
of darkness, a specific night exclusion may be granted.
2. Data
Before MassDOT can consider a heavy commercial vehicles exclusion proposal,
the municipality or another authorized entity as determined by the Town of Canton must
submit the following data:
A. A twenty-four hour consecutive count of all vehicles using the subject street. (If
the exclusion is requested for only twelve hours, a twelve-hour count will suffice.)
The count shall be broken into one-half hour intervals showing:
(1) Commercial vehicles with a carrying capacity over 2½ tons
(2) Other vehicles
B. Map of the area, with the excluded street marked in red, the alternate route in
green.
C. Physical characteristics of excluded and alternate streets in question, i.e, length,
width, type and condition of surface and sidewalk.
D. Types of buildings or property abutting street (Residential, Business, School,
Playground, etc).
E. Zoning of Street (Residential, Industrial, etc.).
F. Proximity of probable alternate route to the proposed excluded route and the
additional distance to be traveled using the alternate route.
G. Types of traffic control existing on street.
H. Hours during which exclusion is to be in effect.
I. A written statement from the municipality as to the need for the exclusion.

Section 3-3. Once the Town submits all required documentation and data, it is solely the
decision of MassDOT to make the final determination on the requested approval. If
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approved the Town will publish such new regulations and post proper signage in a
conspicuous place at both ends of the part of said way from which traffic is prohibited, in
accordance with MassDOT regulations and M.G.L. c. 85, Section 30.
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APPENDIX B
TCF Procedural Path 1 Flow Chart
(TCF Projects $1000 and Below)

Projected
Timetable:

Citizen will fill out and submit a
Traffic Concern Form (TCF) to the
Department of Public Works (DPW).

Within 3
Business
Days

DPW upon receiving TCF will mail a
letter of acknowledgement to the
citizen, copied to the Executive Office.

Within 10
Business
Days

DPW will make a full investigation
into the request, create a letter report
and make a recommendation whether
or not to approve the request.

Within 10
Business
Days

Upon approval, DPW will schedule
and contract work to be done to fulfill
the request. Two consecutive weeks
notice in newspaper and town website
of changes or additions to Town rules
and regulations.

APPENDIX C
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If not approved, a letter of explanation
to why the request could not be
fulfilled to the citizen, copied to the
Executive Office. The Citizen can
appeal the decision directly to the
Executive Office.

TCF Procedural Path 2 Flow Chart
(TCF Projects $1000.01 and Above)

Projected
Timetable:

Citizen will fill out and submit a
Traffic Concern Form (TCF) to the
Department of Public Works (DPW).

Within 3
Business
Days

DPW upon receiving TCF will mail a
letter of acknowledgement to the
citizen, copied to the Executive Office.

Within 10
Business
Days

DPW will make a full investigation into the request,
review pertinent regulations, procedures and determine
whether an engineering study will have to be
completed and to what extent. Create a letter report and
make a recommendation whether or not to send it to
the Traffic Study Committee (TSC) for review.

Within 10
Business
Days

TSC with the help of DPW will review
pertinent information and alternatives.
Upon TSC approval, DPW will
provide a letter report to the Board of
Selectmen (BOS) for decision-making.

At Next
Suitable
Public
Meeting

BOS will receive all pertinent information
and reports from DPW, hold public hearings
if necessary, and make a final decision

No Latter
Then 2 Months
From The Date
Of The Board
Approval

1. Non-engineering study: Upon BOS
approval, DPW will schedule and
contract work to be done to fulfill
the request. Two consecutive weeks
notice in newspaper and Town
website of changes or additions to
Town rules and regulations.
2. Engineering study: Upon BOS,
approval DPW will schedule all
necessary engineering consultations,
review and planning assessments.
Once completed DPW will provide
full report to BOS for project
decision.
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Possible end point. Letter of
explanation from DPW to citizen,
copied to the Executive Office. The
Citizen can appeal the decision
directly to the Executive Office.

Possible end point. Letter of
explanation from DPW to citizen,
copied to the Executive Office. The
Citizen can appeal the decision
directly to the Executive Office.

(Flow Chart
Continued)

At Next
Suitable
Public
Meeting

No Latter
Then 2 Months
From The Date
Of The Board
Approval

BOS will receive all pertinent
information, reports from DPW and
engineering reports. Hold public
hearing if necessary, and make final
decision.

Upon BOS approval, DPW will
schedule and contract, work to be done
to fulfill the request. Two consecutive
weeks notice in newspaper and Town
website of changes or additions to
Town rules and regulations.
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Possible end point. Letter of
explanation from DPW to citizen,
copied to the Executive Office. The
Citizen can appeal the decision
directly to the Executive Office.

Policy on Authorizing Work or Services Performed by Any
Municipal Department for Town and School Departments and
Other Agencies or Entities

Policy Number XV
Issue date:
Type of policy: New ( x )
Effective date:

Amendment ( )

Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
The purpose of this policy is to provide a mechanism for the Executive Office to monitor
and approve the external use of various municipal staff, equipment and materials by any
Town/School Agency, Department or Entity (public or private) hereafter “entities.”

References
None.

Special Terms
Internal Use – The usage of any municipal department’s staff, equipment and materials
authorized and organized by the department itself.
External Use – The usage of any municipal department’s staff, equipment and materials
by any entity outside of the department, public or private. Please note: this policy refers
strictly to the External Use of departmental staff, equipment and materials.
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Policy Description
I.

General

A systematic communication and services monitoring system will enable the Town to
more effectively track the use of municipal staff and to better evaluate current and future
municipal service levels and support systems. A monitoring system will also enable the
various municipal departments to more effectively and efficiently support and provide
services to these entities and ensure that requests made by these entities are promptly and
fairly evaluated. Routine departmental functions and services shall not be compromised
to accomplish any special request made.
II.

Procedure for Assignment of Work to DPW Personnel

The following procedure shall be followed whenever any external entity seeks to have
any employee(s) of any municipal department perform any task or function on behalf of
any external entity.
1. Before requesting municipal personnel to perform a task, the agency shall forward
a copy of the proposed description of work that will require involvement of
municipal personnel and equipment to the relevant Department Head. He/she
shall review the proposal in order to determine whether said department will be
able to perform the task. The Department Head’s evaluation shall include
whether the department has the technical capability to perform the tasks requested
and whether the present workload of the department will enable them to perform
the task in the time frame requested. The Department Head shall report the
results of this evaluation to the Executive Office as soon as possible. Such report
shall include a brief summary of the scope of the requested task, and the
Department Head’s recommendation to either perform or not perform the task. In
the event that the Department Head does not approve the initial request, he shall
immediately contact the Executive Office to advise why the department will not
undertake any such request.
2. If approved, the Department Head or his/her designee shall prepare a project
schedule and assign the appropriate personnel, equipment, and materials to
accomplish the request.
3. If disagreement results related to project approval, denial or approach between the
Department Head and any requesting entity shall be brought to the attention of the
Executive Office. If it cannot be worked out to the satisfaction of all at that level,
such appeal shall be brought to the Board of Selectmen. The Board shall then
render a final and binding decision.
III.

Oversight of Approved Projects
A. The Department Head shall establish a formal system for monitoring the timely
completion of any agreed upon tasks that have been assigned under Section II of
this policy (the projects), and for tracking the performance of departmental
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employees in these tasks. The Department Head shall also estimate the cost of the
personnel, materials and equipment.
B. The Department Head shall, in his/her quarterly report to the Board, include a
section pertaining to the monitoring of the projects. This section shall include a
status report and a timetable relating to progress on major assignments.
C. The Department Head shall report to the Executive Office whenever tasks are
creating an unexpected, unreasonable or excessive workload for said department.
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Policy on Street Opening Petitions
Policy Number XVI
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: January 28, 2004
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
This policy statement sets forth the procedure to be followed with regard to any request
made in the Town of Canton for all street excavations.

References
None.

Special Terms
None.

Policy Description
I.

Procedure for Applying for Street Openings

Any petitioner seeking to excavate within a Town-owned layout must first submit an
application for a Street Excavation Permit (see Appendix L) to the Department of Public
Works (DPW), including an accurate fee schedule. Payment for the permit application
may be either cash or in the form of a certified bank check made payable to the Town of
Canton. Payment for all refundable deposits must be in the form of a certified bank
check, made payable to the Town of Canton.
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The DPW Administration Office shall follow the Street Opening Application Checklist
when processing an application for street excavation (see Appendix M). The DPW
Administration shall retain this checklist for filing purposes.
With the exception of utility companies the applicant must obtain a public works
construction license prior to applying for any street excavation permits. If the applicant
intends to do work other than curb cuts and paving for driveways, or sidewalk
construction, that applicant must also obtain a utility contractor’s license.
All applicants must provide a dig safe number on the application.
The applicant must notify the Water Division for water/sewer markouts prior to filing.
Minimum period for reviewing and approving a street excavation permit for the proposed
opening shall be forty-eight (48) hours.
In the event that a proposed street opening is located within a scenic way, approval of the
Planning Board must be provided in writing if the scope of the work invokes the Scenic
Way Rules and Regulations as adopted by the Planning Board.
The application must receive the approval of the Highway Supervisor for location, and
finally the Superintendent of Public Works, or the Assistant Superintendent of Public
Works in his/her absence.
Applications will only be received prior to November 1. All digging must be completed
by November 15, and all work must be final paved and/or brought back to as near
original condition as possible by November 30. The Superintendent of Public Works
reserves his/her right to alter these dates to reflect varying weather conditions.
If the scope of the work requires detours or the closing of a street, please refer to Policy
XVI for the proper protocol and procedure.
Once the application is approved, the applicant must keep a signed, approved copy on site
while performing the excavation.
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Policy on Petitions for Street Closing and the Detouring of
Traffic
Policy Number XVII
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: January 28, 2004
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
This policy statement sets forth the procedure to be followed with regard to any petition
made in the Town of Canton for the closing of streets and roadways, and the detouring of
traffic.

References
None.

Special Terms
None.

Policy Description
I.

Procedure

Any person, contractor, company, or entity, hereafter “petitioner” seeking to temporarily
close a street or roadway shall first submit their request in writing to both the Police and
Fire Chiefs including the specific dates, times, and locations relevant to the proposal.
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Any request must include a proposed detour with a statement of intent to provide signage
for said detour.
Upon receiving written approval from both the Police and Fire Chiefs the petitioner must
then submit in writing a request to the Executive Office. This request must include not
only the information already submitted to the Police and Fire Chiefs, but also written
copies of their approval. The request will then be placed on the agenda for the next
regularly scheduled Board meeting, where the Board will vote on the petition. It is the
policy of the Board to only grant permission for street closings when the request allows
sufficient time to notify the public of the street closing via local media.
In no case, other than an emergency, shall a request be granted to a petitioner providing
less than forty-eight (48) hours notice. The Board may delegate the authority to grant
permission for street openings in cases of emergency to a designee including, but not
limited to the Police Chief.
In accordance with local by-law, any work undertaken shall be conducted between the
hours of 7:00 AM and 10:00 PM. If possible, the Board would prefer that the permit
holder conduct all work between the hours of 9:00 AM and 3:30 PM.
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Policy on Abatement or Adjustment of Water and Sewer
Charges
Policy Number XVIII
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Amendment Date: April 13, 2021
Type of policy: New ( ) Amendment ( X )
Effective date: January 28, 2004
Level: Department ( )
Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
The costs associated with the operation of the Town's water and sewer services are paid
for by user charges pursuant to an enterprise accounting system. These charges, for the
most part, are determined by the amount of the service consumed, i.e., the number of
water units used or sewerage treated. Customers are also charged for miscellaneous
services such as water turn on/shut off, water meter tests, meters, connection fees and
other occasional services. Since errors can and do occur in recording and calculating
consumption of water and sewer, it is the policy of the Town to correct such errors and to
make a corresponding adjustment in customers' bills.
For billing purposes the Town assumes that sewer use equals water use. When a
customer can demonstrate that a quantity of water billed to the user did not go into the
sewer system, other than a toilet leak that does enter the system, the Town will make a
reasonable adjustment in the user's bill. The Town Administrator reserves the right to
deduct “sewer charges” when it is determined the sewer portion costs are the result of a
special circumstance.
This policy establishes a formal appeal (to the Town Administrator) process by which a
customer can obtain a review of a determination regarding a customer's application for
abatement or request for adjustment if the user is not satisfied by the decision of the
Superintendent of Public Works as recommended by the Water/Sewer Division Office, or
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if the user seeks an abatement or adjustment that is not within the power of the
Superintendent to grant. See the attached abatement form.

References
MGL Ch. 44 § 53½F
MGL Ch. 59 § 5

Special Terms Defined
A) Abatement: A change in an issued utility bill for reasons not attributable to errors
made in calculating the utility bill OR demonstration of non-use of a service.
(Normally performed by the Board or designee)
B) Adjustment: A change in an issued utility bill for reasons attributable to errors
made in calculating the utility bill or because it was demonstrated that the service
was not used. (Normally performed by the Water/Sewer Division of the
Department of Public Works)
C) Billing Period: The period of time between one reading of a meter (either actual
or estimated) and a second reading of a meter (either actual or estimated) when the
difference between the meter readings is used to calculate consumption of a utility
service.
D) Same Cycle Billing Period: Billing periods from the same seasonal time of year,
used to reflect similar usage when determining adjustments and abatements.

Policy Description
I)

AUTHORITY FOR THIS POLICY:
A) Town Administrator or designee.
B) MGL Ch. 44 § 531/2F Enterprise Funds (Annual Town Meeting
Approval)

II)
FORMS:
When required under this policy, requests for abatements must be submitted to the
Water/Sewer Division of the Department of Public Works in writing and the Department
will supply forms to be used to provide the information needed to act upon the matter
(see Appendix N). These forms, which may revised from time to time, include the
following:


Application for Water and/or Sewer Abatement (shall include all documentation).
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Request for adjustment of Water and/or Sewer Bill
Appeal to the Town Administrator
Sewer Abatement Plumber's Verification





III)

SPECIFIC PROVISIONS:
A) Grounds for Abatements:

1)

Unexplained volume of water consumed:

If a meter records a volume of water during one billing period that is higher
than the volume of water recorded for the account of the same customer
during the four (4) same cycle billing periods (at a minimum) before the
period of the high usage, and if the customer demonstrates that there has been
no change or a detailed explanation of increased water use in the occupant(s)’
customary pattern of usage, and if the excessive volume results in application
of a second (or third) “block” billing rate, then, upon receipt of a written
abatement request, the Water/Sewer Division of the Department of Public
Works will investigate the abatement request. If the Superintendent of Public
Works finds that the above conditions exist, and a test of the meter proves the
meter to be inaccurate, an appropriate adjustment will be made. In
determining whether the volume of water recorded is excessive, the
Water/Sewer Office will compare the average monthly rate of usage during
the relevant billing period with the average monthly usage rate during the
prior four (4) same cycle billing periods (at a minimum). The decision of the
Superintendent (whether the volume recorded is unexplained and whether it is
excessive) may be appealed by the customer to the Board.
B) Grounds for adjustments:
1)

Billing errors that entitle a customer to an adjusted bill

2)

Reporting of the actual meter reading is incorrect

3)

Recording on the inside and outside meters is different. The inside meter shall take
precedence.

4)

Estimated bill is higher than bill based on meter reading.

5)

Incorrect number of units in the dwelling used to calculate bill for service at a multifamily dwelling with a single meter.

6)

An error or miscalculation in a bill for miscellaneous services.

7)

Sewer charges will be adjusted to correct for:

a)

Major water leaks that result in a volume of water not entering the sewer system.
The customer must submit verification from a licensed plumber as to the cause of
the condition, signed by a licensed plumber having personal knowledge of the
facts and repairs made.
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b)

In order to avoid “sewer” charges for water used in swimming pool filling
process, the customer must purchase and have installed a second meter.

c)

Customer’s premises were not connected to the sewer system during the billing period.
C) Abatements and adjustments for reasons other than those stated in this

policy:
Applications for abatements or requests for adjustments for reasons other than
those stated in this policy must be made in writing directly to the Water/Sewer
Division of the Department of Public Works, which will determine the
validity of the request and the amount of any abatement or adjustment. A
customer's inability to pay a water or sewer bill may not be grounds for
abatement under this policy. The Water/Sewer Division will maintain a file of
all such requests, including the written request, the results of any
investigation, the action taken and the reasons therefrom including a specific
statement why the abatement or adjustment was granted on grounds other than
those stated in this policy. The file shall be subject to the Public Records Law.
IV)

SUBMISSION OF APPLICATIONS FOR ABATEMENTS AND
REQUESTS FOR ADJUSTMENTS:

Applications for abatements and requests for adjustments must be submitted within two
(2) months after the end of the billing period for which an abatement or adjustment is
sought.
No application for abatement or adjustment will be accepted on any account unless all
amounts due on that account, including interest and penalties, for all billing periods prior
to the payment period covered by the abatement or adjustment application have been paid
in full.
Applications for abatement and requests for adjustment that are on file at the time of
adoption of this policy will be governed by this policy. Such pending applications or
requests will be eligible for favorable action for all billing periods to which they relate.
V)

A)

PROCEDURE FOR SUBMISSION OF APPLICATIONS FOR
ABATEMENT, REQUESTS FOR ADJUSTMENTS AND APPEALS TO THE
TOWN ADMINISTRATOR:
Administrative Review and Action (Step 1)

Customers seeking abatements or requesting adjustments must contact, the
Water/Sewer Division Office as designated by the Public Works
Superintendent to process abatement applications and requests for
adjustments. The customer may be requested to submit in writing a
completed Application for Water and Sewer Abatement or Request for
Adjustment. Applications and Requests will be date stamped by the
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Water/Sewer Division of the Department of Public Works on the date they are
completed and filed. Upon the receipt of an abatement or adjustment request,
the Water/Sewer Office shall take one of the following actions:
If the Water/Sewer Office determines that a billing adjustment as provided in
Section V, B of this policy is necessary, the Water/Sewer Office will approve
the adjustment and prepare a bill consistent with the adjustment. The
Water/Sewer Office shall be authorized only to decide applications for
requests for adjustments in amounts not to exceed one thousand dollars
($1,000). For amounts greater than one thousand dollars ($1,000), the
Water/Sewer Office shall submit a written recommendation to the
Superintendent of Public Works for approval as provided under Step 2 Section
V.A of the Review process. For adjustments over one thousand dollars
($1,000) attributable to bill processing error, the Water/Sewer Division may
make an adjustment without consulting the Superintendent, provided full
documentation of the adjustment is made and retained for filing purposes.
If the Water/Sewer Office determines that an abatement or adjustment as
provided in Section V.C of this policy is required, the Water/Sewer Office
will forward the abatement or adjustment request to the Board as provided
under Step 3 of the Review process, with a copy submitted to the
Superintendent.
The Water/Sewer Office will process abatement applications and requests for
adjustment requiring written notice within fifteen (15) days after the date the
completed application or request was received.
All abatement applications or requests for adjustment that cannot be resolved
by the Water/Sewer Office within fifteen (15) days will be transferred
promptly to the Superintendent of Public Works for review. The Water/Sewer
Office may refer any application or request to the Superintendent of Public
Works or the Town Administrator for initial action within the fifteen (15)
days. The Water/Sewer Office shall promptly notify each customer whose
application has been referred to the Town Administrator and/or designee and
shall provide a copy of this policy to such customer.
B)

Superintendent of Public Works Review: (Step 2)

The Superintendent of Public Works, will, within fifteen (15) days after
receipt of an Application for Abatement or Request for Adjustment not
resolved by the designee, including recommendations from the designee,
decide whether to approve the requested relief. Said decision shall be in
writing and include the reasons therefore. If the Superintendent of Public
Works cannot resolve the abatement or adjustment within fifteen (15) days
he/she shall return the application or request to the Water/Sewer Office for
submission to the Town Administrator.
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The Superintendent of Public Works shall be authorized only to decide
applications for abatement or requests for adjustments in amounts not to
exceed four thousand dollars ($4,000). For amounts greater than four thousand
dollars ($4,000), the Superintendent of Public Works shall submit a written
recommendation to the Town Administrator for approval.
C)

Town Administrator (Step 3)

The Town Administrator shall hear appeals from Steps 1 and 2 under the
conditions stated in this policy, review abatement or adjustment decisions, and
shall also act upon abatement applications and requests for adjustments that
are not covered by other provisions of this policy.
Failure to submit the request for appeal to the Town Administrator from a
determination of the Superintendent of Public Works within thirty (30) days
of receipt of the Superintendent's decision can result in the customer's appeal
rights being nullified.
If necessary the Town Administrator shall hear the customer and a
representative of the Water/Sewer Division of the Department of Public
Works and their witnesses, if any, and shall receive such documentary
evidence as it deems relevant to the matter before it. The Town Administrator
shall keep a record of its proceedings. Its proceedings and records are subject
to the Open Meeting and Public Records laws of the Commonwealth as well
as any requirements set forth in the Town's by-laws for all boards and
committees. Such hearing shall not be necessary if the Town Administrator
successfully resolves the abatement application.
The Town Administrator shall decide any action or appeal under Step 1 or 2
within thirty (30) days after receipt of the appeal.
All decisions shall be in writing, shall state the reasons for the decision and
the amount, if any, of the abatement or adjustment. Decisions of the Town
Administrator are final, subject to such judicial review as may be available
under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. A copy of all
decisions shall be given to the Water/Sewer Office for filing purposes.
VI)

RECORD KEEPING:

The Water/Sewer Division of the Department of Public Works will maintain a log of all
abatement applications and requests for adjustment that shall include the customers'
name, account number, the reason for the abatement or adjustment and its resolution.
Copies of this log shall be distributed each month to the Town Administrator. The
Water/Sewer Division of the Department of Public Works will also maintain a file of all
applications for adjustment or abatement that shall include the written application, the
results of any investigation, the action taken and the reasons therefore. The file shall be
subject to the Public Records Law.
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VII)

PARTIAL PAYMENT OF CONTESTED BILLS ACCRUAL AND
REMISSION OF INTEREST AND PENALTIES:

Customers who file abatement applications or requests for adjustments are required to
have paid all prior bills (including penalties and interest, if applicable).
Should all or part of an abatement application or adjustment request be granted, any
“reimbursement” would be credited against future bills unless otherwise determined by
the Water/Sewer Office. No interest or late charges will accrue on the charges in dispute
during the abatement process.
VIII) METHOD OF GIVING NOTICE:
The Water/Sewer Division of the Department of Public Works will transmit all written
communications required to be given under this policy by registered or certified U.S.
Mail, return receipt requested, directed to the billing address of the customer unless the
customer has notified the Water/Sewer Division of the Department of Public 'Works in
writing of a different address.
For the purpose of the time limitations in this policy, the date of the postmark on
communications directed to or from the Water/Sewer Division of the Department of
Public Works and for communications delivered by hand to the Water/Sewer Division of
the Department of Public Works the date of receipt, shown by the date stamp of the
Water/Sewer Division of the Department of Public Works will be conclusive.
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Policy on Senior Citizen Tax Credit Program

Policy Number XIX
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: January 28, 2004
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
This policy seeks to codify the program through which senior citizens are compensated
for aid they provide to the Town.

References
None.

Special Terms
None.

Policy Description
I.

Purpose
•
•
•

The purpose of this program is:
To assist in using the expertise and skills of senior citizens.
To increase community involvement.
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•
•
II.

To allow senior citizens to provide services to cover part of their property taxes in
support of the Town.
Provide financial relief from property tax to Canton seniors.
Program Overview

The Town of Canton will offer senior citizens who are home owners and are of the age of
sixty (60) the opportunity to assist the Town in specific, temporary, part-time
assignments up to the amount of their property tax to a maximum of Seven Hundred Fifty
Dollars ($750.00) annually.
Participants will be paid for services provided, not to exceed Seven Hundred Fifty
Dollars ($750.00) in any given tax year. A participant can work up to approximately one
hundred (100) hours. All participants are considered outside service contractors and not
considered Town employees for any reason.
In no instance shall the amount by which a person’s property tax liability is reduced in
exchange for the provision of services be considered income, wages, or employment for
the purposes of taxation as outlined in MGL Ch. 62, for purposes of withholding taxes as
outlined in MGL Ch. 62B, for purposes of unemployment insurance as outlined in MGL
Ch. 151, for purposes of workers compensation as outlined in MGL Ch. 152, or any other
applicable provisions of any law. However, IRS requirements applicable to Federal
Income and Medicare Tax will apply to any amount of abatement.
The proposed program is designed to fund senior participants at a maximum of
Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars ($750.00) each. Locations of assignments will be
determined by the Canton Board of Selectmen with the assistance of the “requesting”
Departments.
A part time coordinator, Director of Council on Aging, telephone number 781-828-1323,
has been selected to manage the program. The coordinator duties include, but are not
limited to the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Surveying buildings and departments to identify potential assignment openings.
Recruiting qualified seniors as program participants.
Developing promotional materials and program forms.
Creating a computer database and keeping it current.
Matching applicants with program openings.
Recommending applicants to the Board of Selectmen.
Processing all paperwork.
Conducting an evaluation of the program.
Providing a year-end report to be included in the Town Report.
Maintaining close communication with the Town Administrator on all aspects of
the program to properly keep the Board of Selectmen informed.
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III.

Procedures

Program Coordinator selected and trained.
Board of Selectmen/Town Administrator surveys buildings and departments for
appropriate program openings.
Board of Selectmen/Town Administrator publicizes program and Program Coordinator
recruits qualified seniors. Each interested senior completes an application form (see
Appendix O) and provides a copy of his/her tax bill.
Departments request a senior by sending an assignment request form (see Appendix P) to
the Program Coordinator with copies to Executive Office/Board of Selectmen.
Program Coordinator contacts seniors qualified for the requested assignment, completes
necessary forms. “Selections” will be offered to seniors by taking into consideration
skills, location, transportation, physical limitations, and previous volunteer service.
Town Administrator or Department Head(s) may interview seniors before making their
decision to or not to select for program, and return the interview form to the program
coordinator.
When a senior is selected, the Department Head and the senior complete a contract form,
which stipulates the assignment duties and hours to be worked. A copy of this form is
provided to the senior and to the program coordinator. The senior keeps a program
activity sheet, which is verified by his/her supervisor at the work site.
IV.

Eligibility

Program participants should:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

V.

Be 60 years of age or older, as of January 1, 2008.
Be homeowners or current spouses of homeowners, as of January 1, 2008.
Reside within the Town of Canton.
Occupy the property for which taxes are paid.
Present a copy of his/her tax notice upon application to the program.
Provide income verification information if requested.
Program participation will determine final eligibility requirements in any given
program year.
Benefits

Benefits to the participants include the following:
•
•

Greater control of their economic life.
Opportunities to share the knowledge they have accumulated over a lifetime.
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•
•
•

Becoming involved in and contributing to a mutually regarding endeavor.
Part-time, temporary positions fit nicely with busy senior's life styles.
In some cases, participants may continue to work with the Town as volunteers or
apply for other temporary openings if the opportunity arises.

Benefits to the Town include:
•
•
•
•

VI.

It is cost effective to fill temporary, part-time positions at minimum wage
requirement.
Temporary part-time assignments are often difficult to fill with competent help.
Seniors in the program will bring years of experience to this program.
The program offers the Town a creative opportunity to provide service to its
community's seniors who, in most cases, must live on a fixed income in a time of
ever-rising costs.
By working side by side with seniors, Town employees and other members of the
community, the seniors will come to better understand the needs of and the
services provided by the Town of Canton.
Implementation Schedule

Coordinator develops program, related procedures and forms:
February 16 and 23, 2008
publicize program, recruit participants, program materials
available
March 16, 2008
applications due – informational meeting COA senior work
assignments issued/work begins on or about July 1, 2008.
VII. Tax Rebates
When the senior's assignment is completed, his/her time sheet is turned in to the program
coordinator who will verify the tax credit value of the hours worked.
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Policy on Elected Official Health Insurance
Policy Number XX
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: January 28, 2004
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
In an effort to properly administer and determine “eligibility of those elected persons,
who are not statutorily by matter of right, required to be included on the Town’s Medical,
Dental, and Life Insurance Plans, this policy is hereby adopted. This policy is also
designed to limit overall Health Insurance costs to eligible individuals.

References
Town of Canton Personnel Policy # VI-71 (Health Benefits)

Special Terms
None.

Policy Description
I.

Scope

This policy and approval procedure is applicable to those elected persons (consistent with
MGL Ch. 32B §2), who may at the discretion of the Board of Selectmen be provided
Health Insurance and other related “medical” benefits (see MGL Ch. 32B §2).
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II.

Definitions

Eligibility requirements under this policy for “Health” insurance benefits shall mean: any
individual who receives compensation from and who perform elected functions for the
Town of Canton, consistent with the intent of MGL Ch. 32B §2. Written confirmation of
Board of Selectmen of such approval must be obtained prior to Human Resources
Department including any such plan participant.
III.

Plan Eligibility

Any approved elected official shall be eligible for the then least costly individual HMO
(Medical Plan (12/1/02 HMO Blue). Individual dental and life insurance plan offerings
can also be made available to any such classified individual subject to Board of
Selectmen approval. Spousal coverage is allowed. Any family and or spousal coverage
costs shall be paid by the EO @ 100 percent. Coverage options are limited to those
available to EO’s.
Any approved elected official who is Medicare eligible must transfer/enroll into Medex.
(See applicable Medicare eligibility requirements).
IV.

Application

Any eligible elected official, in order to determine eligibility must request of the Board of
Selectmen, in writing, to be included in the Town’s Health Insurance Plan(s), consistent
with MGL Ch. 32B §2.
V.

Transitional Provisions

Any individual at the time of this policy adoption in the opinion of the Board of
Selectmen is not statutorily entitled to such benefit(s), may have a period of time,
determined exclusively by the Board of Selectmen, to transition out of the Town’s benefit
plan(s). Until that time all plan benefits and rates of contribution for any current
participant shall continue in full force and effect.
VI.

Enforcement Authority

Consistent with MGL Ch. 32B §2 the Board of Selectmen approvals and decisions related
to this policy shall be final.
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Policy on the Waiving of Municipal Inspection and Permit Fees

Policy Number XXI
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: January 28, 2004
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
This policy statement sets forth the policy of the Board of Selectmen/designee on the
waiving of municipal inspection and permit fees for individuals, companies, contractors
and other entities, internal or external, providing services and/or permitted work
otherwise benefiting the Town.

References
None.

Special Terms
None.

Policy Description
I.

General

A variety of fees are normally charged for the various services provided by the Town
including, but not limited to inspections and permits. In such cases, the intent of the
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fee(s) is to recover the cost the Town incurs directly and indirectly for providing these
services. However, when an individual, company, contractor and/or other entity,
hereafter “entity,” is to render contract services to the Town, including but not limited to
renovation and construction, it shall be the policy of the Board to waive such fees
according to the provisions of this policy. The purpose of granting such fee exemptions
is to eliminate the inclusion of such charges and/or costs as part of any Town contract.
II.

Qualification for Fee Exemptions

For any entity to qualify for any fee exemption, it must first be determined to be
rendering contract services for the public benefit. The Board and/or designee reserve the
right to make such a determination.
III.

Bidding Process

If the contract services have been determined to be for the public benefit, the contractor
must then include in the bidding document or instructions an affidavit relative to fee
exemptions. The affidavit must state in writing that the bid is being made with the
understanding that the relevant fees will be waived, and that they have not been figured
into the ultimate cost of the contract service(s) being provided.
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Policy on Banner Requests
Policy Number XXII
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: January 28, 2004
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
This policy establishes and standardizes the guidelines for the procedure relating to
Banner Requests.

References
None.

Special Terms
None.

Policy Description
I.

Procedure

The Executive Office will first receive an application for a banner request (see Appendix
Q). The application should include: the applicant’s name, wording on banner, date of
application, dates requested for display, and dates sent to NSTAR, Zoning Board, and
Board of Selectmen. The maximum size allowed for banners shall be three (3) feet by
fifteen (15) feet. All requests must be submitted six (6) weeks prior to the dates
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requested to allow for approval to be granted, and allow the Department of Public Works
time to schedule the hanging of the banner.
Upon receipt of this request, a designated employee of the Executive Office (designee)
shall send complete copies of the request to the Chairman of the Zoning Board of
Appeals and to NSTAR for approval.
Once the approval of the Zoning Board of Appeals and NSTAR has been received in
writing, the designee shall schedule the banner request to go before the Board of
Selectmen.
Following a vote of the Board to grant the request, the designee shall send a complete
copy of the banner request to the Department of Public Works, to display a banner at the
usual location on Washington Street near the railroad tracks.
The Executive Office shall retain a copy of the signed petition and all written
correspondence pertaining to the request for filing purposes.
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Policy on Entertainment and Amusement Permits

Policy Number XXIII
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: January 28, 2004
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
This policy establishes and standardizes the guidelines for the procedure relating to the
application for Entertainment and Amusement permits.

References
None.

Special Terms
None.

Policy Description
I.

Procedure

The resident will first complete an application for either Amusement Devices (see
Appendix R) or Entertainment Devices (see Appendix S), available in the Executive
Office. The application shall include: date of application, the applicant’s name,
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applicant’s address, applicants home telephone number, the number of amusement
devices (if applicable), and the signature of applicant.
For amusement devices, a fee of fifty dollars ($50.00) per amusement devices shall be
included with each application when filed.
For entertainment permits, a fee of forty dollars ($40.00) shall be included with each
application filed.
Upon receipt of this request including the appropriate fees, the Executive Office/designee
shall fill out the appropriate permit for the applicant, and place the request on the agenda
for the next regularly scheduled Board meeting for action.
Once action is taken by the Board, the Executive Office/designee shall notify the
applicant of the decision.
The Executive Office shall retain a copy of the application and all written correspondence
pertaining to the request for filing purposes.
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Policy on Yard Sale Permits
Policy Number XXIV
Issue date: January 27, 2004
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: January 28, 2004
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
This policy establishes and standardizes the guidelines for the procedure relating to the
application for Yard Sale permits.

References
Canton Town By-Laws Article XIV § 50

Special Terms
None.

Policy Description
I.

Procedure

The resident will first complete an application for a yard sale permit not less than
fourteen (14) days prior to the date, or dates, for which the permit is requested (see
Canton Town By-Laws Article XIV § 50). Applications shall be available either at the
front desk in Town Hall or at the Executive Office (see Appendix T). The application
shall include: date of application, the applicant’s name, applicant’s address, applicants
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home telephone number, dates requested for yard sale, location of yard sale, hours of
yard sale and the signature of applicant.
Upon receipt of this request, the Executive Office/designee shall fill out a permit for the
applicant regarding the sale of household goods for the type commonly known as “yard,”
“tag,” or “garage” sales on such a premises where such a residence is located provided
that no such premises may be used for such purposes on more than two (2) consecutive
days twice in any one calendar year.
A fee of Fifteen Dollars ($15.00) shall be included with each application when filed.
A copy of the application shall be filed with the Fire Department and Police Department.
The Executive Office shall retain a copy of the application and all written correspondence
pertaining to the request for filing purposes.
In the event of inclement weather preventing a yard sale permit from being utilized, the
permit holder shall notify the Executive Office within one (1) week of the date listed on
the permit of any intent to postpone the yard sale. All postponed yard sale permits must
be utilized within sixty (60) days, after which time they are subject to forfeiture.
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Policy on Converting Private Streets into Public Ways
Policy Number XXV
Issue date: October 2, 2012
Type of policy: New ( x ) Amendment ( )
Effective date: October 15, 2012
Level: Department ( )

Division ( )

Town Wide ( x )

Policy Statement
This is a formal policy for the Town of Canton (“Town”) Board of Selectmen (“Board”) to
consider for the handling of requests by multiple property owners to convert a private street
into a public way. It is not intended as a legal memorandum to detail the various legal and
procedural requirements in connection with the Town laying out a public way, which can be
provided upon request.

Special Terms
None.

Policy Description
I.

Response to Request for Layout of Public Way Informing Owners of Costs.

The Town’s policy is for the property owners abutting the private street to be laid out as a
public way to bear all costs for the layout and improvement of that street. When the Town
first receives a request to convert a private street into a public way, the Board will provide
proponents and other property owners a notice outlining the property owners’ responsibilities
to create the public way. A sample notice is attached as Exhibit 1.
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II.

A Strong Majority (approximately 75%) of Lot Owners to Confirm Assumption of
Costs.

Because the property owners will be required to bear all costs for the layout and
improvement of the way, a strong majority – if not all – of the owners must represent to the
Town in writing that they support the project and will assume a share of the costs and
obligations related to the layout and improvement of the way. One way to accomplish this is
to request each property owner to sign and return the sample outline attached as Exhibit 1.
III.

All Benefited Lot Owners To Bear All Engineering and Legal Costs.

The property owners will bear all engineering and legal costs to create the public way. All
affected property owners will be responsible to engage and to pay: (i) an engineer for all
surveying, layout design, installing surveyor monuments, and any as-built plans, and (ii) an
attorney for title work and title certification to the Town. The property owners will be
directly responsible for these costs per arrangements with their engineer and attorney whether
or not the public way is ever finally accepted.
IV.

All Benefited Lot Owners to Bear All Construction Costs.

The property owners will be responsible to pay all construction costs to improve the way to a
condition, as the Board shall determine, suitable for the Town to accept it, including but not
limited to full-depth reconstruction of the existing street, more temporary methods of
resurfacing and installing surveyor monuments, sidewalks and drains. Depending on the
construction required, the property owners may be able to pay for construction costs through
a combination of upfront payment or betterment assessment for a period not to exceed
10 years or other period allowed by law or otherwise advisable based on available rates and
conditions for any borrowing by the Town. To the extent the Board may assess betterments,
the Board will determine the shares that each property owner will be responsible to pay.
V.

The Survey Plan.

The property owners, through their engineer and at their cost, must provide to the Town at
least three copies of a survey plan showing the proposed roadway with precise linear
measurements, area calculations, necessary property boundaries, grade, property owner
names, property owner addresses and Town map and parcel numbers. A copy of the plan
should be forwarded to the Town’s Engineering Department. Once the Town’s Engineering
Department determines that the survey is acceptable, the property owners’ engineer will also
be required to forward the Town a final version of the survey in mylar form.
VI.

Title.

Once the Town’s Engineering Department determines that the survey is acceptable, the
survey must be forwarded to Town Counsel for review together with a certification by the
property owners’ attorney regarding ownership of the affected parcels so that Town Counsel
can confirm ownership and prepare easements for execution by the property owners.
Coordination by the Engineering Department and Town Counsel for review of the survey
may be appropriate when the Town first receives a survey to prevent the need for further
modification to the survey and unnecessary costs.
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VII.

All Benefited Lot Owners to Grant the Town Easements for Property Rights.

Once title is confirmed, then all affected property owners will be required to grant to the
Town an easement for the Town to use their properties for public way purposes, including
any rights reasonably necessary for sloping, sidewalks or drainage that might be located
outside the paved portion of the street, based upon the Town’s standard form easement. A
sample standard form easement (with exhibits for a plan and mortgagee assent) is attached as
Exhibit 2.
VIII.

Collection of Signed Easements before Board of Selectmen Meeting.

The proponents of the public way must ensure that all necessary easements to the Town are
executed, collected and delivered to the Town at least 60 days prior to the deadline for the
submission of articles for the annual Town Meeting warrant. All necessary easements should
be so delivered prior to the Board meeting to create the public way. Once executed, the
easements can be delivered to the Town and held in escrow until Town Meeting votes to
accept the street as a public way and to authorize the Board to acquire the easements.
IX.

Referral to Planning Board for Planning Board Report.

Once all easements have been collected, the Board must forward the Planning Board the
survey pursuant to G.L. c. 41, § 81I for the Planning Board to make its non-binding report to
the Board regarding the proposed layout, including the dimensions, condition and
characteristics of the street and its recommendation as to whether the street should become a
public way.
X.

Meeting to Lay Out Way.

Once all necessary easements are executed and delivered to the Board and the Planning
Board has issued its report (or 45 days have passed since the Board referred the matter to the
Planning Board), the Board should meet to (i) find whether common convenience and
necessity support laying out the street as a public way, and (ii) vote as to whether the way
should be laid out as a public way.
XI.

Town Meeting Acceptance.

If the Board votes to lay out the street as a public way, then (i) Town Meeting must accept
the street as a public way, and (ii) the easements (or any order of taking) must be recorded at
the Registry of Deeds within 120 days of the Town Meeting, unless betterments are to be
assessed, in which case the Town should record the easements together with any initial order
for betterments within 90 days of Town Meeting acceptance. A sample warrant article is
attached hereto as Exhibit 3.
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XII.

Betterments for Layouts.

In furtherance of a Town policy to require benefited property owners to pay for all
construction costs related to the layout, the Board may order a betterment (i.e., a special tax)
to be assessed against each of the benefited property owners for their proportionate share of
the costs for the improvement of the way. As part of this policy, the Board has determined
that all road and other improvements and associated necessary for acceptance, as determined
by the Board, will be borne by the property owners as (i) a full sum payment per agreement
with the Board paid to the Town before the Board votes to layout the street as a public way,
(ii) a betterment assessment, or (iii) some combination thereof, as determined by the Board
in the Board’s sole discretion, based upon any relevant factors and all applicable laws,
regulations and bylaws. The duration of any betterment assessment not to exceed 10 years
or other period allowed by law or otherwise advisable based upon available rates, terms and
conditions for any borrowings by the Town and to seek guidance from the Town’s Finance
Director with respect to the duration of the assessments.
XIII.

Conveyance of Benefited Parcels of Land

Upon conveyance or refinance of any benefited individual parcel of land, the remaining
amount of its proportionate share of the betterment assessment must be paid in full to the
Town at the time of such conveyance and or refinance. No failure to pay the Town in full
at the time of such conveyance or refinancing shall terminate or affect the responsibility
of any current or prior owner of any benefitted parcel or any successors in interest to such
parcel to pay the Town the full amount assessed nor the validity or enforcement of any
order or lien related to or arising from a betterment assessment.
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EXHIBIT 1
Sample Outline for Property Owners
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NOTICE TO PROPERTY OWNER
Of Town Policy to Create a Public Way
•

The creation of a public way generally requires (1) a survey to show the boundaries of the public way;
(2) grants to the Town by you and your neighbors of permanent property rights for the Town to use
your properties for a public way; (3) Planning Board review and report to the Board of Selectmen
regarding the creation of the public way; (4) a public meeting of the Board of Selectmen to determine
whether your street should be laid out as a public way; (5) acceptance by Town Meeting of your street
as a public way; and (6) the recording of instruments granting property rights (easements and orders
for takings or betterments) at the Registry of Deeds in the chain of title for your property.

•

The Town is not guaranteeing or representing to you that a public way will ever be laid out or accepted
by the Town, even if you have undertaken necessary steps toward the creation of the public way and
incurred costs in doing so.

•

All expenses incurred by you in connection with the creation of the public way are at your risk, even if
no public way is ever created or accepted by the Town.

•

You will be responsible, at your cost, for all engineering and legal work for the creation of the public
way, whether or not your street is ultimately laid out or accepted street as a public way.

•

You will be responsible, at your cost, for all expenses to improve your street to a suitable condition of
the Town to accept as a public way through a payment, betterment assessment (i.e., a special tax) or a
combination payment/betterment assessment. No betterment will be assessed until after meeting has
accepted your street as a public way.

•

Because you and your neighbors will be required to pay the costs to create the public way, the Town
will wish to see neighborhood support to have your street accepted as a public way. To indicate
neighborhood support, the Town requests that you provide the Town a written representation, signed
by a strong majority (approximately 75%) of the affected property owners that you support and are
willing to pay the costs for the creation of the public way.

•

The work and costs will at minimum include the preparation of a survey of the street showing the
boundaries of the street and title work and certification for all affected properties.

•

The survey should show precise linear measurements for the boundaries of the street and all parcels
comprising a portion of the street, area calculations, names of current owners, Town map and parcel
IDs, and title reference information.

•

The title work should include names of current owners, names of all current mortgagees and lien
holders, appropriate title reference information for deeds, mortgages and liens for such parties, and a
title certification by the property owners’ attorney regarding ownership of the affected parcels.

•

Once title is confirmed by the Town, you and all affected property owners will be required to sign the
Town’s standard form easement (copy attached) to grant to the Town a permanent right to use your
property for the public way.

•

Once all easements are signed, collected by the neighborhood and returned to the Board of Selectmen,
the Board will consider holding a public meeting to lay out your street as a public way.

•

The Board of Selectmen may consider not holding a public meeting to determine whether the public
way should be created until all executed easements are obtained and delivered to the Board. If even
one easement is not obtained, then the Town may not create the public way.
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•

Because the Town may elect not to consider creating the public way without a voluntary grant of all
the easements, you should strongly consider whether and how all affected property owners should
agree to bear the engineering, legal and construction costs required to create the public way prior to
incurring any costs.

•

If betterments are assessed to assist with financing improvements, it may affect your sale or
refinancing of your property.

Please sign below and return this form to the Town to indicate that you have read and
understand the above and that all expenses you incur are at your own risk without any
warranties or representations by the Town that your street will be established as a public
way, even if you have incurred expenses for such purposes.
Your signature below may have legal consequences. The layout of public ways and the
ordering of betterments are legal processes that will create binding legal obligations and
that will affect your rights to your property. If not understood, we recommend you
consult with an attorney.
UNDERSTOOD AND AGREED:

Sign:
Print:
Address:

Date:

Sign:
Print:
Address:

Date:
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EXHIBIT 2
Standard Form Easement for Public Way
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GRANT OF PERMANENT EASEMENT
FOR PUBLIC WAY
[ADDRESS], Canton
[NAME] of [ADDRESS], Canton, Massachusetts (“Grantor”), for consideration given, do hereby
grant to the TOWN OF CANTON, a body politic and corporate having an address of Memorial Hall,
801 Washington Street, Canton, Massachusetts (the “Town”), acting by and through its Board of
Selectmen, with quitclaim covenants, a permanent right and easement over that portion of Grantor’s
Premises located at _______________, Canton Massachusetts and shown as “_____________” (the
“Easement Area”) on the plan entitled “________________,” dated _______________, prepared by
_______________________ and recorded at the Norfolk County Registry of Deeds (“Registry”) in Plan
Book ___________ as Plan No. ___________ (“Plan”) for the Town and the general public for access,
travel and use for all other purposes for which ways are used in the Town of Canton and Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, including but not limited to entering upon and traveling over the Easement Area by foot and
by vehicle, installation of utilities, and the construction, maintenance, grading, sloping, repair, replacement
and removal of asphalt paving, sidewalks and other such improvements.
A reduced copy of the Plan is attached hereto as Exhibit A. An assent by the current holders of a
mortgage Grantor’s property, if any, is recorded herewith.
For Grantor’s title, see the deed dated ___________ and recorded at the Registry in Book _____,
Page _____.
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EXECUTED under seal this ________ day of ________________________.
GRANTOR:

[NAME]

[NAME]

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Norfolk County, ss.
On this __________ day of _________________________, before me, the undersigned notary public,
personally appeared ____________________________________, proved to me through satisfactory
photographic identification with signature issued by federal or
evidence of identification, which were
oath or affirmation of a credible witness,
personal knowledge of the
state governmental agency,
undersigned, to be the person(s) whose names are signed on the preceding or attached document, and
acknowledged to me that he/she/they signed it voluntarily for its stated purpose.
Notary Public
My commission expires:

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Norfolk County, ss.
On this __________ day of _________________________, before me, the undersigned notary public,
personally appeared ____________________________________, proved to me through satisfactory
photographic identification with signature issued by federal or
evidence of identification, which were
oath or affirmation of a credible witness,
personal knowledge of the
state governmental agency,
undersigned, to be the person(s) whose names are signed on the preceding or attached document, and
acknowledged to me that he/she/they signed it voluntarily for its stated purpose.
Notary Public
My commission expires:
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Acceptance of Easement
The undersigned, constituting a majority of the Town of Canton Board of Selectmen, hereby
accept from Grantor the rights and easements granted hereby pursuant to the Town Meeting vote on Article
___ of the Town’s ____ Town Meeting.
EXECUTED under seal this ________ day of ________________________.
TOWN OF CANTON
By its Board of Selectmen

Chairman

Vice Chair

Clerk

Selectman

Selectman

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Norfolk County, ss.
On this ________ day of ________________________, before me, the undersigned notary public,
personally appeared the members of the Town of Canton Board of Selectmen and proved to me through
photographic identification with signature issued by
satisfactory evidence of identification, which were
oath or affirmation of a credible witness,
personal knowledge
federal or state governmental agency,
of the undersigned, to be the person(s) whose names are signed on the preceding or attached document, and
acknowledged to me that they signed it voluntarily for its stated purpose as the Town of Canton Board of
Selectmen.

Notary Public
My commission expires:
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Exhibit A to Easement
Copy of Street Acceptance Plan

[Insert 8.5" x 11" Copy of Plan]
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Exhibit B for Use with Easement
Standard Form Assent by Mortgagee
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MORTGAGEE ASSENT
[ADDRESS], Canton
[LENDER], a Massachusetts banking institution having a usual place of business at _________________
and the present holder of that certain mortgage to [PROPERTY OWNER NAME] (“Owner(s)”) dated
______________ and recorded at the Norfolk County Registry of Deeds (“Registry”) in Book ________,
Page ________ (the “Mortgage”), hereby assents to the grant to the Town of Canton by Owner(s) of that
certain Grant of Permanent Easement for Public Way related to the property known as _______________,
Canton, Massachusetts and recorded at the Registry herewith (“Easement”), and agrees for itself and its
successors and assigns that the Mortgage is subordinate to the Easement and that no action or proceedings to
enforce the Mortgage shall result in the termination of any rights or obligations in such Easement.
Executed as a sealed instrument on this _________ day of _____________________.
[LENDER]

By:
Name:
Title:
Duly authorized

State of _________________________
_______________________ County, ss.
On this _______ day of _______________________, before me, the undersigned notary public, personally
appeared _____________________, as __________________ for _______________, proved to me
photographic identification with signature
through satisfactory evidence of identification, which were
oath or affirmation of a credible witness,
personal
issued by federal or state governmental agency,
knowledge of the undersigned, to be the person(s) whose names are signed on the preceding or attached
document, and acknowledged to me that he/she signed it voluntarily for its stated purpose.

Notary Public
My commission expires:
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EXHIBIT 3
Sample Warrant Article

Article to Lay out _____ as a Town Way.
Article ___. To see if the Town will vote to accept _________ in Canton as a public way where it
intersects with ________,, as recommended by the Planning Board and laid out by the Board of
Selectmen pursuant to G. L. c. 41 and c. 82 more particularly described by the plan entitled
“_______________,” dated _______________, prepared by ___________________ and on file
with the Town of Canton Board of Selectmen; to see if the Town will authorize the Board of
Selectmen to acquire by purchase, gift or eminent domain the land or easements in all or any
portions of those parcels of land abutting ________ and listed below, as shown on the abovereferenced plan for access, grading, drainage, utilities, sloping, trails, public access and all
purposes related to the creation and maintenance of a public way; to see if the Town will vote to
appropriate, borrow pursuant to any applicable statute or transfer from available funds, a sum of
money for such purposes; and further to authorize the Board of Selectmen and Town officers to
take any and all related actions necessary or appropriate to carry out the purposes of this article; or
to take any other action related thereto.
Property Address

Town Assessor ID

123 Some Street
456 Some Street

Map xx, Parcel yy
Map xx, Parcel zz
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Appendix A
Boards And Committees Appointed by the Board
ADA Parks
ADA Transition Plan Implementation Committee
Beautification Committee
Building Moratorium Study Committee
Cable Advisory Committee
Canton Cultural Council
Canton Veterans Council
Civil Defense
Commission on Disabilities
Conservation Commission
Council on Aging
Fair Housing Committee
Field Study Committee
Fire Department Management Study
Health Insurance Advisory
Health Insurance Advisory Committee Members
Historical Commission
Industrial Development Commission
Industrial Development Finance Commission
Local Emergency Planning Committee
Master Plan Steering Committee
Personnel Board
Playground and Recreation Commission
Registrar of Voters
Route 138 Traffic Planning Advisory Committee
Senior/Community Center Feasibility Study Committee
Substance Abuse Task Force
Town Sick Bank Committee
Traffic Study Committee
Underground Storage Tank Committee
Union Presidents
Water/Sewer Rate Policy Committee
Youth Commission
Zoning Board of Appeals
Zoning Board of Appeals Associate Members

1

3
7
5
8
4
4
9
9
5
7
7
3
16
7
11
11
7
6
3
19
7
4
7
3
10
7
11
7
8
5
6
9
5
3
2

Appendix B
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
APRIL 28, 2003
FIRST SESSION

ARTICLE 32
To see if the town will vote to amend the General By-Laws of the town, as most recently amended, by
inserting into article II a new section entitled “By-Law Providing the Procedure for Annual Town Meeting
Warrant and Report Preparation/Publication and Town Meeting Administration” substantially in the form
as contained in a draft by-law copies of which have been placed on file and are available for public review
at the office of the Town Clerk and the office of the Board of Selectmen in Memorial Hall, at the research
desk at the Canton Public Library and, the Town Web Site, and to amend any existing provisions of said
article II as may be inconsistent with the material to be inserted, or to take any other action in relation
thereto.
Board of Selectmen
The Finance Committee recommendation is as follows:
MOVED:
That the Town vote to amend the General By-Laws of the Town, as most recently
amended, by inserting into article II, after the existing section 4 (Return of Service) a new section entitled
“By-Law Providing the Procedure for Annual Town Meeting Warrant and Report Preparation/Publication
and Town Meeting Administration” in the form as follow:

SECTION 2.1
A.

FILING OF ARTICLES

Warrant Articles to Adopt or Amend Zoning By-Laws

All subject matter seeking to adopt or amend zoning by-laws which is submitted for
consideration as articles for insertion in the warrant for the annual town meeting (the
“zoning articles”) shall be filed in the office of the Board of Selectmen prior to twelve
o'clock (12:00) noon on the one hundred and twentieth (120th) day preceding the date
on which the opening session of said meeting is to be held. On the said one hundred
and twentieth (120th) day preceding the date on which the opening session of said
meeting is to be held, the warrant shall be closed as to zoning articles, and as soon as
practicable thereafter a listing of all proposed warrant zoning articles which were
received on or before the said one hundred and twentieth day preceding said scheduled
date shall be prepared and signed by the Board of Selectmen. The said listing shall,
forthwith, be submitted to the town counsel for review and formatting.
The Board of Selectmen shall within fourteen days of receipt of such zoning articles
submit them to the Planning Board for review. The Planning Board shall then hold a
public hearing thereon at which interested persons shall be given an opportunity to be
heard. Said public hearing shall be held within sixty-five days after the proposed zoning
articles are submitted to the Planning Board by the Board of Selectmen, in accordance
with M.G.L. c. 40A, § 5.
No vote at town meeting to adopt a zoning article shall be taken until a report with
recommendations by the Planning Board has been submitted to the town meeting or
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twenty-one days after said Planning Board hearing have elapsed without submission of
such report. After such hearing and report, or after twenty-one days shall have elapsed
after such hearing without submission of such report, the town meeting may adopt,
amend (and then adopt), or reject such proposed zoning articles.
B.

All Other Warrant Articles

All subject matter seeking other than to adopt or amend zoning by-laws which is
submitted for consideration as articles for insertion in the warrant for the annual town
meeting (the “non-zoning articles”) shall be filed in the office of the Board of Selectmen
prior to twelve o'clock (12:00) noon on the ninetieth (90th) day preceding the date on
which the opening session of said meeting is to be held. On the said ninetieth (90th) day
preceding the date on which the opening session of said meeting is to be held, the
warrant shall be closed as to non-zoning articles, and as soon as practicable thereafter
a listing of all proposed warrant non-zoning articles which were received on or before
the said ninetieth day preceding said scheduled date shall be prepared and signed by
the Board of Selectmen. The said listing shall, forthwith, be submitted to the town
counsel for review and formatting.
SECTION 2.2
PETITION ARTICLES
The Board of Selectmen shall insert in the warrant for every annual town meeting all
subjects the insertion of which shall be requested of them, in writing, by ten (10) or more
registered voters of the town.
SECTION 2.3
ARTICLES NOT REQUIRING PETITIONS
The warrant at an annual town meeting shall provide one or more articles providing for
termination and closeout of prior special appropriations and for the transfer of funds
from one existing account to another or the appropriation of additional funds as may be
deemed to be needed and necessary by the Finance Director of the Board of
Selectmen, the Finance Committee or the Board of Selectmen.
The Board of Selectmen shall insert in the warrant for every annual town meeting all
subjects the insertion of which shall be initiated by the board or requested of them, in
writing, by any elected or appointed multiple member body. The Board of Selectmen
may also approve for insertion in the warrant proposed articles submitted to the board
by any other town office, department or agency.
SECTION 2.4
PREPARATION OF THE WARRANT
There shall be filed with each subject proposed to be included as an article in the
annual town meeting warrant a brief statement of explanation by the proponent.
Any proposed warrant article shall be deemed to be incomplete and not acceptable for
insertion in the warrant unless all available plans, specifications and estimates and
other supporting data necessary for its consideration by town meeting, as well as the
explanation of the purpose of the article, are submitted prior to said deadlines. The
insertion of any subject matter as an article in the warrant by the Board of Selectmen
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shall be conclusive evidence of compliance with the condition set forth in the preceding
sentence, and the board’s decision shall be final.
SECTION 2.5
PUBLICATION OF THE WARRANT
Annually, on or before the sixtieth (60 th ) day preceding the date on which the
opening session of the annual town meeting is to be held, the Board of Selectmen
shall issue, in final form, a warrant calling the annual town meeting and setting
out the subjects to be acted upon at the said meeting. In accordance with Section
2.4, the warrant as thus published may omit certain subjects which were included in
the list of subjects submitted on or before the one hundred and twentieth day for zoning
articles and ninetieth day for all other articles preceding the date on which the opening
session of the annual town meeting is to be held but it shall not contain any subject
which was not included on such list.
SECTION 2.6
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS
There shall be published for every annual town meeting a copy of the warrant and a
report to the voters which shall contain the explanation and relevant data submitted
in accordance with Sections 2.4, together with the articles; provided, however, that
voluminous supporting material necessary for consideration of the report to town
meeting may, in the alternative and at the discretion of the Finance Committee and
(with respect to zoning articles) the Planning Board, be made reasonably available
for inspection at public locations prior to town meeting.
In addition to the report of the Planning Board setting out its recommendations as to
all zoning articles as required by section 2.1, the finance committee shall prepare a
written report, setting out its conclusions and recommendations, including the
reasons therefore, regarding articles in the warrant. The report shall also include as
an appendix the annual report of the capital outlay and planning committee, setting
forth (i) a five-year capital plan for the information and guidance of town meeting and
(ii) a one-year capital plan that the committee believes should be approved by the
ensuing annual town meeting and the method of financing same. In addition, the
Board of Selectmen shall have the opportunity to include in the report its conclusions
and recommendations, including the reasons therefore, regarding articles in the
warrant that relate to its general superintendence over the administration of town
affairs.
Not later than the seventh (7th) day prior to the date on which the opening session of
the annual town meeting is to be held, one copy of the warrant and report shall be
posted on the town’s website and another copy shall be delivered or mailed to each
residence that contains one or more registered voters.
SECTION 2.7
CONSENT CALENDAR
Before every annual town meeting the moderator, after consultation with the chairs
of the Board of Selectmen and the Finance Committee, shall select from the warrant
those articles which in the experience and judgment of such officers are deemed
likely to be adopted without debate and cause such articles, and the motions to be
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made under each one of them, to be identified in a Consent Calendar included as
part of the report required to be prepared by Section 2.6.
At an appropriate time during the town meeting, the moderator shall announce
consideration of the Consent Calendar. Upon such announcement by the moderator
the chair of the Finance Committee shall forthwith move to adopt the motions in the
consent calendar, as a group, without debate. After seconding of the motion the
moderator shall recognize any voter for the purpose of holding out any article and
shall cause any article thus held out to be deleted from the motion to adopt. When
all requests to hold out articles have been received, the moderator shall put the
motion as modified to a vote. Adoption of the motion by unanimous vote shall
constitute adoption of all of the motions contained therein. Thereafter all articles
held out, or if the motion to adopt is not voted unanimously, all articles in the
Consent Calendar, shall be acted upon individually as otherwise provided in town
meeting procedures.
SECTION 2.8
RULES GOVERNING AMENDMENTS TO A MAIN MOTION
A motion to amend or to substitute another motion must be submitted to the moderator
in writing. The moderator may refuse to accept a proposed amendment or substitution
not in writing.
Whenever possible, copies of proposed amendments or substitutions should be given to
the town moderator and the Town Clerk in advance of the meeting at which the motion
is made.
If the proposed amendment or substitution consists of thirty words or more, it shall be
duplicated and a copy made available to every person present before the meeting is
asked to vote on the motion to amend or to substitute.
When an amendment or substitute motion is under consideration, debate is limited to a
discussion of that amendment or substitute motion only, and discussion on the main
motion is out of order until a vote is taken on the motion to amend or substitute.
FINANCE COMMITTEE VOTE:

10-0-0

Mr. Lash deferred to Victor DelVecchio.
Victor DelVecchio, Chairperson of the Board of Selectmen moved a substitute motion that the Town
amend the General By-Laws of the Town, as most recently amended, by inserting into Article III a new
article entitled “By-Law Providing the Procedure for Annual Town Meeting Warrant and Report
Preparation/Publication and Town Meeting Administration”, as follows:

SECTION 2.1
A.

FILING OF ARTICLES

Warrant Articles to Adopt or Amend Zoning By-Laws

All subject matter seeking to adopt or amend zoning by-laws which is submitted for
consideration as articles for insertion in the warrant for the annual town meeting (the
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“zoning articles”) shall be filed in the office of the Board of Selectmen prior to twelve
o'clock (12:00) noon on the one hundred and twentieth (120th) day preceding the date
on which the opening session of said meeting is to be held. On the said one hundred
and twentieth (120th) day preceding the date on which the opening session of said
meeting is to be held, the warrant shall be closed as to zoning articles, and as soon as
practicable thereafter a listing of all proposed warrant zoning articles which were
received on or before the said one hundred and twentieth day preceding said scheduled
date shall be prepared and signed by the Board of Selectmen. The said listing shall,
forthwith, be submitted to the town counsel for review and formatting.
The Board of Selectmen shall within fourteen days of receipt of such zoning articles
submit them to the Planning Board for review. The Planning Board shall then hold a
public hearing thereon at which interested persons shall be given an opportunity to be
heard. Said public hearing shall be held within sixty-five days after the proposed zoning
articles are submitted to the Planning Board by the Board of Selectmen, in accordance
with M.G.L. c. 40A, § 5.
No vote at town meeting to adopt a zoning article shall be taken until a report with
recommendations by the Planning Board has been submitted to the town meeting or
twenty-one days after said Planning Board hearing have elapsed without submission of
such report. After such hearing and report, or after twenty-one days shall have elapsed
after such hearing without submission of such report, the town meeting may adopt,
amend (and then adopt), or reject such proposed zoning articles.
B.

All Other Warrant Articles

All subject matter seeking other than to adopt or amend zoning by-laws which is
submitted for consideration as articles for insertion in the warrant for the annual town
meeting (the “non-zoning articles”) shall be filed in the office of the Board of Selectmen
prior to twelve o'clock (12:00) noon on the ninetieth (90th) day preceding the date on
which the opening session of said meeting is to be held. On the said ninetieth (90th) day
preceding the date on which the opening session of said meeting is to be held, the
warrant shall be closed as to non-zoning articles, and as soon as practicable thereafter
a listing of all proposed warrant non-zoning articles which were received on or before
the said ninetieth day preceding said scheduled date shall be prepared and signed by
the Board of Selectmen. The said listing shall, forthwith, be submitted to the town
counsel for review and formatting.
SECTION 2.2
PETITION ARTICLES
The Board of Selectmen shall insert in the warrant for every annual town meeting all
subjects the insertion of which shall be requested of them, in writing, by ten (10) or more
registered voters of the town.
SECTION 2.3
ARTICLES NOT REQUIRING PETITIONS
The warrant at an annual town meeting shall provide one or more articles providing for
termination and closeout of prior special appropriations and for the transfer of funds
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from one existing account to another or the appropriation of additional funds as may be
deemed to be needed and necessary by the Finance Director of the Board of
Selectmen, the Finance Committee or the Board of Selectmen.
The Board of Selectmen shall insert in the warrant for every annual town meeting all
subjects the insertion of which shall be initiated by the board or requested of them, in
writing, by any elected or appointed multiple member body. The Board of Selectmen
may also approve for insertion in the warrant proposed articles submitted to the board
by any other town office, department or agency.
SECTION 2.4
PREPARATION OF THE WARRANT
There shall be filed with each subject proposed to be included as an article in the
annual town meeting warrant a brief statement of explanation by the proponent.
Any proposed warrant article shall be deemed to be incomplete and not acceptable for
insertion in the warrant unless all available plans, specifications and estimates and
other supporting data necessary for its consideration by town meeting, as well as the
explanation of the purpose of the article, are submitted prior to said deadlines. The
insertion of any subject matter as an article in the warrant by the Board of Selectmen
shall be conclusive evidence of compliance with the condition set forth in the preceding
sentence, and the board’s decision shall be final.
SECTION 2.5
PUBLICATION OF THE WARRANT
Annually, on or before the sixtieth (60 th ) day preceding the date on which the
opening session of the annual town meeting is to be held, the Board of Selectmen
shall issue, in final form, a warrant calling the annual town meeting and setting
out the subjects to be acted upon at the said meeting. In accordance with Section
2.4, the warrant as thus published may omit certain subjects which were included in
the list of subjects submitted on or before the one hundred and twentieth day for zoning
articles and ninetieth day for all other articles preceding the date on which the opening
session of the annual town meeting is to be held but it shall not contain any subject
which was not included on such list.
SECTION 2.6
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS
There shall be published for every annual town meeting a copy of the warrant and a
report to the voters which shall contain the explanation and relevant data submitted
in accordance with Sections 2.4, together with the articles; provided, however, that
voluminous supporting material necessary for consideration of the report to town
meeting may, in the alternative and at the discretion of the Finance Committee and
(with respect to zoning articles) the Planning Board, be made reasonably available
for inspection at public locations prior to town meeting.
In addition to the report of the Planning Board setting out its recommendations as to
all zoning articles as required by section 2.1, the finance committee shall prepare a
written report, setting out its conclusions and recommendations, including the
reasons therefore, regarding articles in the warrant. The report shall also include as
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an appendix the annual report of the capital outlay and planning committee, setting
forth (i) a five-year capital plan for the information and guidance of town meeting and
(ii) a one-year capital plan that the committee believes should be approved by the
ensuing annual town meeting and the method of financing same. In addition, the
Board of Selectmen shall have the opportunity to include in the report its conclusions
and recommendations, including the reasons therefore, regarding articles in the
warrant that relate to its general superintendence over the administration of town
affairs.
Not later than the fourteenth (14th) day prior to the date on which the opening
session of the annual town meeting is to be held, one copy of the warrant and report
shall be posted on the town’s website and another copy shall be delivered or mailed
to each residence that contains one or more registered voters.
SECTION 2.7
CONSENT CALENDAR
Before every annual town meeting the moderator, after consultation with the chairs
of the Board of Selectmen and the Finance Committee, shall select from the warrant
those articles which in the experience and judgment of such officers are deemed
likely to be adopted without debate and cause such articles, and the motions to be
made under each one of them, to be identified in a Consent Calendar included as
part of the report required to be prepared by Section 2.6.
At an appropriate time during the town meeting, the moderator shall announce
consideration of the Consent Calendar. Upon such announcement by the moderator
the chair of the Finance Committee shall forthwith move to adopt the motions in the
consent calendar, as a group, without debate. After seconding of the motion the
moderator shall recognize any voter for the purpose of holding out any article and
shall cause any article thus held out to be deleted from the motion to adopt. When
all requests to hold out articles have been received, the moderator shall put the
motion as modified to a vote. Adoption of the motion by unanimous vote shall
constitute adoption of all of the motions contained therein. Thereafter all articles
held out, or if the motion to adopt is not voted unanimously, all articles in the
Consent Calendar, shall be acted upon individually as otherwise provided in town
meeting procedures.
SECTION 2.8
RULES GOVERNING AMENDMENTS TO A MAIN MOTION
A motion to amend or to substitute another motion must be submitted to the moderator
in writing. The moderator may refuse to accept a proposed amendment or substitution
not in writing.
Whenever possible, copies of proposed amendments or substitutions should be given to
the town moderator and the Town Clerk in advance of the meeting at which the motion
is made.
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If the proposed amendment or substitution consists of thirty words or more, it shall be
duplicated and a copy made available to every person present before the meeting is
asked to vote on the motion to amend or to substitute.
When an amendment or substitute motion is under consideration, debate is limited to a
discussion of that amendment or substitute motion only, and discussion on the main
motion is out of order until a vote is taken on the motion to amend or substitute.
AFFECT ON EXISTING BY-LAWS
Section 8 of Article VII, Part B (Distribution of Reports) is hereby repealed.
In the event of any inconsistency between this by-law and any by-law previously adopted the provisions
of this by-law shall be deemed to prevail.

Mr. DelVecchio explained that the only changes made to the original article printed in
the warrant were in the final paragraph of Section 2.6, changing “seventh (7th)” to
“fourteenth (14th)” and also the by-law would now be inserted as a new article in Article
III (Article III had been deleted in its entirety by a vote of the June 2, 1969 STM) in place
of inserting this by-law as a new section under Article II.
Planning Board Chairperson David Merrigan moved to amend the motion by removing Section 2.7
Consent Calendar from the motion.
AMENDED DEFEATED MAJORITY VOICE VOTE
The substitute motion was adopted.
ADOPTED MAJORITY VOICE VOTE
A true copy.
Attest:

_________________________________
Tracy K. Kenney, Town Clerk
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NEW EMPLOYEE FORM
EMPLOYEE SECTION
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:

STATE:

ZIP

SOCIAL SECURITY NO:

DATE OF BIRTH:

HOME TELEPHONE NO:
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY NOTIFY:
RELATIONSHIP:

TELEPHONE NO.:

MARITAL SATUS:

Married

Single

ETHNIC:

Black

Hispanic

White

SEX:

Male

Female

Asian/Pacific Islander

American Indian/Alaskan

BENEFIT SECTION
INSURANCE CHOICE:
Master Medical
HMO Blue
Harvard
(Please note family or individual coverage and payroll deduction amount)

Basic Life

Option Life Amt.

No Insurance Coverage

DEPARTMENT HEAD SECTION
START DATE:

POSITION TITLE:

DEPARTMENT:

G/L ACCOUNT #:

STATUS:

Full Time
Elected

Part Time w/o Benefits
Seasonal
10

Delta Dental

Part Time w/Benefits

PAY TYPE:

Weekly

Bi-Weekly(26X)

SCHEDULED HRS/ PAY PERIOD:

Semi-Monthly(21X)

GRADE:

STEP:

Monthly

JOB CLASS

DEPARTMENT HEAD SECTION (Continued)

ٱ

JOB CLASS_____________

ٱ

ٱ

Next Step Increase Date___________________

POSITION #___________________

Official/Administrators (1)

EEO CATEGORY:
Technicians (3)

Protective Service Workers (4)

Administrative Support (6)

Professionals (2)
Paraprofessionals (5)

Skilled Craft Workers (7)

Service-Maintenance (8)
AFFILIATION:
SALARY:

Personal Services

Personnel Board

Union

HOURLY RATE:

1st Date:

2nd Date:

Name of Paper(s)

Name of Paper(s)

Comments:

I certify as the accuracy of the contents hereof:
Signature: Department Head
Signature: Principal
I certify that the funds are available for this position:
Signature: Town Accountant
Approved by:
Superintendent of Schools
Signature: Selectmen

Human Resources Administrator

Signature: Selectmen
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Signature: Selectmen

Appendix D
Town of Canton
REQUEST FOR LEGAL SERVICES
Name: __________________________

Title: _________________

Date: __________

Department/Committee: ____________________________________
With regard to your question, have you:
·
·
·
·
·

Checked any Town regulations which may pertain? Yes___ No___
Called pertinent state agencies to obtain the answer? Yes___ No___
Checked pertinent state statutes? Yes___ No___
Consulted the directory kept by the Selectmen’s office of all written legal opinions rendered by
Town Counsel to date? Yes___ No___
Talked to your counterpart in another community? Yes___ No___

DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST –
Include such information as “Request for Legal Opinion” or “Relates to pending/ongoing litigation.” Is this a
request from a multiple member body or is it an individual member’s concern? Is the request of high or low priority
and why? Please attach all relevant documentation.

TIME FRAME
By what date is a response needed? Please explain.

Submit completed request form to the Town Executive Secretary’s office for processing.

Approved to forward to Town Counsel:
________________________________
Town Executive Secretary

S:\Town Counsel Forms\Request for Legal Services Form.doc

DWLIB 131141v1
9999/00

____________________
Date
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Appendix E
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE TOWN OF CANTON, MASSACHUSETTS
AND
FOR

THIS AGREEMENT made effective ________________ ___, 200__, by and between the TOWN OF
CANTON, MASSACHUSETTS, a municipal corporation, acting by and through its
__________________ , with offices at Town Hall, Canton, Massachusetts 02021 (hereinafter called the
“TOWN”), and _________________ whose principal office address and state of organization are as set
forth on Exhibit A (hereinafter called the “CONTRACTOR”).
RECITALS:
WHEREAS, the TOWN desires to retain the CONTRACTOR to provide certain services for the
TOWN as described, below, and the CONTRACTOR is willing to accept such engagement, all on the
terms hereinafter set forth,
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants hereinafter set forth, and other good
and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree
as follows:
ARTICLE 1 - ENGAGEMENT OF THE CONTRACTOR
1.1

The TOWN hereby engages the CONTRACTOR, and the CONTRACTOR hereby accepts the
engagement, to perform certain services for the TOWN, as described in Article 2.

1.2.

In the performance of any service under this Agreement, the CONTRACTOR acts at all times as
an independent contractor. There is no relationship of employment or agency between the
TOWN, on the one hand, and the CONTRACTOR on the other, and the TOWN shall not have or
exercise any control or direction over the method by which the CONTRACTOR performs its
work or functions aside from such control or directions which are consistent with the independent
contractor relationship contemplated in the Agreement.
ARTICLE 2 - SERVICES OF THE CONTRACTOR

2.1

The CONTRACTOR will perform the services described in the Scope of Services set forth on
Exhibit A (the “Work”).

2.2

The CONTRACTOR shall report, and be responsible, to the TOWN and its designee (if any) as
set forth on Exhibit A.
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2.3

There shall be no amendment to the Scope of Services or Work provided for in this Agreement
without the written approval of the TOWN. The TOWN shall be under no obligation to pay for
any services performed by the CONTRACTOR which are not explicitly agreed to by the TOWN
in writing. The TOWN herby appoints _______________ as its designated representative with
respect to this Agreement and the CONTRACTOR acknowledges and agrees that only such
designee has the authority to speak or act for the TOWN in connection with this Agreement.

2.4

The CONTRACTOR represents and warrants to the TOWN that the CONTRACTOR (including
all of its personnel, whether employees, agents or independent contractors) will be qualified and
duly licensed (if necessary) to perform the services required by this Agreement and further agrees
to perform services (either directly or through subcontractors) in a professional manner adhering
to a reasonable standard of care and in accordance with all applicable local, state or federal
ordinances, laws, rules and regulations. The CONTRACTOR will obtain any and all permits,
bonds and other items required for the proper and legal performance of the work.

2.5

The CONTRACTOR represents and warrants to the TOWN that it is not a party to any
agreement, contract or understanding which would in any way restrict or prohibit it from
undertaking or performing its obligations hereunder in accordance with the terms and conditions
of this Agreement.

2.6

All written materials and any other documents (whether in the form of “hard” copies, graphics,
magnetic media or otherwise) which are produced by the CONTRACTOR pursuant to this
Agreement shall be deemed to be “work for hire” and shall be and become the property of the
TOWN under applicable law or, to the extent that the “work for hire” doctrine does not apply,
CONTRACTOR hereby grants to the TOWN a perpetual, royalty-free exclusive license in such
items. The TOWN acknowledges that such materials are being prepared with respect to the
specific project contemplated hereby and that any reuse of such materials by the TOWN in
connection with any other project shall be at the TOWN’s sole risk unless otherwise agreed to by
the CONTRACTOR in writing.
ARTICLE 3 - PERIOD OF SERVICES

3.1

Unless otherwise provided on Exhibit A, the term of this Agreement shall commence on the date
hereof and continue until the Work is completed to the Town’s reasonable satisfaction.

3.2

The CONTRACTOR shall proceed with the Work promptly after receiving authorization to
proceed and will diligently and faithfully prosecute the Work to completion in accordance with
the provisions hereof. In any event, the Work shall be completed not later than the date set forth
on Exhibit A. The CONTRACTOR acknowledges that time is of the essence of this Agreement.

3.3

If the CONTRACTOR is delayed in the performance of any of its obligations under this
Agreement by the occurrence of an event which may not reasonably be anticipated or avoided or
is otherwise beyond its control such as fire or other casualty, abnormal adverse weather
conditions, acts of God (collectively, “Unavoidable Events”) which materially and adversely
affect its ability to perform the Work, then the time for the CONTRACTOR to perform the Work
shall be extended for such time as the TOWN shall reasonably determine is necessary to permit
the CONTRACTOR to perform in light of the effects of the Unavoidable Event.
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If an Unavoidable Event occurs which makes the performance of the Agreement impossible
without the expenditure of additional TOWN funds, the TOWN may, at its option, elect to
terminate this Agreement upon thirty (30) days written notice.
ARTICLE 4 - PAYMENTS TO THE CONTRACTOR
4.1

The compensation to due to the CONTRACTOR shall be paid in the amounts, and in the manner,
set forth on Exhibit B, attached hereto.

4.2

The CONTRACTOR will bill the TOWN at the completion of the work unless otherwise
provided on Exhibit B, with one or more invoices broken down to show the quantity of work
performed and the percentage of the entire project completed, categories and amount of
reimbursable expenses (if any), and provide such supporting data as may be required by the
TOWN.

4.3

The TOWN will pay the CONTRACTOR upon review and approval of such invoices by the
TOWN or its designee.

4.4

This project may be subject to budgetary restrictions which may limit the total amount of funds
available for the work. Accordingly, unless otherwise stated on Exhibit B, the TOWN will not be
obligated to pay any amount in excess of the maximum project amount without the express
written approval of the TOWN.
ARTICLE 5 - TERMINATION

5.1

This Agreement may be terminated, with cause, by either the TOWN or CONTRACTOR, upon
written notice given by the non-defaulting party. For the purposes of this provision, “cause” shall
include the failure of a party to fulfill its material duties hereunder in a timely and proper manner.

5.2

The TOWN shall have the right to terminate this Agreement for its convenience upon ten (10)
days written notice.

5.3

Following termination of this Agreement, the parties shall be relieved of all further obligations
hereunder except:
(a)

the TOWN shall remain liable for payments for the services and/or expenses of
CONTRACTOR accrued prior to the effective date of the notice of termination in
compliance with this Agreement (less all costs reasonably incurred by the TOWN as a
result of the CONTRACTOR’s default, if any), as determined by the TOWN. but for no
other amounts including, without limitation, claims for lost profits on work not
performed; and

(b)

the CONTRACTOR shall remain liable for any damages, expenses or liabilities arising
under this Agreement (including its indemnity obligations) with respect to work
performed pursuant to the Agreement.
ARTICLE 6 - INDEMNIFICATION AND INSURANCE

6.1

The CONTRACTOR agrees to indemnify and save the TOWN harmless from any and all manner
of suits, claims, or demands arising out of any errors, omissions or negligence by
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CONTRACTOR (including all its employees, agents and independent contractors) in performing
the Work, or any breach of the terms of this Agreement by such CONTRACTOR and shall
reimburse the TOWN for any and all costs, damages and expenses, including reasonable
attorney’s fees, which the TOWN pays or becomes obligated to pay, by reason of such activities,
or breach. The provisions of this Section 6.1 shall be in addition to, and shall not be construed as
a limitation on, any other legal rights of the TOWN with respect to the CONTRACTOR, in
connection with this Agreement.
6.2

Before commencing work, the CONTRACTOR shall obtain and maintain, at its expense and
from insurance companies of a Best Rating of A or better which are licensed to do business in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, insurance as set forth below. If the CONTRACTOR is
permitted to sub-contract a material portion of the Work, or is otherwise identifying a third party
to perform services for the Town, the CONTRACTOR shall assure that such sub-contractor or
other third party also has such insurance.
(a)

Workers’ Compensation, covering the obligations of the CONTRACTOR in accordance
with applicable Workers’ Compensation or Benefits law.

(b)

Commercial General Liability Insurance on an occurrence basis with a combined single
limit of not less than $1 million. Coverage is to include premises and operations,
coverage for liability of subcontractors. The policy shall contain an endorsement stating
that the aggregate limits will apply separately to the work being performed under this
Agreement.

(c)

Automobile Liability Insurance of not less than $1 million combined single limit
covering owned, hired and non-hired vehicle use.

(d)

Errors and Omissions Insurance of not less than $1 million per claim.

(e)

Such additional insurance as may be required to be carried by the CONTRACTOR by
law.

(f)

Such additional insurance as the TOWN may reasonably require as set forth on Exhibit
A.

CONTRACTOR shall maintain such insurance during the term of Agreement and give the
TOWN twenty (20) days written notice of any change or cancellation of coverage. Each insurer
providing policies hereunder shall waive its rights to subrogate claims against the TOWN. The
TOWN will be added as an additional named insured with respect to each such policy and such
endorsement shall be reflected on an Certificate of Insurance to be delivered to the TOWN upon
the execution of this Agreement and at such times thereafter as the TOWN may reasonably
request.
ARTICLE 7 - GENERAL PROVISIONS
7.1

Upon the expiration or the termination of this Agreement for any reason, all data, drawings,
specifications, reports, estimates, summaries and other work product which have been
accumulated, developed or prepared by the CONTRACTOR (whether completed or in process)
shall become the property of the TOWN and the CONTRACTOR shall immediately deliver or
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otherwise make available all such material to the TOWN.
7.2

Neither party may assign, transfer or otherwise dispose of this Agreement or any of its rights
hereunder or otherwise delegate any of its duties hereunder without the prior written consent of
the other party, and any such attempted assignment or other disposition without such consent
shall be null and void and of no force and effect.

7.3

Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, any decision or action made by the
TOWN relating to this Agreement, its operation, amendment or termination, shall be made by the
Board, Committee or Authority of the TOWN specified in the initial paragraph of this
Agreement, unless specifically authorized or delegated by a lawful vote of such body.

7.4

This Agreement, together with Exhibit A (Contractor, Scope of Work, Term), Exhibit B
(Payments) and Exhibit C (Tax Compliance Certificate) and any additional exhibits attached
hereto or referred to therein, constitute the entire agreement of TOWN and CONTRACTOR with
respect to the matters set forth therein and may not be changed, amended, modified or terms
waived except by a writing signed by TOWN and CONTRACTOR. If there is any conflict
between a term set forth in the body of this Agreement and a term set forth on Exhibit A or
Exhibit B hereto, the term set forth in the Exhibit shall govern; however, if any term or provision
of any document attached hereto or incorporated by reference conflicts with a term of this
Agreement (including the Exhibits listed above), the term of the Agreement shall govern. Any
notices required or allowed shall be to the person’s address above by certified mail, return receipt
requested.

7.5

This Agreement is governed by the law of The Commonwealth of Massachusetts and shall be
construed in accordance therewith. The parties agree that exclusive jurisdiction for any action
arising out of or relating to this Agreement shall lie with the state and federal courts having
jurisdiction over the county and state in which the Town is located and the parties hereby
irrevocably waive, to the fullest extent permitted by law, any objection which they may now or
hereafter have to the venue of any proceeding brought in such location and further irrevocably
waive any claims that any such proceeding has been brought in an inconvenient forum.

[Signatures on following page.]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement the day and year first
written above.
TOWN OF CANTON, MASSACHUSETTS
By and through its
___________________________
__________________________
Chairman

[Contractor]

By: __________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________
Procurement Officer
Approved As To Funds Available:
By: ____________________________
This form has been pre-approved by Town Counsel.
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EXHIBIT A
CONTRACTOR, SCOPE OF WORK, TERM

1.

Name of Contractor:

2.

State of Organization:

3.

Principal Office Address:

4.

Description of Services (§2.1) (refer to bid documents, if appropriate):

5.

Person, Department, or Committee, if any, to whom CONTRACTOR reports (§ 2.2):

7.

Term of Agreement (§3.1), if other than through the completion of work:

8.

Completion Date (§3.2):

9.

Additional Insurance Coverage (§6.2(e)):
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EXHIBIT B
PAYMENTS
(complete for appropriate method of payment)
1.

2.

Lump Sum Method
a.

Maximum Project Amount:

b.

Payment Increments (upon completion, monthly, completion of discreet performance milestones,
etc.):

c.

Reimbursable Expenses (if any):

Per Unit Method
a.

Total Payment per Unit (per hour, per cubic yard, etc.):

b.

Maximum Project Amount:

c.

Payment Intervals (upon completion, monthly, completion of discreet performance milestones,
etc.):

d.

Reimbursable Expenses (if any):
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EXHIBIT C
TAX COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATION

Pursuant to M.G.L. 62C, Sec.49A, the undersigned certifies under the penalties of perjury that it, to the best
knowledge and belief of management, has filed all state tax returns and paid all state taxes required under law (if
any, are so required).

By: ___________________________
Date: _________________________
Federal EIN 04-

DWLIB 2049v2
7604/00
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Appendix F
DRAFT
PROPOSED TOWN OF CANTON SAFETY CHECK LIST
This checklist shall be completed by any applicant prior to the issuance of a new
license or a renewal license.
This checklist shall be completed weekly after a new license or a renewal license
has been granted.
1.

Permits

_______a. Is a Place of Assembly Permit issued by the Fire Department current
and posted near the main exit of the room or space?
_______b. Is a Certificate of Inspection issued by Inspector of Buildings current
and posted near the main exit from the room or space?
_______c. Are flammability permits posted for interior finish, furniture and
drapes where required?
2.

Emergency Planning

_______a. Have employees been trained and drilled in duties that they are to
perform in case of fire or other emergency?
_______b. Have employees been trained in the types of life safety systems at
your location?
_______c. Do employees know the locations of all manual pull stations? Do
employees know how to operate the pull station?
_______d. If your location does not have an automatic alarm system are your
employees familiar with procedures to start evacuation procedures.
_______e. Have employees been trained in how to notify the fire department?
Have they been trained in what information to give when they are
reporting a fire or emergency?
_______f. Are procedures in place to ensure a follow up phone call to 9-1-1 is
placed?
_______g Have employees been trained in the location of all the exits?
_______h. Have employees been trained to direct patrons to the nearest exit?
_______i. Have employees been trained to direct patrons to an alternate exit if
the nearest exit is blocked?
_______j. Has a specific individual been assigned the responsibility to inspect
all means of egress prior to the public being allowed in?
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_______k. Has a specific individual been assigned the responsibility of meeting
the fire department at the main entrance in the event of a fire or
emergency?
3.

Egress Plan

_______a. Is an egress floor plan showing the occupant load, seating diagram
and location of exits on site?
_______b. Is your current layout as specified on the approved egress floor
plan?
_______c. Are employees familiar with this plan?
4.

Public Education Message for Place of Assembly

______a.
5.

Are copies of an Educational Message for Public Place of Assembly
posted at all entrances and as required?

Access

_______a. Prior to occupancy has the owner, manager or responsible person
surveyed the exterior of the property to insure that fire department
access is not obstructed by vehicles, dumpster storage containers or
any other object?
6.

Means of Egress

_______a. Prior to opening to the public has the owner, manager or responsible
person surveyed the interior of the property to insure that all
elements of the means of egress are not obstructed, inaccessible,
locked, fastened or otherwise unsuited for immediate use?
_______b. Are exit signs installed at all exits and where otherwise necessary to
indicate the direction of egress?
_______c. Are all exit signs illuminated?
_______d. Are all exit pathways illuminated with emergency lights? Are they
being maintained and tested on a regular schedule?
_______e. Are emergency lighting and emergency generator maintenance test
reports on site and available for review by the fire department?
_______f. Exit doors. Do they open in the direction of egress? Do they open
easily and are unobstructed?
_______g. Have all exit doors been inspected to insure that they are not locked,
bolted or otherwise fastened or obstructed which will prevent
egress?
_______h. Do all automatic door closers operate properly?
_______i. Panic hardware, where required, is it operational?
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_______j.
_______k.
_______l..
_______m.
_______n.
_______o.
_______p.

7.

Are all exit stairways and passageways free of storage or objects ,
which will restrict egress or will present a hazardous condition?
Do aisles leading to an egress door have at a minimum a 44” width.
Are exit aisles free from tables, showcases, vending machines or
other object, which would restrict egress?
Are there draperies or similar hangings that obscure the exits?
Is the fire escape ladder, balcony and stairway maintained in good
operating order? Have fire escapes ladder, balcony and stairway
been certified within the past 5 years.
Are all exterior stairways and fire escapes free of ice and snow?
Are all exterior stairways and fire escapes illuminated?
Are there any vehicles or objects placed under a cantilever fire
escape that interferes with the means of egress or with the operation
of the fire department in the event of an emergency?

Overcrowding

_______a. Is the occupant capacity for each level or room posted?
_______b. Is there a system in place to control the occupant capacity on each
level or room?
_______c. Are exit aisles, passageways, corridors, fire escapes and stairways
unobstructed by persons or objects?
8.

Fire Protection Systems

______a.

Is your staff familiar with the different types and functions of the fire
alarm, sprinkler system, and other fire protection systems and
equipment in your location?
_______b. Is the fire alarm panel normal?
_______c. Are fire detection devices, where required, such as smoke and heat
detectors, sprinkler heads unobstructed and appear to be in good
working condition?
______d. Are all fire protective systems, fire alarm, sprinkler systems,
extinguishing systems, standpipes etc. and related equipment and
devices being maintained?
______e. Are maintenance test reports on site available for review by the fire
department?
______f.
Are sprinkler heads at least 18” from storage?
9.

Cooking Equipment

______a.
______b.

Is the fire extinguishing system operational and the inspection tag
current?
Have the staff been trained in how to operate the emergency manual
switch for the extinguishing system?
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______c.
______d.
10.

Fire Extinguishers

______a.
______b.

______c.
______d.
11.

Are hood ducts being cleaned and maintained in accordance with
NFPA 96?
Are maintenance test reports on site available for review by the fire
department?

Are portable fire extinguishers sufficient in number and suitable to
the conditions and hazards provided?
Have the employees, designated to use the portable fire
extinguisher, received the proper training in how to operate an
extinguisher? Has your staff been trained when to fight a fire and
when to evacuate?
Are portable fire extinguishers being maintained as required?
Are maintenance records on site available for review by the fire
department?

General Housekeeping

______a.
______b.
______c.

Is waste material stored and properly disposed of?
Are flammable and combustible materials stored in a properly
labeled flame resistant cabinet?
Is electrical wiring being used properly and being maintained in good
condition?

This checklist shall be available, upon request, at all times to:
1. Building Department
2. Health Department
3. Fire Department
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Public Assembly Fires Through History
1871 Brooklyn Theatre, New York; 275+ deaths; flammable interior finish and
decorations; overcrowded; most crowded portion had only one exit; no
sprinkler system.
1883 Newhall House, Wisconsin; 71 deaths
1903 Iroquois Theatre, Illinois; 602 deaths, 200+ injuries; flammable building
materials, interior finish, furnishings, and decorations; overcrowded,
insufficient exits, locked and blocked exits, fire escapes not installed,
inward opening doors, fast-moving fire, delay in notification of the fire
department, no sprinkler system.
1908 Lakeview Elementary School, Ohio; 174 deaths; doors opened inward, no
sprinkler system.
1911 Triangle Shirtwaist Factory, New York; 146 deaths, 260 injuries; poor
housekeeping, oil-soaked floors, hanging clothes; locked exits, fire escape
collapsed, exits opened in, beyond fire department reach, no sprinkler
system.
1919 Dance Hall, Louisiana; 24 deaths; kerosene spilled on floor, delay in
notification, overcrowded, only one exit, no sprinkler system.
1923 Cleveland School, South Carolina; 77 deaths; spill of a combustible liquid,
flammable interior finish; overcrowded, only one exit, no sprinkler system.
1924 Hobart School, Oklahoma; 36 deaths, 37+ injuries; flammable interior
finish and decorations, overcrowded, only one exit, exit opened inward, no
sprinkler system.
1940 Rhythm Club, Mississippi; 207 deaths, 200+ injuries; combustible
materials hanging from ceiling; only one exit, all windows nailed shut,
doors opened inward, no sprinkler system.
1942 Cocoanut Grove, Massachusetts; 492 deaths, 212+ injuries; highly
flammable decorations and interior finish; overcrowded, insufficient exits,
locked doors, hidden and covered exit doors, revolving door, fast-moving
fire.
1944 Ringling Brothers Circus, Connecticut; 168 deaths, 487 injuries; canvas
tent treated with gasoline and paraffin for weatherproofing; blocked exits,
insufficient exits, falling canvas covered people, lack of fire department
access or water, no sprinkler system.
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1946 Winecoff Hotel, Georgia; 119 deaths; only one exit, no sprinkler system.
1958 Our Lady of the Angels, Illinois; 95 deaths; flammable interior finish, delay
in notification, no sprinkler system.
1977 Beverly Hills Supper Club, Kentucky; 164 deaths, 70 injuries; flammable
building materials, interior finish, furnishings, and decorations;
overcrowded, unmarked exits, insufficient exits, toxic smoke, fast-moving
fire, no sprinkler system.
1980 Stouffer’s Inn, New York; 26 deaths
1980 MGM Grande, Nevada; 85 deaths, 679+ injuries; flammable interior finish
and decorations; lack of ventilation control, no sprinkler system.
1986 Dupont Plaza, Puerto Rico; 97 deaths, 140 injuries; storage of
combustible materials, exits locked and blocked, no sprinkler system.
1990 Happyland Social Club, New York; 87 deaths; incendiary fire by the use of
an accelerant, combustible interior finish; illegally opened club, insufficient
exits, fast moving fire, sprinkler system only partially installed and
operable.
1991 Imperial Food Processing Plant, North Carolina; 25 deaths, 46+ injuries;
hydraulic oil and roof insulating materials fueled fire; thick toxic smoke,
exits blocked.
2003 The Station nightclub, Rhode Island; 100 deaths, 180+ injuries; indoor
pyrotechnic display ignited flammable interior finish; overcrowded, no
sprinkler system.
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Appendix G
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
TOWN OF CANTON

Application To Obtain A (Special) License To Serve Alcoholic
Beverages at a One-Day Event
Date of Application: ___________________
TO:

Canton Board of Selectmen

In accordance with the provisions of all applicable laws, including but not limited to the
provisions of General Laws Chapter 138, section 14, and every other enabling authority as may
be,
NAME _______________________________________________________________________
(Full name and residence of person making application)

______________________________________________________________________________
(Name and address of entity on behalf of which application is being made (firm, corporation, club, etc. – if different from above)

________________________________________ Tel. No. ______________________________
respectfully requests that special license be granted to dispense wine and malt beverages only (or)
all alcoholic beverages (strike out inapplicable phrase)
______________________________________________________________________________
(state clearly the purpose(s) for which special license is requested**)

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
(location date and times)

_____________________________________________________________
(printed or typed name of person or entity on behalf of which application is being made)

_____________________________________________________________
(signature of person making application)

_______________ Approved

_________________ Not Approved

by the Canton Board of Selectmen at a meeting held on __________________________
*Note

The fee for a one-day special license is $50.00
Check, payable to the Town of Canton should be clipped to this

application
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Appendix H
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
TOWN OF CANTON

Application for a Common Victualler’s Special Permit
Date of Application: ___________________
In accordance with the provisions of the State Statutes relating thereto, application for a
permit for a common victualler’s special permit is hereby made by:
NAME _______________________________________________________________
(Full name of person, firm or corporation making application)

ADDRESS ___________________________________________________________
____________________________________ Tel. No. _________________________

FEE: $75.00

_________________________________________
Signature
__________________________________________
Print Name
Mailing Address ____________________________
______________________________
Phone Number __________________________________
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Appendix I

TOWN OF CANTON

TELEPHONE PROCEDURES

Professional and Efficient Service
Begins with Excellent Telephone
Etiquette at all Levels

WTF/dl
W: Telephone
DATE: 10/20/03
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TELEPHONE PROCEDURES
WHY ARE TELEPHONE PROCEDURES SO IMPORTANT?
Maintain a positive image of Town employees in the eyes of the public.
Employees want to show pride in their work, which includes answering
the telephone.
Callers need to hear a friendly, helpful voice when they have a problem.
There should be a consistent level of helpfulness and friendliness
throughout the entire workforce.
Callers respond in kind; making employee’s days more pleasant as well.
ANSWERING A CALL:
When answering calls, always be courteous, friendly, and exude a positive
manner. Whoever is calling will appreciate the friendly voice. Stop all prior
conversations and tasks, and devote your complete attention to the call.
Respond to a ringing phone, even if it is not yours, in 4 rings or less. Callers
do not like waiting for 10 rings before someone answers.
All employees will answer the telephone speaking slowly and clearly,
identifying themselves and the Department for which they work.
Listen to what the caller needs, or is asking for.

WTF/dl
W: Telephone
DATE: 10/20/03
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PUTTING CALLERS ON HOLD
If you need to put a caller on hold to find out information or check on
something, say:
“May I ask you to hold while I check on that for you?” WAIT for
the person to respond before placing them on hold.
Do not cover the phone with your hand; put the caller on hold. Covering
the phone gives the caller muffled voices, and the opportunity to overhear
unnecessary conversations.
When returning to a caller on hold say,
“Thank you for holding.” Then continue the conversation.
TRANSFERING A CALL
If you are not able to help the caller, say,
“The person who can help you is _____, and his/her number is
_____. Please hold while I transfer you.”
If transferring a call to someone else, find out the name of the person calling.
Say “May I ask who is calling? (WAIT for response). Please hold while I
transfer you”
Let the receiver know who will be on the line.
If the line you are trying to transfer to is busy, say:
“Bill’s line is busy, would you like to hold?” WAIT for a response.
If the line continues to be busy, say “Bill’s line is still busy, would you like
to continue holding or may I take a message?”

WTF/dl
W: Telephone
DATE: 10/20/03
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TAKING MESSAGES
When someone’s line is busy, or if they are unavailable, say
“_____’s line is busy OR ____ is unavailable, may I take a
message?” IF SOMEONE IS OUT OF THE OFFICE, DO NOT OFFER
SPECIFIC PERSONAL INFORMATION I.E., SHE’S AT THE DOCTOR
RIGHT NOW, SHE WENT HOME EARLY… CALLERS DO NOT NEED
TO KNOW THIS INFORMATION. A simple “She’s unavailable right
now, can I take a message?” should suffice.”
After you take the message, say, “I will give her/him the message.”
This lets the caller know you have taken the necessary information, and will
pass it along to the proper person.
If you are taking a telephone message, take a clear and concise message
including: the name, date, time of call, phone number, and any additional
information.
OTHER INFORMATION:
Always have your department’s phone list available to transfer calls to the
correct number.
Always keep the Town Directory on hand so that if a caller asks for a service
not dealt with in your department, you will be able to determine the correct
place the caller should be transferred to.
If you leave your desk, let someone know approximately how long you’ll be
gone, and forward your phone.
Just think of how you would like someone to respond to your phone call at
the Gas company if you have a problem. Would you like it if they were
rude? Would you like it if no one knew the answer to your question and
kept transferring you from one person to another?
Be considerate. It saves time, and it will please your callers.

WTF/dl
W: Telephone
DATE: 10/20/03
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SPECIAL NOTE:
Nothing is more disturbing to a caller then to be transferred again and
again because employees don’t know where to direct the call.
If you are not sure which department can deal with the caller’s problem,
take their name and number and tell them you will call them right back.
Then find the correct department and call back immediately. If
necessary, call the Executive Office at 5000 for information.

WTF/dl
W: Telephone
DATE: 10/20/03
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Appendix J
Town of Canton Consent Form on Employee Use of E-Mail, Internet, and other
Electronic Systems
I, _____________________________, have read the Town of Canton's Policy on
Employee Use of E-Mail , Internet, and other Electric Systems and agree to comply with
all of its terms and conditions. I understand and agree that all computer and electronic
activity, including but not limited to, electronic mail and Internet network activity, being
conducted with Town of Canton resources is the property of the Town of Canton.
I acknowledge and consent to the Town of Canton's right to monitor, log, access,
and review all such activity, with or without notice. Therefore, I have no expectation of
privacy in the use of these resources. I understand that such monitoring may include
printing and reading all electronic mail and data entering, leaving or stored on the Town
of Canton's equipment.
Finally, I understand that violation of this Policy may subject me to discipline, up
to and including, termination of employment by my employer.

________________________________________
___________________________
Employee Name

Date

________________________________________
Employee Signature

___________________________
Department

________________________________________
Supervisor’s Signature

___________________________
Date

________________________________________
Supervisor’s Name and Title
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PUBLIC WORKS DEPT. Phone: (781) 821-5023
Fax: (781) 821-2871

Appendix L
TOWN OF CANTON
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
1492 WASHINGTON ST., CANTON, MA 02021

STREET EXCAVATION PERMIT
This permit is subject to certain conditions, restrictions and limitations set forth in the Town
Rules and Specifications which are available in the Public Works Department.
PERMISSION IS HEREBY GIVEN TO:
Company

Phone

LOCATION OF THE ROAD CUT:

SEE ATTACHED SKETCH

TO CARRY OUT THE FOLLOWING EXCAVATION:

DIG SAFE NO.:

DIG SAFE start date:

I certify that notices to Utility Companies required by Chapter 82, Sect. 4 of Mass. General
Laws, as amended, and the Town of Canton Water and Sewer Division have been given.
SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT:

DATE:

/
SIGNATURE

PRINT NAME

Application Approved By

Date:
HIGHWAY DIVISION SUPERVISOR

Permit Approved By

Date:
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

Permit Effective:
Permit No
(Permit Expires 30 days from date of issue.)
SCENIC ROAD (Planning Board approval must accompany this permit)
The following checked off items are applicable to this permit
Police required
STREET CLOSING

yes

no

If yes 24-hour notification required
Selectmen

Fire Dept

FLOWABLE FILL REQUIRED

School Dept.
Yes

no
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Police Dept.

Public Works

PUBLIC WORKS DEPT. Phone: (781) 821-5023
Fax: (781) 821-2871

(over)

HOURS OF OPERATION
No Restriction
Restriction

ALL FEES MUST BE IN CASH OR CERTIFIED BANK CHECK
FEE SCHEDULE
Application Fee (non refundable) $50.00
Inspectional services after Normal Working Hours- $50.00 per hour

Total Fee
REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT
To open to center line of Public Way
$300 each opening
To open across the Public Way
$600 each opening
To open to center of State Highway
$1500 each opening
To open across a State highway
$2000 each opening
To open trench in unpaved shoulder
(Parallel to street)
$10 per linear foot
To open trench in paved Public Way
(Parallel to street)
$25 per linear foot
Curb cut for private driveway
$200
Curb cut for subdivision street
$500
Newly Paved Roads (infra-red or equivalent)
To center of Public Way
$700
Across Public Way
$1400
To open a sidewalk (includes 3 sq.yds.)
Bituminous concrete
$300
Cement concrete
$600
To excavate a sidewalk (over 3 sq. yds.)
Bituminous concrete
$15 per sq. yd.
Cement concrete
$25 per sq. yd.
Total Refundable Deposit
Deposit Received By

Date:

NOTE: The actual amount of each Refundable Deposit shall be reasonably
determined by the Awarding Authority to be sufficient to secure Applicants
performance relative to the Town of Cantons Street Opening By-Law.

I certify that I have received and understand the Town of
Canton’s Street Excavation Rules and Regulations, and do hereby
agree to abide by these rules and regulations.

Print name

Signature

Date

FOR TOWN USE ONLY
DATE

DESCRIPTION

REMARKS
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INITIAL

PUBLIC WORKS DEPT. Phone: (781) 821-5023
Fax: (781) 821-2871
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TOWN OF CANTON
Department of Public Works
Engineering Division

Appendix M
STREET OPENING APPLICATION CHECKLIST
Applicant:
Location of Proposed Street Opening:
Date of Application:
Is there a Fee Schedule sheet filled out with the proper amounts charged for this opening?
Is the applicant a licensed utility contractor?
Has the applicant signed the application?
Is there a Dig Safe Number noted on the application?
Has a site plan been submitted and reviewed for the proposed opening?
(48 hour minimum review period)
Is the work to be performed on a Scenic Road?
If the proposed street opening is located within a Scenic Road, has the Planning Board issued approval for
the location of the cut? (Documentation should be provided with the application.)
Is the work, to be performed, located on a street that has been paved within the last five years?
If the work is located on a street that has been paved within the last five years, have special conditions been
noted on the application by a representative of the DPW, or by the Superintendent of Public Works? (i.e.:
infra-red, sawcutting, and/or sealing the trench with emulsion)
Has the Highway Supervisor, the Assistant Superintendent or Superintendent of Public Works, been
approached for input regarding special conditions for this application.
Have any other special conditions been observed and noted on the application?
(i.e.: full width final paving, flowable fill for cross trenches, etc.)
.

Has a representative of the Highway Division approved the location of the street opening and signed it in
the appropriate location?
Has the Superintendent (or Acting Superintendent, in his absence) signed the application?

Checklist completed by :
Public Works Administration
The above checklist must be completed prior to releasing the approved permit. This checklist may accompany the street file
copy, prior to filing. This checklist is intended for DPW Administration filing purposes only. It should not be issued to the
applicant along with the approved permit.
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Appendix N

Town of Canton, Massachusetts
WATER AND SEWER DEPARTMENT
801 WASHINGTON STREET
CANTON, MA 02021
TELEPHONE: (781) 821-5017
FACSIMILE:
(781) 575-6576
E-MAIL:
lredquest@town.canton.ma.us

SUPERINTENDENT PUBLIC WORKS
Michael Trotta
WATER AND SEWER SUPERVISOR
Ronald J. Redquest
OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR
Larraine J. Redquest

APPLICATION FOR WATER AND SEWER ABATEMENT
Must be filed with the CANTON WATER DEPARTMENT within sixty days of the charge
Mail to: Canton Water Department, 801 Washington Street, Canton, MA 02021
Application Date:

___/___/___

Account #:
Name of Applicant:
Property Location:
Billing Period:

From

___/___/___

Water Amount: $
Abatement Request:

To
Sewer Amount: $
Sewer $

Water $

Complete statement of reasons for this application:

Signature of Applicant:
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___/___/___

Appendix O
Application for Senior Citizen Tax Credit Program
PART A: Program placements would be available in a variety of town departments, not all inclusive,
please indicate area where you would like to work:
Town Hall
Schools
Library
Public Works

____________
____________
____________
____________

Senior Center
Police
Fire
Animal Control

___________
___________
___________
___________

Housing Authority
Health Board
Planning Board
Other

__________
__________
__________
__________

PART B: Please discuss past experiences and types of skills that might qualify you as a participant in
this
program:
PART C: Do you have any disability that would limit your ability to perform the essential and major
functions of the work you have requested to perform.
If I qualify for the Senior Citizen Tax Credit Pilot Program, I understand that I may receive a maximum
of six hundred seventy-five dollars ($675.00) that can only be applied as an abatement to my Town of
Canton Property Tax.
Signature ___________________________________________________Date______________

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
PART D: Disposition of Application
Granted

Denied

Placement ____________________________________________
Indicate Reason for Denial
_________________________________________________________________________________

Pending Placement Location ______________________________________________________
Staff Signature ______________________________________________________________
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Application for
Property Tax Credit Program
Name of Applicant

Tel.No.

Address
Social Security Number

-

-

PART A: Eligibility Requirements: Please answer all the following questions.
Yes

No

At Least Age 60

____

____

Owner Occupied Residence

____

____

Can produce copy of current tax bill

____

____

Limited financial resources

____

____

PART B: Gross receipts from all sources in preceding calendar year.
Family Income
Retirement benefits (Social Security, Railroad, Federal,
Mass. and Political Subdivisions)

$________________

Other Pensions and Retirement Allowances

$_________________

Wages, Salaries and Other Compensation

$_________________

Net Profits from Business or Profession

$__________________

Interest and Dividends

$__________________

Other Receipts (rent, capital gains, etc.)

$__________________

Totals

$___________________

Please discuss any unusual expenses that affect ability to meet living costs.
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CONTRACT FOR SERVICES
The Town of Canton, a municipal corporation with offices at 801 Washington Street, Canton, County of
Norfolk, Massachusetts hereafter called the "Town" and ______________________________________
of _________________________________ hereafter called the "Employee" agree as follows:
1) The Employee will provide services as a Temporary Senior Associate for a maximum of one
hundred (100) hours in any fiscal year. Said assignments will be made on a week to week basis.
In no event shall any “benefit” of program for any participant exceed $675.00 during any
program year.
2) The nature of the services will vary with the department assignment, which shall be made by
the department head.
3) The Employee shall be deemed to be a Part-Time employee for the Town of Canton.
4) This contract will terminate at the end of the fiscal year, June 30, 2005, but may be
terminated sooner at the discretion of the Canton Board of Selectmen provided that seven (7)
days written notice of termination is given to or mailed to the residential address of the
Employee as listed above.
Date: _________________

____________________________
Canton Board of Selectmen or
Designee

Temporary Service Contract Accepted
____________________________________
Senior Associate

_____________________
Date

I declare that I have reviewed and understand the “Rules and Regulations” governing this program. I
agree to hold harmless the Town of Canton, and any of their representatives, for any loss for any type
whatsoever, as a result of voluntary program participation.
Senior Associate
* If program participants pay real estate tax via escrow - Company name, mailing address and
telephone number must be provided to the Town.
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Appendix P
Department Request Form

Department:
Name of Person completing form:
Date:
(1) My department is interested in participating in the Senior Citizen Tax Credit Pilot Program
____Yes ____No
(2) Indicate the type of position you seek a volunteer to fill:

(3) Please list the types of skills that the position requires:

(4) Indicate the time to complete the above task:

I understand, as the Department Head/Supervisor, that I have the right to select or reject an applicant
based upon their skill level. I also understand that once an applicant is placed, I am responsible for
training, supervision, and documentation of hours worked.
Supervisor Signature:________________________________________________________________
Please Return to:

Ms. Diane Tynan Corleto, Director
Canton Senior Center
P.O. BOX 54
Canton, MA 02021
"SENIORS IN SERVICE TO THEIR COMMUNITY"
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Appendix Q
APPLICATION
TOWN OF CANTON
BANNER REQUEST
Washington Street/railroad crossing location

1. Applicant: (Organization Name):
________________________________________________________________

2. Wording on Banner__________________________________________________________________
3. Size Limit:__________________________________________________________________________
No larger than 3’ X 15’, applicant must supply 4 lengths of 30’ of rope, and ¼” X 1.5” length
teardrop clips for each grommet (minimum of 4 grommets on top and 4 on bottom of banner)
Banner must have wind slots)
4. Date of Application:
__________________________________________________________________
(Applicant must sign Boston Edison Release & Indemnity Form prior to any processing of request)
5. Dates Requested for Display__________________________________________________________
6. Date Sent to Boston Edison _______________________Approved/Denied______________________
7. Date Sent to Zoning Board ________________________Approved/Denied_____________________
8. Date Sent to Board of Selectmen
____________________Approved/Denied_____________________
9. Date Sent to DPW _____________________________________________________
10. Name and telephone number of contact person ______________________________

PLEASE ALLOW SIX WEEKS FROM DATE OF APPLICATION
TO DATE OF ACTUAL DISPLAY.
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Appendix R
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
TOWN OF CANTON

Application for Amusement Devices Permit

Date of Application: ___________________
In accordance with the provisions of the State Statutes relating thereto, application for a
permit for amusement devices is hereby made by:
NAME _______________________________________________________________
(Full name of person, firm or corporation making application)

ADDRESS ___________________________________________________________
____________________________________ Tel. No. _________________________
for ____________________________ (number of amusement devices)
FEE: per machine $50.00
Signature
_________________________________________
Mailing Address
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix S
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
TOWN OF CANTON

Application for Entertainment Permit

Date of Application: ___________________
In accordance with the provisions of the State Statutes relating thereto, application for a
permit for amusement devices is hereby made by:
NAME _______________________________________________________________
(Full name of person, firm or corporation making application)

ADDRESS ___________________________________________________________
____________________________________ Tel. No. _________________________
for ____________________________
FEE: $40.00
Signature
_________________________________________
Mailing Address
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix T
APPLICATION
FOR
YARD/GARAGE SALE PERMIT

TODAY’S DATE _______________________________________
APPLICANT’S NAME____________________________________
APPLICANT’S ADDRESS_________________________________
_________________________________
APPLICANT’S HOME TELEPHONE_________________________
DATE OF YARD SALE____________________________________
LOCATION (ADDRESS) OF YARD SALE____________________
HOURS OF YARD SALE (i.e. 9 a.m. – 4 p.m.) _______________________
IT IS REQUESTED THAT ALL SIGNS ADVERTISING YOUR YARD SALE BE
REMOVED AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE EVENT. THANK YOU

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT _______________________________
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